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ABSTRACT
K

The essays in this collection 'are desig,ned to
acquaint preservice and beginning .teacher's with rationales and models.
for the integration 'of career eduC-ation and language..arts instruction

. into tbeir classrooms. The two essays ia Part One address the issues
cf. the responsibilities of English professionals, while the five in
Part Two. offer justifiCationt and reccmmendations for the integration ,

of career- education into the English language .arts curriCilum. The
. - seven essays in Part Three present specific suggestions and téaching
' ideal for use..in the classroom," and the two in Fart Four encourage : ,-

educators to think about-..the',future. (EL)
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Prefqee

This, collection- of essays, fasays'on Career&ducation and.Enghsti,
K-12, is presented to the reader as being representative of the
best, mott positive exgression by teachers at various level% on
the subject of career education and the English language arts.
Taken as a whore, the essays should acquaint preservice or begin-
ning teachers with rationales and models for the integration of
career education and language arti instruttioil intheir curtcula
and elassrooins. Experienced teachers Will also welcOrn7the
,draWing together of previously published articles and new essays,

- all focusing On. the genefal topic of career ediicatibiVand English,
language arts. '

The organization of the collection moves from the general to
the Specific. The essays in: Plirt I address the issuesi of professiortal
resgonsibilitieg; those in' Part II offei justifidations and recommen-
dations for the integkition of career education in the English
latignage arts curriculum. Part HI contains, essays which present
.particular suggestions or teachink ideas for use in the classroom.
Part IV consists of two articles which encourage% to think about
the future. The teader in vearch of specific chissrooin strategies
would do well not to .ignore Parts1, 1j, and W. Nearjy every eisay
in the* boOk contains teaching ideas. Further, while theeraphasis
in an individual essay may be on A particular gtrade leiter,' English
language arts teachers- worldkg aiTevery level will find stimulating,
ideas And applications in every essay.-For a wider selection of
speCific suggestions for classroom activities contributl by class-
roon(teachats from all over the countrk, readers are urged to
exaMine the companion to this voluthe, ,Career Education and
English, K-12: Ideas for Teaching.

Tfie editor takes thia opportunity to expkess gratitUde to all
those who contributed to this volume by writing original essays,
revising essays prievioluily in print, or granting permission to re-
print. For their. leadership and sustained Stipport, agpreciation is
due Jan Kilby, Project Director of theNCTE Project on Career*

**
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Prefn

. Education and English, and Charlei Suhor, Administrative
Director of the Project.

4

.,...---Marjorie M. Kaiser .
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L, .)
The term &reef 'education hasAeen defined in various ways by
leaders in .the movement and by those in the academic disciplines
since 1911. , The official definition , froin the Office of Career
Education arid a clarificition of some basic concepts related to it

. may aid the rlitad2r of this book.
Career eduCation, as defined by the United States Office of

Education, is ``an effort aimed at refocusing American education,
and the actions of.the broader comMudity in' Ways that Will help
indi 'du* acquire and utilize th'a knowledge, skills, and attitudes
nee for each to make ,Nvork 'a meaningful, toroductive, and
satiafyipg part of his or her V1Vay of living." This demitiort shoukal, **

help make, clear the diitinction betWeen eareer edncation and
vocational education.. Vocational' education &early refers to
specific job preparation, whereas, as Kenneth Hoyt states, Reareer / .

education is ini attempt to iMpart to all students . .. those general
employability skills that will allow students to change with change
in 'the occupational society and to progress in that soeiety4"2
These general Jmployalaility skills include the following:

$

a. the basic academic skint of Oral/written CommiMication and-,
mathematics; I ,.

b. good Work habits;
c. personally meanbigful work values;
d. understanding 61 arid apprepation for 'the private' enterpriie. system; ,

e. self-understanding and understanding of educational/occupa-
tional cippcirtutnities;

f. eareer decisionlmaking skills; . .

g: job seeking/getting/holding skills;
h. skills hi using unpaid work in paiductive use of leisure time;i.

and . ,

1. skills in oierci,ming bias and stereotyping as they impinge on
full freedom 6 individual career choice.'

."

a

It should be obvious, to teachers of the Anglish language arts hOw
most pf these skills-are.intimately related to the standard goals and .

1-4
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Introduction
r

objectives of languilge arts instiUction. There are two strategies
which English language arts teachers tcan utilize in teRching their
subject with a focus on career education. ts.

Throngh the strategy of infusion, care* education concepts are
used as a means of moth/ding students fo learn more of-a subject
itself: Through inZusion we can aid our students in realizing the
values of /the skills and uhderstandings we try to help them'
develop. LyhethV we are teaching composition skills, langUage
study, or literary theraki, a focus on the individual student's
career development or on the theanin*g of work or on career devel-
opment as a concept can add a new 'and purpOseful dimension to
the learning that occurs in our classrooms.

Through the strategy of collaboration, primarily with resources
in the community, career education is used as a means to broaden
students' knowledge of and insight into the world of wink and to

o stinudate their learning through the provision of a wide variety of
educational opportunities. By utilizing the community' through
field .trips, interviews, and guest speakers, a language sits teacher
can demonstrate how 'the study of the English language arts con-
nects with the real-life pragtice a language slills and under-
standings.

Teaching the English language arg with a focus on career educa-
tion does not imply that all objectives and classroom activities
`must be related to career education objectives. What it does imply
is -a forward-looking professional attitude -on the part of the
language arts teacher in striving to motivate all students .to per-
form and understand to the best of their abilities this subject we
call &Wish language arts.

. .

Backixound of This Public:aim

The 1978-1979 National Cotmcil of Teachers of English PrOject
on Career EducatiOn and English, funded by the United States

Office of Education, has inspired a renewed interest among NCT_E
:members nationwide on this very importint aspeCt of education in
the seventies and. eighties. Many indi:Viduai members at altlevels
ha:ve long been Concerned a6out the .relationships between their
efforts in the English language arts classroom and the world
beyond that dasliroom. The FrojeCt has broUght many of these

together-:in. Person, Working together- as Task Force
members: and, in convention. sessions, and'in various publications
and communication's. -

-11
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Intmduction xi

Nt long before 1978, individuals and the leadership. of NCTE
ev;inced interest in. career education and the teaching bf .the
English language arts. As earlssfr as 1961, an NCTE Committee on
,Careers in Engligh ras established. This group, under the leader.:
'ship of Elizabeth perry, produced ,The Careers of English *jars
iri 1966. English and career edudation programs have been part of
every national convention from 1971. through 1978.

In 1976, NCTE was invited to send. representatives èa Mini-
Conference on Career Education f9r. Postsecondary ssoeia-
tion Representatives; sponsored Lir the United States Office of
Education. An Ad Hoc tommittee on .Career Education was
established to reexamine the interest ill career education of
English professionals and to attend the conference. During their
meetings prior to the conference, members of the-committee met
to -draw some conclusions about career education and to make
some recOmmendations to the Council. The following is a list of
their conclusions.

1:Career educationi in broad perspective is a proper concern
for all English arld language arts.teadhers.

2. Some of the things that go on in some English- and language
arts classes may be vocationally orientede.g., letter writing,
learning to .understand 'and till put;forins, arid writing factual
reports.

3. Much that goes on in English classes is career rather thah
'vocation oriented: cognitive development, language acciuisi-
tion 'and development, talking and listening, vrtiting to
commuhicate icieas or ..to clarify experience, strengthening
reading skills, imagining oneself in alternate possible roles,
and so forth: The outcomes of these activities will be valuable
in a broad spectrum of Occupations.

4, One of the most important contributions to career education
throujiti English 'is. increasing confidence in the exercise of
comn:Otniatian skills as a way of controlling and changing
one's w4191. e

5. The connectioil between some' of the things that go on in
English and language arts classes and career edtication may,
seem at times remote, tangential, or nonexistent That, by
itself, is no reason for discontinuing thoie activities (e.g.,'
filmmaking by students who will probably never be em-
ployed as cinematoraphers, choral reading, writing limer-
icks). There may connection, but w&don't have to prove
it to justif.y doing these things.

1 0
1
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6. Although career education is a proper concern for English
"OrNif teachers, that matter has not received swfficient direct atten-

tion from NCTE.
4. /47. Lack of attention leads to o stems from, or both, the lack

of awereneis or the reluctan e to acknowledge, or both, on'the part of English and langzage arts teachers, the responsi-
bility they have toward the career edudation of their
students.4

Most of these conclusions appear to remain points of agreement
among the leadeis and membership of the Council as they con-
tinue to examine tlie professional roles in the classroom pd the
community with specfl sensitivity to making English language arts
instruction as meaning ul as possible for ail students. Teachers at
all levels throughout. the.nation have produced a wealth of-mate-
rial illustratint& general professional concern for and a faith in the
value of career education.

The establishment of the NCTE Vroject on Career Education
and English has been effective in helping to focus the attention cif
the entire profession on this vital concern and to unify teachers of
the English ianguage arts on tliis important issue. As teachers have
become more aware of the value of the philosophy and goals of
eareer education and its natural connection to lan&age arts
instruction, they have become more and more Comfortable with
the concept. The authors of the essays in this collection consis-
tently express their awareness of the great potential inherent in
the integration of English and career education. Readers of the
collection will surely.. share in their optimism about what this
integration can do to revitalize language arts programs.

MK

Notes

..

L Kenneth B. Hoyt, A Primer for Career Education (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1977; Arlingtone4.: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, ED 145 252), p. 5.

2. Kenneth B. Hoyt, "The NCTE Caree-Education Project: Hopes and
Aspirations," paper written for the National Council of Teachers of English,
Urbana, Illinois, January 1979, At

3. Ibid., p. 2.
4. Minutes of the meeting of the Committee on Career Education of the

National Council of Teachers of English, December 4-5, 1976.
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'epi,rper Eduôatión -: Implications ,

kw:Teachers of Ehglish
"

- 4
IK

.4110''.

Jan E.K4lby/.
. --NCTE Prqjeci 4 CaYeer Educition

. . ,
..... This author mints that EngliSli .tephers.cart'hel; stuaents Kyrie..

. , date the value :Of :Edglish, for, oil - eareers. and. can help them -

"media*
expkire the Many . eaizeti. tp,ortynities in communications and .

. . ..., , - .
.

.-

. .

81omeon$ once said thiVelfery nelide4 ifi education needs 7at least
'five years of ;clarification before i1 r..art be accepted.' It is now
1979, eight years sigie the concept of career edimation was
formally introchiced ker9 7 1 by Sidney P. Marland, then commis-
siOner of 'education at the .Unite4 States Office of Education
(OSOE), and Kenneth B. Hoyt, theil.asiociate ciIimissioner and
now director of the Office of Cwer Education.?i .

After Years of discussion, d815ate, and clarification of the con
cept of career edueation by school district personnel, staff mem-
bers 1/4of-the United States Office of Education and the Office of
Career Education, state education department personnel, coun:
selors, career development theorists, rekesentatives of business,
Jabot, and industry, and members of numerous professional asso-
ciatioris for educators, career education has emerged, in fact, as a
concept 'that is accepted as important by those Colperned about
eaucation. The establishment of the Office of 'Career Education
at 1550E and the subsequent appropriatifts of funding through
the Education Amendments of 1974 (PI, 93-380) and the Cireer
iducatia Incentive Act (PL 95-207) clearly confirm the. commit-
Ment. to career education by the public:Inembers of congress, and

. .

the stiff members- of USOE.
As it is currently defined, career education is

,

f t

e

an effort aimed at refocusing Aitierican education and the action*

This..article *as originally published in English Education, vol. 7 (Suiniter
197), pp. 249-51. Copyright ©1976 by tthe National Council of Teachers of
F. mash. Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher.

fa
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0- Thtc;neerns of English Professionals

of, the broader cqminuni.ty in ways thit Will help individu'alg.
acquire and utilize th% knowledge, skills; and Wdeknecessary
for each tO make wale a iileaningful, productive, anil satisfying
part of hit or her way of living.3 .

.
career education implies that all schooLpersonnel, ip partnership
With . pirehts and membera of cOmmtinity b'usiness, labor,. and
industry groups, share equal responsibility for facilitating the
career development of all students, kindergarten through graduafe

..qr continurng *education% .,The tWo primary strategies foirinte-
. grating4he career education concept into the school cu.rricillum
and' program. are infusion and collaboration. T4hrough infusion, .

oom teachers and other school.perSonnekrave or "hit-Ilse":
career education intO the regular academic curnciihnn and schobl
program. Through callaiikration, 'educators, parents, andmemberat
of the Community design learning materials and experiences to
illustrate to itUdents the close relationships between. learning and

.

career preparation. - el

All classroom teachers play an important iert5 in career eauca-
tion. Their primary roles are hIlping students to See the value of
the subject studied for their adult career and life roles'ana fielping
them to° become acqUainted with the specific. cakeer clusters and
job opportunities relatedAirectly to the study of the,subject.

Vor teachers of English gat all level, there are at least two major
implications of career. education. First, teachers of English can
hel p. students understand the valiie of effective communication,.

. skills for all the fifteen Career clusters: agribusiness arid, natural
resourees; businesi and office; communications and media; con.;
siimer and homemaking edilcationr construction; environment;
fine artst, and. humanities; health, hospitality, and recreation;
'manufacturing; marine service; marketing and distribution; per-
sOnal serVices; public service; and transportation. StUdents. should
see that reading, writing, speaking, and liatening'.are part Of everir
career. Second, 'teachers of Englikh can. expose.stidents to the
various occupationa within the two career clusters directly related
to the study of Engliah: communiCations and media, and fine arts
and huipanities. A study of the many opportunities in journaliam,
technical writing, adyertisipg, marketing, public rlations, broad
.casting,'publishisig, and printing can eatily be incorpOrated into
the English classroom. *.

If classroom teachers of English want to integrate career educa-
tion intO the curriculum with these two. objectives in mind, the
following guidelines are.suggested.

,.
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Implications for Teachers of End lish* 5

1. Teachers can ,establish4 departmental, schoolwide, or
district-wide. career education ,task force to share the respon-
sibility Dar plinning a comprehensive career education
prdgeim. &cif a giOup might ,p'erform the following tasks:
develop level-specific objectives for career education; identify
curriculum materials related to career developmenl; establish
contacts with professionals in 'the community lvtio ate
engaged` in.cdramtinications-related careers in order 'to estab-
lish 'a *Speaker's bureau, a lay advisory council, or cooperative
educational agreements for fleyLaxperiences; anedesign in-,

service career, education programs.4 4

2. Teachers can acquaint themselves' with the' vast amount of
career educatitm materials for classroom use; filmsosters,
hook4 pamphlets, . articles, journals,. and government ,docu-
ments. To obtain suet), materials, leachers can contact their,
district supervisor of English language arts or specialist on
career _education, their state supervisor of language arts or
their state career educatioh coordinator, their schopl guid-
ance specialitita and librarians, personnel in their regional .

educitional media/service center, and their professional
associafions..

3. Teachers can, keep their- knowl,edge of career .development
and career echication current by attending inservice programs
tponscired by ,tlittir district or. regional educational media/
service center, by enrolling in giadtiate dourses at colleges and
universitiei, and b reading the research land-literature on
vareer development and career education.4

4. Teachers can acquaint theraselves with the posts-secondary
eclucational oppoitunities id their Communities, -since stu-
dents freqUently seek information and guidance regarding
their; post4;igh school. plans. Teachers can 'have ,on hand
information related td voe4ional-technical institutes, corn:
munity/julior colleges, four-year colleges and universities,
apprenticeships, "special programs of fraining offered by

. public and plivate organizatiobs, and other forms,of contimi-
*- ing education. >s,.

5iNachers can provide oPi)ortunities to assist students in
career.- awareness, career exploration; and career preparation
as they stucly language, literature, composition, and fihn.5\

%.Teachers shOuld be continually aware of major political,
social and economic' trends in 'society which have direct,

\



'171e Concerns of English Professionals

iniplicationa for speeific careprs ,and should help students 7

understand these implicatiqns.
1. Teachers can help: sttidents to.undersiand.thatsareer develop-

.

ment' is a lifelo.ng process invcilving many decisions and
s44eral Major stews. . ,

8. Teachers can help Students to see careers ealistically and to
evaluate-them in terms, of 1:vorking cliSnditions, the nature of -

the work, salir*, traininkana edueation require& for en4
and advaricement, , job: seeurity..and- outlook, v.alue orienta-4

., tion, Current and projected job luldng tredds$ and pergonality- ..

. ',related requirements. , , ,.,
- --. ,,,

. . .

All infor' nzation provided VI) student's should, of course, be acCti- -

rate, up to tratg, and. presented in. a nonsexist manner. In fact,
students should ISeekcouraged to explore nohtraditiOnal careers.

'Career education, an: be integrated easily into the English
cuniculum. Teachea cad -.1!)egk now to, identify, collect, and .-

,develop methods, inaierials, and aetivities which will enhance the .
career development ofthe stnclentsin their English classes.

- .
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This article ekplores in depth the "relationships between career

edur1ation and the English language arts program. It addrOsses the

important question of balance between thd humane and practical

uses of Engiisir. In addition to a thought-provoking discussion of

, goals and issues, the authors offer sample exercises designed to

help achieve the specific goals they believe are legitimate for the

integration of career edudation and English.

We English teachers are constantlK in the process'of defining and

redefining the discipline that, Americans call "English." DUring the

last' decade, definitions have included (1) scaden3ic proficiencies

language, literature, and composition; (2) tuiadamental skills

listening, sPeaking,'reading, and writing; and (3) bike connnuniCa-

- ,tion coMpetenciesliteracy and verbal skills. By questioning it.;

owit purposes, .the English piofession recognizés that work must

continually be reassessed, redirected, and revieived as its living

context changes. And as the profession deVelops and employs this

cnir*itir for self-aisessment, withits ithplied din:tension of free-v

dom and courage to Make changes as a result 4f new insights, the

procei.s of:definition becomes a significant elenient in a4

comprehensive description of what"English" is.

But changes n .definitions have not altered the piofestion's

core cOncerPs A PrWary, concern is to gbh Igatners at the high"

, This article was originally published in Career Edacation in'the Academie.

.Classro.ont, edited by James W. Becker and Garth L.' Mangum, N. 6943.

.Copyright 1975. by Olympus Publishing Comvany, Revisions completed by .;

.
Marjorie Farmer and Mildred Dougherty.; Reprinted by permiasion:of the

authors and publisher.
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. oii

Agchbol level an opportunity to achieve communsbation competen- ,gbies that" will equip them for the responsibilities of.adulthood. Amajor reSponsibility of every ault is to do work that yields bfith
personal 'fulfillment arid service to the dommoir good', Further, the:l.
English program seeks to prePare leatners to participate creatAly,in the life of theoworld corainunity. These areeareer purpgses, 'andthey are the purpoies of the teaching of English. ,

As English teacriers consideOng the career-oriented ie*aching of. English, we have be.en trying te, resolve for ourselves at least three..
major-profeSsional questiOns; T(1) What is therelationship betweenthe _humane and .the practsical usest'of' English? (2) Where is thebalarice between our obligation to teach standard Eiilish and theimportance of valuing kinguistid differences? (3) .What are theimplications 'for the teaching of English of our students' varying'career goals?

Tkle task of kecdnciling the humane uses' of English With itspractical apPlications is basic in the profession. The humane uses'are those experiences that help students define and enhance theself., and achieve healthy interaction with others. These experiencesare, chiefly conleeted with literatUre and theaterthe creative artsof language and communication. The practical uses are the meansby which the self is presented and by which dynamic interactionwith others is achieved. These are the spticifie skills needed Forfunctipnal, practical literacythe preparation of job appliehtiongand emproyment resumes and participatIon in interviews, publicspeaking, and other forms of informatkoal and persuasive eop-munication. An emphasis on career education. in Eiiglish cap help.clarify the interdependence -of these humane and practicalfunctions.
.A related, professional concern of Enklith teachers is the .main-tenance pf the necessary balance between the obligation to teachthe conventions of standard,' written, American. English and theimportance of valUing the varied linguisti&l, styles of learners.

English teachers increasingly are recognizing the interdep 'andence
of t:liespl-tVo aspects:.of language. We understand that it is only onthe under!ying, structure Of eatch learner's Unique "languaging"power, with' its special style' and content, that the learner canbuird a-Widening range o0ophisticated lipguistic strategies..But the. teaZbing decisions 'are not easy-ones. If too.much stressis placed on the practical'aspects, the richness of vario4us culturesand th'e interest bf many persons in English studies may be lost.-If toopuch Stress is placed on the hurnanities, students May fail

t
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to learn skills that Would enable then i. to cOmmunipate well with
other people and that they may need in order to get certain types

. of wOrk and to .progress in their careers. tibyously, too,. the
,profession . must provide accesito standard American English, it
for learners from all language communities without denyingtthe
values and strengtlis of linguistic ityles emerging frqna theiy 3wn'
cultural heritages:

A.third cbncern of die profession is to fin4, ways tp.operi,earieer
options 'to students in' a mannerthat will prePare them "pally
well for highe edueation or for-technical and other opcupations. .

f;ast imbalaneei, arising from the empha$ oh Cisvzsrooga work for
,the college-bound at the expenfaof that provided for the general
student, were the result of the differefitial status histipricaily
assigned these, groups in society and thefact that schools are run
by peoble who themselves are products of higher education. But
increasingly, financial rewards are being equalized among different
types of employment, .and greater regent' is accorded the social
contribution of each. Some of the factors that have helped bring a

about these changes tire the numbers iof middle class high school
and college, dropouts, welfare recipients' and prisoners' rights
movements, fair employnient practices, legislation establishihg
affirmative action requirements, efforts to provide cornpensatofy
education, more sophisticated labor-managenietit negotiations, and
.the, growing participation of people from all career grOufas in the,)
processes of government.

As tht English teaching profession addrete; these questions,
it does so in full awareness that high schools- as they now exist
often seem to fail in their services to the ',young. English, as a'
humane and liberating discipline, cah.make major contributions
the educatien profession by achieving a clearer sense of the-eqe4..,4%,
dignity og all students and by helping young people' find rays .

Achieve- Personal growth 'and motivation., Cared education is an
* .*important medium kir making these contributicins.

What Career FAucastipa?

..4Xareer ecation concepts haVe contributed some new perspec-
tiiet on the defulition of a career. In the context of edocation,
a "career" no longer refers only t4 jOb that has a particular
social stature, or one for *hich people have been specially trained,
or one that is likely to be a personts livelihood for an enpre life-
time. The word is not even limited' to descriptions of work gor

.
1.
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.4 vithich a person gets. paid. Instead, the. concept of "a career" now
embodiesat least in the minds of career educathivfar-reaching. .
aspects of lifestyle, coinmitment, involvement, and self-fulfill-
ment. While Careers will still. be regarded in the minds of some aS
being limited to that part of life Connected sole1 s,. with work,
career educators 'see a career as ing a continuing -search for a

, satisfying atd fulfilling life. /, -
For the elementary and secoAdary scho English teacher, these e

redefinitions in no way cbnflict w). the ively. perceived
values underlying the work in English classes- n fact, if career
education is the proceis, br, which im4viduals shape and control
their destiny with some concurrent measures of personal-satisfac-
tion and social contribution, English'should become a valuaisie
resburee to ever3rone-ttSause of 'the power it bestows on individ-

,
uals to see into themselves and others and to manage their affairs
competently and with affability...English als6, contributes in a
more sPecific way 'to career education through its emphasis on
comfhunications skills. Most Rroductive*.activities involve cOm-
munication among human bemgs.- Most instructions in paid
employment must 'flow through spoken and written 1,;nguage.

. All human'relati9ns are communication. And all jobs that are not
primarily manual are almost entirely based On communication--
the transmission of ideas; orders, and messages.

To determine whether these career education teeds of students
'are actually being met in the EAglish claaroom, one must appraise
present teaching methods. and coatent.. Then the teacher can
decide what should be continued, what should be altered, and
what should be eliminated. Among the questions that should be-..
raised in the course of thiS appraisal.are -the lollowing;

1. Does iristruction avoid an elitist biasz rather than favoring
a small group oe students, does it serVe ebro#d student
populatioln well?

2. Does the .teacher, bk acknowledging and developing natural'
linguistic proclivities, .hel st develop their vocabu-
laries, learn w e of- w rds, perceive relationships,
Stretch their minds, and ngage 'in a variety of ways of
thinkin about their poteii al, their. options, and the world
inwhich hey live? - - .

.

, -

a. Is the instruction so pertine
everyday life 'that it is rele
prov.ides.them with a way to
experienvs?'

1

214

ik to experiences and events in
Att, to students' concerns and
interpret and express/heir own
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4. Does the Olaasrottm develop skills that-will enable students to
th

-their ikes and to resolve problems?
argue idehs trking

and valth

'and with others in order to
glarify

.0

51. Are studenti acigeving funct4onal literacythe ability to read
-a4d write according to their functional needs in school and
in tife world 61 work?

ok
6. Is the English classropm helping students to know themselves

and tir know others, i-cot just as fellow trksients who pass
this way Nit once, but as human beings with whom e?iperi-
enees and understanding are shared?* .

7. To cultivate such knowite.dge; is full. use being madeAlot only
of literature. but. also Of role playing, theater, and activities
in such expressiire areas as jounialism,,speech, debate, film,
ond dande?

NM.

- 8. Is English more than a _simple tool for transmitting other
subjects? Is it a *base on which students can build realistic
approximation's *of their social, vocation* and eirtrironmental

). roles, and will it help them make choices to. satisfying
.;

. .

When these questions can be epswered in *the affirmative, English
becomes not a device4or screening out students according to some
prefabricatea notion of winners and losers in coliegiate or classical
career terms, but a means for instructing all students in a purpose-
NI, **pleasurable classrooni that uses the past anti anticipates the
future. We kilt:AV that to say all this does not aisure that English
wili be well taughtor that. Methodology and content will always
mesh in a inamter that is perfectly and immediately clear to.all
student's. But it is I. probability, if not a certainty, that energizing
students around their 'perceived interests and needs (even when

and fillfilled lives?

these are self-centered or ultimately
them, help luger numbers of them fmd
themselves in_the English classrodm, an
comP'etence.

Career Educatir Goals

oneous) will 'motivate
atters of consequence to
developpeater linguistic

In incorporating career education in Er*gflsh studies, goals sliould
be established that are aimed at helping students achieye economic
independence, appreciate the dignity of work, 1:arn about the

aatisfactions of work, and acquire the ability to make wise
siOns about career options and choices. The following goals. are

-

2,
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'
- 'for stuagnts who complete a hith schoOl Eiislish program:It

, students should obtain the fdllowing: ,.
Ta ,,

1. the .conimunication understandings and skills n
become, employable, to !continue education thrOue; up' their
lifetimes, and to pursue developing vocational ani, avoca-
tional.cireei interests;

2. increased self-awarenekandrilreztiurr,- expanded, career
awareness and aspirations, arid _appropriate attitudes about

4, 'the perSonal ana sOcial significance .of4work und careers as, a
-re ult oi clarifying their values throAgh literature kand the
other'cliseiplineiof Unglish;, .

.. .

\ 3. decision-making-skills necessary for futur long=range career
plamiing, particularly in En lish-relatesi caree aitl .11 other

%......
.

careers where linguistic.apili ,is impo nt.-. .' I. ,...

1-

. The following sapaple objectives anti learning:at .t.- *e's may, suggest .,

to the English teacher how the Content of tlé'144h program can .,

fkiitate the achievement of these goals. 7 *,7 s

4r,
. * - ...

. , tt -4Objectives for 00al One: , 4

41-' ,,it i.

Developing Qommunication SkillsAelated to Caree ,

40. .
, ,

.... . . :LI
In the folloWing exercises, students- willi0 Y discover Nit.;i At iS }
like to work in. various occuPations rela*ci to EngliisW ( A 0 g

pize. that different kinds of written commiulic tion; ranging from
simple messages to techniCal reports, are. inipo t compopents'in 2. ir.

various careers; .(3)°.* language, spokalo written; in'varicius' ,'
. ways, depending upd4, th 01#poses,, si; On, and audienee;. ,

(4). experience vicaridusly-a variety of ioles through faMiliarity 4`, '

with literature that e/wmplifies different attitudes, Valliqs, and:.
'dilemmas of the human condition; and (5) mike careftil cOserva-0 :,
tions and interpretations pf ihe cdntent and langUage characteris-Jr., 1

tics of various..clommurfications media, including filma, radio; *.,7'.
television, magazines, newsletters, newspapert, sales letteri, Posters
and billboards:and public speehes. .

.

;
, 4

7

Sample Exertise s .

-.
Objective IConsidering occupations related to English .

a. Students will list the names of several characters in literature'
or persons in real life whb have been successful in occupa-
tions related to English. By reading biographies, newspapers,
or other research sources, stUdents will obtain inforTnation-

..

4.
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. that will enable them to describe at least some of the factors

.
that ledio the success of these persons.

b. Students will write research reports on occupations related to
...English,. describing snch matters as the range of oPrortunities

in those fields, the number of persons now employed in these
pccupations, requisite skills and personal characteristics,
educational anti training requirements, pay, possil;ilities for

... promotion, advantagesand 'disadvantages, work-sites, degree
61 supeivision and independence, and Places in the com-
munity where such workers are employell.

c. Students will write essays ilInstrating the application of
language. study to careers of their choice. These essays Should
also include the reasons whir the'y are interested in these
careers, perional likes and dislikes that would affect their
work, in that caieer, their pertinent skills, and in-depth
information on opportunities. in the career field.

Objective 2Recoknizinc many' different. kinds of Written
communication
a. Students will study ipeCific Occupations to 'determine the

amount and the kind of reading and Writing done; if possible,
they should collect samples of writlng by workers in these
occupations. .

b. Studefits
4.*

deMonstrate sn understanding of a variety of
written communicationS in the world of work by prOduCing
an array of these communications and identifying where they
are used and why they are'needed.

c. Students will assemble and examine Vasietir of written corn-
Mitnications ir?m a single work site, such as a business office.

cr.' Students will evaluate the Written communications of their
peers as a meareof strengthening their understanding of what
they and their fellow students know and what must still be
learned.

:Objective 3r7 Usiltgr tanguage, Spoiren., and written, in different '

, a. Sttidents will play roles and compare language in the follow-
ing situations: class discussions, peer wroup discussions after
sehool, student-adult, diOussipns in a civicsituation, and peer
group interaction in a variety of social situations.

b. Students will produce samples of written language that are
appropriate to differe t situationsfrom one class to another

-^

4.
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itliout a joint project, ainong peers about.a social occasion, v.

from adult to stalekt to adult about a school issue.
c. Students will play roles in job interviews and in other career-
f. oriented situations. . ,
4 Students will clis.cuss effective and ineffective uses of verbal

and nonverbal communication.
e; Through interviews And other means, students will collect

examples of the variety of interpersonal communicatiok
among workers in specific 9ccupatjons.

f. 'Students will oic!serveby audiotapd, film, or:television, in
offices or through simulationsvarious communication
techniques used by adults in their work.

Objective 4 Experieniing a variety of roles through literature
a. Students will read fiction, essays, biographies, and auto-

biographies to determine how values and attitudes can shape
decisions.

.b. Students will analyze characters in their readings to discoVer
the components of. individual personality and .the roles that
these components play in human interaction.

Objective s5Examining the use's of English, in the 6ornmukica-
tions media
a. Students will analyze uses of persuasive devices in_ the cow-

munications media. ,

b. Students will analyze political speeches that represent differ-
ent 'viewpoints. They will report the facts .. presented, the
weight given to variotit facts, and the interpretatioh of facts.,

c. Stildents will participate in the filming taping of )a com-
mercial or of a shorf narrative account-of ootball ganie, an
accida , an emdrontaental hazard, a scho l election cam-
paign, or e like, and will adapt . their presentations to
subject con nt, media form, and audience.

. *
,

ObjeCtives for Goal Two: .

Self-Understanding, Values, liefinitions

In the five sample exercises beloW, students will (1) develop, a
-4/stematic method to clarify their values; (2) demonstrate to what
extent their values, abilities, intereits:aptitudes, and attitudes are
compatible with a variety of occupations and 6areere; (3) become
aware of the personal signifiertnce that work and careers have for

1
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the individuaj; (4) learn ways that theater, film, radio, and other
communications media offer a variety of 'experiences for personal
growth, oceupatkinal satisfaction, and recreation; and (6) 'try to

e whicit valUes tend to be generative.ahd to-produce other
v es.

Sample Exercises

Objective 1-7-Detreloping a systematic ,Ritluid of clarifying
values
a. Students will stud5; a value hierarchY and illustrate it, using

4 val es disCovered in a novel or abort story. (Use the follow-
in format to show how values are built.)

(
b. Students will apply a value hierarchy to situations 4et forth in

the following: (1) a student.developed dialogue, *(2) a filmed .
or taped commercial, (3) a magazine advertisement,. (4) a
television pragram, (5) a magazine article.

Objective .2Considering values, abilities, interpsti, aptitudes,-
and attitudes(in relation to,occupations
a. Studepts will write essays, illustrating thg application of

values, abilities, interests, aptitudes, and attitudes to specific
career choices:

b.. Rae.h student will take an interest inventory, structure a pro-
file, ahd .analyze the profile for Its accuracy in guiding him or.
her toWard a career choice.

c. In a group effort, atudents will analyze the structure and
. content of an interest inventory.

Objective '3Understanding the personal significance of wOrk
and careers "

a- Students will analyze anecdotal accounts, such asaowspaper
interviews With interating perrro, tb learn the personal sig-
nificance of work and carrs fat various peote.

p.
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. , 4'. , ,

b. Through interviews, students, wll explbre the.differing values
of individuals regarding their work;-will invite guest, spealeia
to ihe. classroom ; will view wideotapesmade at work sites.

p. Sttidents will wrillskessays.ar particifmte in paivl discussions
oh: the pile thaVa 'career plays ' in the development and .1
nurturing'Of 'aelf-condepts.

tor

-

'Objective 4 CorisVink the 'relcctiohsh'ips between .nonprint
rhedia a,icL persanal growth, bdcupational. satisfaction and .

.
recreation

-

a. Students- will role. play, estnstnzet di4logues, 'and' film and
tape their clialogais, illustratiag the Value of nonprint Media

. in personal growt.11 and social diversion.
b. Students will explore facilities in the community, including

an educational telegsión stt#42../differnt kinds of movie
houses arid radio stations, and comffunity theater groups.47

.

Objective" 5Examining Values that produce other_galuea..
Students will assess statements lite the followinein terms of how
they can generate additional values.

a. Seeking goals and answers to problems is a person's destiny
and should be construed as valuable and plekurable in itself.

b. li.nowing 4bout the world as realistically as possible is good:

c. Having the_poWer to expresa oneself according to one's urges
and needs is self-enhaneint.

cl. The ability to project one's understanding into the lives Of
others is powerfully liberating and self-sustaining.

el Being able to identify imaginatively and sympathetically with
otheri and with their problems'U revitalizing.

, f The atailitY to cammunicate with- others stiatainsone's own
serise- of worth and assures oneUiage in a tpinnaunity.

-

g. Having a sense of security a. of Wort, sOcial place,
. .

and communication with a educes stocial appre- .
henaion and alienation.

Objectives for Goal Three:
Developing Decision-Making Skills

,.The objectives for this goal are threefold: '(1) to make and analyze
career decisions on 'the basis of a decision-making model thatrin-
eludes consideration" of reWards, .costs; alternatives, and personal

2
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values; (2) to be able to gather information regarding a caretir
choice through reading, interviewing, observing, and other 'corn-
municative means; and (3) to .be able to, use one's knowledge of
oneself and of various careers to.make tentative career choices.

Sample Exercises.

Objective 1=Making and.analyzing career decisions
a. Students will chpoie occupations in7which there are general-

fats and specialists, interview these workers h terms of job
satisfactions and dissatisfactiots, and write an analysis of
their findings.

b.
r

Students Will search for answers to Such questions. as: (1)
What do newspaper reporters and printers do? (2) How do
they write,- edit, and print the news? (3)-What do othei staff
members do?

c. Students will visit a local newspaper e4tab1ihmentto talk to
workers, examine the newspaper, an produce a dais report
orCeareers in journalism.

Objettive 2Gathering information on career choices
a_ Students will. interview adult workers and describe how life

experiences have affected thir Career development.
b. ,Students will locate ources of information on selected

careers, intluding the school library and school ..coUnseling
office and sources in the. cOmmkniity private wad :PUbIIC

.: employment agencies, ,cdiaputeriied infonnation services,
vocational educatioa.centers, and comMunity colleges.

Objective-3--Vsing kno'wledge of oneself and of careeistto make
tentative 6areer.chbices

.
a. Each studeat: will. prepare- a persorial resunie. and/or a port-

fOlio that includes Creative or informative writtg and other
typeg`iit commUniCations (photo eiSayscartoonsi .graphics)
that may be useful in helping pareats, counseltarseVocational
educators, proepective employers, or 'college entrance inter-
viewers aid in the detemination of appropriate'career chan-
nels and choicea. . 4

b...19tUdents will be encotarag41 use':lanegiiage ia appropriate
classrodm 'sittiations so as to gain experience in speaking
effectively about tlaeir carger interests and their personal
itrengtha..,

A! I
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Implementation Strategies

The Concerns of English Pro féssionals

How should the English teacher go about developing a career&
oriented curricultim of this kind? Of course, the individual teacher
'may work apart from colleagues, incorporating into course plans`
ideas gained from this essay and from other sources. But th&going
may be easier if the teacher works with colleagues within the
-English department and .across departmental lines, particularly if
the school has outside consultation service", a library of resource
materials, 'and other supports for a curFiculum development pro
gram. But .whether the teacher works alone or with. others, the

following steps are appropriate in iinplementing career education
goals in the English classroOm.

First, formulate goals,,pbActiv; eXpected outcomes, and eval-,

uatibn plans. A numbeeof résourcesimay be drawn uponguides
from other schools, bulletins developed in state departments of
education and career education projects, articles in the English
$tournal and otheLprofessional magazines, and the like.

Second, identify instructional resources:" The English teacher
may know the community served by the .school and mar he able

to identify individuals, grou'ps, businesses; industries, professional
and service organizations,.and institutions that can proVide

r mation useful to students. There may be available a master list of
community resources from which to draw much of this informa-
tion. Students thethaelves are an important resodrie, and their
involvement in planning, sharing, and developing ideas on career
educaticin in the English cliissioom should be used creatively.

Teachers from vocational education, social studies, fine arts,
foFeign languages, arkd other .disciphnes should be added to the
resource pool. Parents and 6ffier family members are also sources
of information on a wideiariety of occupations and on.reareer
values, aspirations, 'and decision-making proc6sseS. These efforts

t "may result riot only in a good career education 'program but also
in profitable lines of communication between the English class...
roam arid other departments in the school and between the
school and the community.

Third, make decisions on program elements. Having e stablished
goals, objectives* expected outcomes, and evaluation .plans for a
career4niented program, the English teadier is.ready to'decide on
the changes needed in the organizatiorr and content of ex,isting
courses. New courses may also be needed, although the infusion
of care& educatiOn concepts in all courses, new or old, is more

, 4.
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readily 'defensible than adding a new Course to the sch,Pol'currie-
ulumand it will probably tmplisti more. -

If the implementatioh eff includeS the *entire school, English
teachers should par!icipate in making decisions about staffing.
Alternative staffing patterns may build upon the strengths and
competencies of individual, teachers. Team teaching and coopera-
tive arrangements crossing _departmental lines for both planning
and teaChing.may make ithe best use of competencies. Resource
persona from the community may further enrich the instructional
plans. the be to seek put and find ways to Use
the 6e4 possible p nsk, supplementing the competenclea of eiCh
English teacher ' brciadening the peripectives of stUdents
through. real-life experiences relating to careers, work-oriented
values, and career decision malpg. -

The English teacher. engaged in the process of developing a
career-oriented prograin iot4d also- explore how # single broaden-
ing of .perspectiVe can help bring, about a good -career education
focUs. For example, in connection with the various strategies that
the teacher akeady uses to explore a student's interests', back-
ground ot experiince, values, attitudes, and competence in Me
language arts; the teacher mighralso begin to 'gather information,
Observations, and kopressions that are important to career devel-
opment. What work experiences have individual studenti had?
What are their views of .work? What are their Career aspirations at
the .moment? Aniwers to these and other quebtions begin td round
put the Englisb teacher's view of each student, and this can serve
as a basis. for hidivictualizing.plans for s career-oriented prograta.

,

Surnmary. 4

.While the teaching of English undergoes cd4inukt1 redefmition,
'its inherent purpose is steadfast: to give rid04cs4he opportunity
.to 'achieve communication competencies' that 'will serve them. as
adults in seeking personal fulfillmen*Weiring service to the
common goodoand 'in part4cipating. creitiirelf, and effectively in
tlie life of the cominunity. Career education;broadlY defined, can
help uS revitalize the content and tbe metimp4ology of the schciol
English. progrini at a time when students are seeking clarifitation
Of their personal values and are facing the need to mitlre career,
dee ow. The English classroom can become a laboratory in
.wif earners etplore commUnication in iti many forms and pre-
pare or a lifethne ot effective And satisfying communication with

\
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other people. These\ are vital skills, fOr they are Wed in work,
in leisute, and throughout the whole of life in the Oilman com-
munity. 1.
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Goals of'Career Education
anct.Goajs 'of English Langtiage Arts
Instructión: A Model

Charles Suh9r . .
National Council of Teachers of English

The author focusei on the concepti of congruent, overlapping,
and distinctive goals for English language arts and career educa-
tion, lie believes that many of the cognitive and affectivegoala of
language arts instruction `are congruent avith career education
goals and titat teachers and curriculum developers need to plan'
carefully to utilize these areas of overlap:.

Advocates of career e:thie.ation have long held that they are ncit
championing a neW discipline or distinct area of specialization.
'career educatie is not seen as a new area added: on- to present
'school prograv bgt as a concept to be infused in Oristing curri-
cula. Still, many. English language arti teachers tend to see career
'education as an invasion of their suL;ject matter area. ye need to
clarify the relatiprishiPs between the goals of career education and
the goals of lantUage arta initraction tio that teacher& and curric-
uhnia developers can work lh a corisciatts knowledge of whatiali

llik'does and does not have c r releVance..
There ire two unproductive ways of looking fit ,Oreer education

and English.. One is to state that ail education is relevant to. eit-
reers: Such a claim invites no change's in instvetion at all, since it
implies --=incorriectly, .I believethat everything- we do in language
arts instruction is, in fact, rich in career implications: The other
unPrfxructive 'approach is to generate a limited repertoire og t
career-oriented 'units for use in 'English classes in order to "cover"
career concerns. This strategy supporta the idea that career educa-
tion is, after 41, a stsries of artifices grafted onto "real" 'subject-
area content. '

z

This article is adapted from "Goals of Career Education and Goals of
SubjeciArea 'Instruction: A Model," Jountal of Career Educatkm, vol, 5
(March 1979), pp. 215-19. Copyright the Curators' of the University 6f
Missouri, 1979. Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher.
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24 Oliver Education and the English,Curriculum

r

If language arts teachers -at all levels are to. give a genuine career
focus to their programs, we must develop a'clear cdncept of the
relationships among career educatioh goals and those of language
ärta instruction. The models presentect below explore theie rekt-.
tionships in graPhic form, representing English languageFts goals
as a dotted square and career education goals as a square com-
posed of diagonal lines (Figure, 1).

A.. .

Figure 1. Subject-Area Goals (A) and Carect Education Goals (E)

4,

Certain goals of cAreer education and subject-area instruction
will be viewed as congruent; others as overtapkrng; still others as
essentially distinctibe.

Figure 2. Congruent Goals

In Figure. 2, career eaucation goats and English language arts goals
are congruent:---that is,dthe subject-area goals .and the career goals
match .exactlY. Such goals are generally closely related to funda-
mental skills in thinking, listening, .speaking, and writing. ior
example, critical thinking s_kills taught in English classes -will
haVe direct application in a wide variety of careers that require the
critical analysis of ideas. Skill in lair and sman-gioup discusaion is.

4 another language arts goal that is valuable in most careers. Skill in
'writing ,is alf 0 important to advancement lir many careo-r' arNeas.

33
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.Stuaents tkanied in these procesa-oriente4.4 SUiS become, :ipso
'facto; tfainableand the trainable. eMployee is well suited for life
in a society of rapidly Changing occupations..

Ci3llege teachers of 'Methods coursei can use the concept Of
congruent goals tb refocus attention on ihe intellectual proCesses .

underlying a discipline. Toci often, the inain goal of subject-
'centered insp:uction is the mere impafrting of information. The
congruent goals Model, in additio4 to suggesting the intimate.con-
nection between career edueSion and major language arta goals,
underlines 'the importatice of a process approach to language arts
initmctsion. Of course, I've listed here only a few eamples of
congrnent goals. A large list of such goals and related activities
might be created for langti'age arts instruetion. Curriculum develr :

opirs recognize that an increed stock of congr*nt goals Would
greatly enrich bdtht'career .education .aild the overall design,into
whith career concepts 'are infuied...

Figuiv 3.. Overlaiping Gin's pubjeo.hta.sed

Figure 3 represents an overlapping,of language arts goals and
career education goals in an instrUctional unit that is fiindamin-
tally* subject-based. While the dominant focus of the unit is on
aldlls, *Ines, toPics, and so forth, in language, arts, the points of
,pverlap are seen as natural extensions a the unit and 'not contri-
vanees. For example, a study of the techniques of persuasion or
propaganda in English might be enriched-by visits to a television
newarocan and an advertising agency, th an examination *of the
various work roles involved. Study Of works, from The

:Canterbury Tales to:Death of a Salesm c..t la.1110e discussipp
of the authors' views of the world of rk. Free writing might

.14
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. .

include students' reactions to topics like, 'If I were a . . [stu-
dent's choice ota job] " or, "Three-jobs I would [like/not-like] to

",. .
have."

Teaohers with extensive graduate level train* hi their subject
areas are sometimes stispicious of a tamer education emphasis,
seeing it as intrusive, if not downright anti-academic. But when
career activities are planned as a natural outgrowth of the ongoing
instructional prop-mil, fears about poaching and trivialization dis-
appear. Few people are so narrow as to totally deny the educa-
tional. and motivational value of real-world applications of the
study of their discipline.

416

,

Figure 4. Overlapping Goals (Career-Based) -

In Figure.4, a career-based overlap exists. Here a career unit is
devised, but it inherently involves a .mastery of certain language
arts skills. For example, English students might answer classified
ads, thereby exercising composition skills and demonstrating
letter-writing form. In role-playing job interviews, students hnag-
inatively project themselves into new situations, thus supporting
the broader goals of language and literature programs. An annual
Carder Day-program might be used as a research project in which
studenti select a career -area, wxite a job description, and comment
on their feelings about stich work.

ctional units that have overlapping goalswhether these
are s ject-based or career-basedcan be created by thoughtful
classroom teachers. The development of such units is not a matter
of training one's ingenuity but of finding logical-ways to extend
subject-matter concerns on the one hand, and to make use of the
discipline-related aspects of career activities on the other. A

1
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if strained, overingenious linking of career and kin
cepts would result not in infusion, but confusion.

ngure 5: Distinctive 'Goals

.

Figure 5 constitutes a frank admission that some language art
goals ares their own exeuse for beingthat is, they lute disfüictive
having 'no .apparent career relevance except for the-ltudent who
might later become a language arts specialist;an nglish teacher,
e4414r, lexicogapher, or. poet; fqr example. Scanning the meter of
a Petrarchan sonnet is of littleliw. to 'anyone except the potential
English scholar. KnOwing,the definition of a diphthong, participial
phrase, or.oxymoron is not relevant .tO Most careers,. nor is the

7..:_ability to diagrani a sentence or discover recurring images in a
vpoera. Moreover, the learning of these skills is not nornially within
the bilsie *process orientation described in the congrUent goals'
made'. A

No dotibt many distinetive goals are an important part of the
: liberal édueation of students in our society. Not every goal need .
be career-reiated, or utilitarian in othel ways, for .that 'Matter. Ent
distinctive goals in language arts insitruction should be carefully
examined by teachers, curriculum deivelOpers, and administrators.

'There is a genuine questioh as to whether cfil students -Should' be
:given intensive Study in the esoterica* of Our discipline, For exam-

many English spetialists are increasinglY concerned that
studenti whci might otherwise enjoy poetry are put off by aca-
demic exercises in scansiOn or by tortured analyses of imagery.

One productive otitopme of using the models above might be
the discovery of the gicsiributio-frinc(s of goals' in a lesson
plan, course of study, or cUrricultim. The rgesence of a e ntim-
bet* Of distinctive goals* might" stiggest that educational priorities
are misplaced, focusing exCesitively on the subject rathex Than on
the student...A well-balahced program in the EnglislrIangtiage arts

.

.

,
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. .

would probably be strong on congruent goals, reflecting &double
orientation towards both the cognitive and careei development of
the student; rich in overlapping goals, reflecting a sense 9f con- 1

nectedness between language arts instrUction and the world of
work; and highly selective in distinctive goals, reflecting a thOught-
ful approach to the student's liberal education rather than indis-
,criminate dumping of specialized concepts into the curriculuni.

.Whether or .not the present career education movement persists
. as a national effort, the individual teacher will continue to face the

problem of bringing Subject matter instruction into a proper
relationship with students' career needs and goals. Th'e models
above are an attempt to provide a framework for analyzing'that
prOblem in a coherent wt. The anaiYsis aims at sorting out
language arts and career ducation goals, establishing relation-
ships between them, and implicitly reassessing goals in the process.

rw41 .
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Reading Requirements
for Satisfactory Careers

Beatrice 4. Levin
School District of Phi/adelphia,

Focusing on the relevance of reading and general literacy to work
of all kinds, this author outlines the speF,ific reading and study
skills essential to; performance in our career-oriented society. In
addition, the authee suggests steps for relating the reading .006-
tent of a partieularliiscipline to career education.

career' edUcation has been deecribed as*a concept whose time has
come. However, many of its Components have long been parts of
educational programs.- The idea of career education is neW only in :-

the way these Clemente have been reorganized, restructured, and
applied to pCrmeate the entire educational 6i/stem. Career eduea-
tion is a holistic concept which includes-both job attisfaction and .
the imaginative use Of leistire involvee all members of the
schOol fainily superintendent? princiPal, teacher, connseloras
Well AS the community at large. It facilitates education. ok all stu-
dents so that they may appropriately choose and prepare for their
life's work as wellias all aspecte of living. Broader than the Concept
of vocational education, it 'subsumes all career possibilities for
students, froM dcoupational job entry at high school graduation to
more technical or professional careers requiring additional school-
ing. Career education's underlying appaal lies in its acceptance of
all 'gCniiinely produCtive human endeavor as worthy. and- creditable
and its realiktic development otthis attitude through the educativc
process. Since it has met with such immediate nationwide enthu-

; deem, it appears urgeot that some of our educational priorities be 4
-reordered and the curricula dissected to 'determine career .educa-
tion's releVance to the la jeede of today's Students. In order to

This article was originally published in Reading and Career Education,
edited by Duane M. Nielsen and Howard F. Hjehn, pp. 77-81.. Copyright

1975 by the International Reading Association. Reprinted by permission
of the author and publisher. . .
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30 Career Education and the'English Currie 110

- prevent career education from bedoming 'just another passing
educational fad, .its philosophy must be thoroughly understood
and integrated in the total instructional program so that education
will be revitalized and more responsive to the demands of this
rapidly changing world.. ,

It' is a dereliction of duty on the part of educators to fail to
introduce, students to and prepare them . for the wide Variety of
career options open to them. Through, career education and train-
ing, students can achieve economic independence and personal
and social satisfaction.

Importance of Reading '

Career education subsumes the attainment of personal gratifica-
tion not only through a sense of achievdment at dignified work,
but through development of a broader humanistic involvernent in
Community affairs and the creative use of leisure time. Since the-
development of vocational and Intellectual skills pervades alf
subject areas, the need for, good reading skills is axiomatic. There
are no areas in either the academic world or the world .of work in
which reading does not play a crucial role. Even at the lowest job
entry level, people have to be able to read and follow direCtiohs in
order to complete simpld takks correctly, read and fill out applica-
tions and other forms intelligently, and i.ead newspapers and
periodic* with adequate understanding to make intelligent, inae-
pendent- judgments on political and social issues. Whether they are
following the sequence of steps in a job sheet or studying a text on
constitutional law, they*must .be able to understand and correctly
interpret the printed word #t whatever level of .abstraction it is
written.

The ultimate aim of education is to produce in learners indepen-
dence with which to (1) earn a living according to their interests
and abilities, (2) think. and act creatively as citizens .of the world
community, (3) pursue avocational and recreational activities, and
(4) continue lifetime learning. Capabilities for continuous learning
.are particularly important in # changing world requiring adapta-
tion ,to a variety of altered conditions. Undoubtedly, people now
entering the job .market will have to make numerous adaptive
Occupational changes and personal adjustments during their lives.;
this spiral of change in social i'and econorai6 structures places an
even- greater emphasis on the need for effective reading-thinking
skills.. Because knowledge and the written records thereof are
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increasing at brealmeck speed, student& cannot learn all there is
to know in the course of their school years in elementary, second.-
ary, college, and graduate school. The process skills of reading
knowing how and Where to find needed information; hoW to read
it evaluatively in terms of its pertinence to a particular need; how
to organize this information so that it is manageable, logical, and
easily retrievable; and how to retain, those elenientsi, that are most
essentialassume greater importawe than the content Of any one
subject. ,Reading educatori must teach 'Students to sldm when
looking for a particular fact or piece of information, to read
rapidly When oniy'a .general idea of the material is needed, and to
lessen the reading pace when the material is loaded With informa-
tion or teclmical language that requires more intensive reading.
-Mere exposure to printed facts withont teacher direction for
relating and organizing contributes little to the development ofthe
essential thikking-reasoning process. To develop these cognitive
prOCesses, teachers must helP students (1) determine main ideas in

.printed materials. and verity that these ideas are extracted from
and supported by the stated facts, (2) make logical inferences by
reading between the. lines where there is factual evidence to give it '
credence, (3) perceive the difference between fact and opinion, alb

and (4) become fsoniliar with propaganda devices and discriminate
between 'connotative .and denotative language. All of theSe skills
are essential in a career-oriented:society.

Reading skills needed atthelower levels of jobentry involve the:
" literal interpretation of texts. In the vdeational-occupational area,
for example, essential skills are understanding printed directions,.
'following the stepi in a sequence, learning a basic sight vocabulary
of. the technical terms in a. iften vocation, finding ,the main idea,

, noting Specific details, and using the dictionary and: other resource
.marials. Recently, a group of vocational-occupational teachers in
a comprehensive high sphool exhibited an interest in learning hdw.
to help their stud6ta read the technical materials in .their areas,

. admitting; that most -books and fob sheets are .toverloaded With;
difficult technical terms.. An analyiis wee made of some of
..tnaterials, listing specific skill* needed to read them comprehen-
sively. FRIlowing an examination of the vbcabularies, Suggestions
were made for reinforcing new and difficUlt terms via graphib

.illUstxations, fihnstOps, 'class-made flip cards, la12..eAng, display and ;
bulletin boards, aixl word of 'the day. Most of the required skills
reyolve around following directions in a sequence,of ;steps where
comprehension is immediately tested in the piodUct or outcOme.

-t r.
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. 32.. Camer Education and the English Cariculum

An electzon ics teaeher-aerarred to teach his students to do critical'
reading, make intelligent inferences, and draw reasonable conclu-
sions from faCts stated in electronics materials.'"Thus, even at the
lower job entry levels, good critical reading-reasoning skills ate.
.desitable for, both adequate job performance and personal
development.

StUdents must be made aware that reading paays a vital tole in
enhancing or impeding their plans for immediate or ultimate job
entry; they Must know that reading is not im abstract intellectual
'option but is as necessary 4 tool. for the auto mechanic as for the
engineer: histotian, or -lawyer: In addition, teachers and adminis-
trators have an important role in preparing students to function
at the highest reading level of Which they are papable.

Student s. need the whole range of literaiy skills in order to
make career andyocational choices freely. Basic reading and study
skills which all students should acquire .during their years of
schooling are:

1. 'Word-attack skills
Extensive sight v!cabulary
Phonic analysis
Using context clues

yllabication
Fritowledge of compound wordi

Iteeognizing roots, prefixes, suffixes, and inflectional endings

2. -Word-incaning skills
UKderstanding teChnical terms

0 Using the glossary
Using Che dictionary
Using new tenns in speaking and Writing
Understandipg figurative language t
Understanding denotations and connotations,of words

&Comprehension skills 4

Determining main ideas, whether explicit or implicit
Selecting relevant details .

Recognizing relationships among main ideas
Organizing ideas in sequence
Understanding titne .and 'distance coneepts
Folabwing directions -

Apading maps, tables, and other graphic material
Distinguishing.between facts and opinions

a
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-making judgments
0flrawing.inferences and giving supporting evidence

.4. Study skills
Outlining
Taking notes
Scheduling time efficiently
Preparing for examinations
Preparing for discussions and reports
Using reference materials

...Adjusting rate of reading to suit purpose and content

Staff development in- career education mnst consider the d
purpose of readingfor information and recreation. Students w
are having dilfieulty with reading tend to be motivated by
material retated to a tob-oriented task. The following Steps are
advocated forrelating the reading content of a particular discipline
to career education.

1. De\tennine the general. skills heeded for students to master
the subject content.

2. List specific reading skills needed to,compreiiend the subject
area materials. 4

0

3. Set ulyik sequence of educational objectives based on steps 1

4. Evaluate students' reading levels -and neis (via informal
inventories, past reords, word=attadk surveys, vocabulary
checksrespcdoted records, standardized teats). .

5. Match the materials to the instructional levels of the stu-
den*, group the class flexiblY to provide for individual read-
ing needs and strengths.

6.`Plan instructional strategies to eradicate atudents' deficits and
protride for increased development and refinement of skills.,

'I. Include listeraing,, speaking, and writing activities because of
their interdiPendence with rtadipg. .-

8. Encourage free reading at specified, intervals by providing
saturation with other related reading Materials (e.g., a class-
room paperback library). .

9. Provide appiopriate evaluation as an ongoing, integral part of
the instructional progral.

10. Inctude gpod questioning techniques- which stiMulate

e
0,91 .
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34 Carver Education and the English CUrriculum

dents to thiicreatively and critically, to eValuate/whaf.they
read, to organize facts into a Meaningful whole, and td make
intelligent judgments based onsound evidence. Undoubtedly,

. the kinds of questions-poied by the. teacher influence the
kinds of thinking students do.

11. Provide precise and extensive vocabulary development
activities:

Conclusion

It has been estimated that one-third of our nation's youths leave
school without obtaining sufficient reading skills to meet the
demands of employment. These yoling people emerge into the

, adult world with little sense of personal worth, with social and
. vocational inadequacies, and with ovenciding feelings of hopeless:
ness and futility..Many. junior and Beni& high school students fall-
into this category; their deficits in reading and general literacy
depress their accomplishments in both academie and vocational-
occupational areas. As a studentdvances throUgh the-grades, it a
progessively more difficult to fail in reading and yet succeed,in
other educational endeaVors. With the sophisticated demands of a
technological society, There is no place for the inadequate reader

'the technician v:rho cannot translate technical 'material into com-
prehensible action, the Secretary. Whose language skills are [mule-
quate. for appropriate communication, or the economist who,
cannot properly idterpret present trends in the light of the his-
torical past. -

To prepare students for a future likely to contain lightning and
unchartered change, survival May depend on such -skills as the
abilitY to communicate at all levels, competency in solving prob-

. lems through creative and divergent thinking,, and management of
a vast conglomerate of steadily burgeoning knowledge. Indispens-
able to the acquisition of those skills is the exceedingly complex,
interwoven set of skills and processes known as reading. . '
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In Addition to Skills, What.

Alan Lemke
University of Nebraska at Lincoln

This author urges English teachers to look more closely at their
programs to determine the "effectiveness and smoothness" with
which the teaching of career education and the study of English
can occur. The author stresses the utilitarian uses of English and
the hnportance of making meaningful contacts with the emu.,
munity, but he also proposes ways that instruction in skills can be
vxtencted to deal with the larger issues of the Englisk curriculum.

4

A- few yefiri.ago in Si. Louis, Wiliam Walker, who was at that time
the direct& of the Atlanta, Georgia, Office of Economic Oppor-

- tunity, spoke about the integration of career eduCation and the
teaching of language arts, especially those facets 'of language arts
lying beyond basic skills. Once the business letters have been
written,' job imlication forms 'filled out, the new*paper diction
mastered, and the stage fright controlled,. what does English have
to offer young people and a nation losing faith in liberal education
as prerequisite experiencesto intelligent and comfortable living?

Walker's question captures the attention of English k

teachers interested in or fearful of integrating the teaching Of
English and career education. Ii addition to the skills, what? ,
This ,essay provides two kanswers Moir in addition to snd while
teaching language arts skills through the use of community re-
sources, teachers. of English should lead students in :the studx of
language, literature, and composition. Second, the teaching of
languSge arts skills and the study of langtoge, literature, and corn-
position should occur simultaneously. Both the question; "In
addition to the skills, what?" ind the answers are neither new nor
al:Locking.. Professional 4terature on the integration of English and

This article was originally published in The Liallet, vol. 74 (Fall 1975) ,
pp. 20-27. Copyright 0 1975 by the New England Association of Teachers of
Engl ish. liaprinted by permission of the author and publisher. ,
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ni

career education has not yet recognized the effectiveness and
smoothness with which the teaching of skills, and the study of
English Can occur.

Before it addresses the integration of career education, the
teaching of language arts skills, and the-study of language, litera-
ture, and composition, an English program must meetIhree pre-
requisite 'conditions. (1) Teacheri of English, career education
specialists, vocational education teachers, guidance counselors, and
students must realize that "career. English'ns nbt a synonym for
vocational English, dummy. English, or relevant English. Career
English is English for allstudents. (2) The English curriculUm must
be at least crudely piogressive, such that students recognize differ-
ences in academic depth in English class, year-after year. Students
of English in high school must not experience each English class as
one more opportunity toilearn the use of the comma, the use of
mOdels of deductive and inductive paragraphs, ar4 the use of the
moralist's or the formalist's. approach to literature. (3) English
teachers Must be willing io !. take seriously the problems of the
pporly educated, especially those looking toward years of un-
rewarding work and unemployment in a repressive society: An
gnglish cur.riculum in which these conditions are no more .than
wiahful thinking is nilf yet readY either to address itself to career
education or to complain about having to make English relevant
to the World of work. (Although these three' conditions are signifi-t
Cant and crucial:* their mention, here is qot meant to overlook the
enthusiasm and ability of English teachers, the enthusiasm of-s*-
dents, and the support of the general public.) Like the teadliing of
English, career education will flourish in the best cliniates, grow
briefly but never bear fruit in betkx chi:eget, and wilt in poot
climates.

In relation tO language arts and to .career education, the ques-
tion, "In addition to the 'skills, what?"- coverS more than can be
addrescped Comprehensively in a single essay. Readers are encour-
.aged to consider all the activities described in the rest of ;this'
essay and in other essays as examples cif ways to integrate the
study of language with' 'both the' least, and the .most exciting_
aspects of career education and English. rt follsws that thii.essay
Ought to focus on something. as routine a's' the teaching of thet
business letter and, en the, other hand, on the teaching of litera-
ture. English teachers who understand and'improve on the exam-
pies in thiS essay wilivomfortably integrate career eddeation. and
English in other areas of the_ English curriculitm. I haVe delib-
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.

erately Chosen simple example& and have stayed with them long
enough to show a number of Variations.

career, education manifests a concern for the utilitarian uses of
.language; and orkce during school years, students of language and
coMpositioh spend time Wiaely if they Study the uses, format, and
exemplary contents-of business letters. Once is enough ir the job
is done. well: Letters Of inquiry concerning possible employment,
letters written in response to the reCeption of damaged or defec-
tive merchandise, letters requesting 'travel informationall these
should be twatninecl and written during the junior high years.
Together, teachers and students can think of many kinds of
business letters to writs and study.

What does it, mean to study business letters and at the same
tiree study language? In addition to learning the skills, What? .
While students learn and' practice dozens of letter writing sIdlls,
teachers who are worth .their Salt and wish to integrate the teaCh-
ing of langUage atts and career education can clo a. little extza
because they 'are more interested in what students think than in
what students can' de. In schools, performance is Important, but
not nearly as impertant a& Understanding what one does and Why
he or she doeS it.. Only then can e far more important question be
asked: "Do I Want to do it?'" Suppose juniorligh studehts, who
ha4 just learned the rigors of doing everything just right in busi.
riess letters, were asked to write the' following: (1) the first Para-
graph of :a business letter to a Datsun regional service manager,
whose mimeo they have; (4) the first paragraph of a business letter
to a local Datsun service manager Who has visited the class or who
hag been described carefully by the teacher; and (3) the 'first

paragraph of a .business letter to the local Detain service manager,
Each student assuming that his Orher favorite uncle is the service
manager. By agreement, the Content of all the letters would 6e

about the same problem. The first letter would be written .With,
out Students' knowing that the others are to be written, and
perhaps not all students Would Write all three letters.' Students
would be carefully instrUcted to explain the situation in a waY
that the receiver og the letter wOuld like. Lettem woUld be !hared
once theY were. all Written. Once editing problems-were taken care
of 6CZ that all geed letter Writing skill& had .been practiced and
learned at a high level of excellence, the cprestion of a writer's
audienee Could be 'raised. What effect does a writer's audience
have upon writing style?. Do the three letters reveal .identiOal,
similar, or 'quite different styles? If students need help noticing
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differences, teachers can' state their impressions of differences in
syntax, diction,lone, sentence length, and so on among the three
letters. For example, if the letten3 are to be ones of either mild or
vicious complaint, students can compare- the uses of words whose
e phases are carried in their denotative meanings with uses of

s whose emphases are carried in their connotative meanings.
Teachers might findl that ernotive language iS used ar not used
depending upon the audience for the :letters. These elementary
but crucial issues in rhetoric . and semantics need not take secimd
place to- the practice of language skills in business letters if
tlachers will ask, "In addition to aldus, what?" Neither do these
principles of rhetoric and semantics have to be taught in a vacuum
without reference to the world outside the school or wi out
reference lo a stildent's own Use of language"

Studying and understanding business letters includes(th ght
-about such studnt cinZstions as, "Why can't I have the kind of
margins I like?" or "Why is my letter so baring?" Suppose two or
three studenta Were' to call a local banker, a service manager for
Sears, a state English consultant, or a busy insurance office recep-
tionist and ask questinns about how many letters are read each
day, how those letters are ansWered,,and what it feels like to be a
letter answerer. Suppose two or three students were assigned the
task of answering all the letters to the regional Datsun service
fnanager. These and' similar activities wetild illustrate the role that
similarity, pattern, and' strict adherence to format play in the
toleration and effisient ahswering of letters from Complaining
customers. Until students understand the reasons for the rigors of
the business letter format, theylurill not know the differences be-
tween training and education, .policing and teaching, and not
liking and liking learning.

Edueated-and experienced teachers of English can extend the/
letter writing exercise still further into the study of' rhetoriC
semantics; composition, or -dialectolOgy.. The writing of business
letters should be done in such a way that students riot only learn
language kili. and' business letter format, but simultaneously
learn the -principles of semantics, rhetoric, and dialectology. The
enthusiastic integration of career edueation and English facilitates
stich learning and teaching without striking 'fear in the hearts 'Cif
Efiglksh teachers who wish to maintain high academic standards.

The integration of career 'education and English asks more of
teachert of English than that they blend activities already in the
English curricultini with career education's interest in the devel-. .

set

7
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ottraeht of utilitarian lingnistic skills. Career education is based in
part upon the belief that English classes and other subject-areas
take Oh a role historically handled by the home: Young people
tddaY lave little -opportunity to know very much 'about their

, father's, mother's; <, uncle's, aunt's; neighbor's, or. anyone 4else's
Work. Careex education as it occurs in the English class proposes
that something be done for the young people who 'mow, only that
tivair:father or mother goes dOwn to the plant,goes to the office,
or punches a clock. Integrating career ecincation and English in
most high schools, junior high schools, and elementary schools
entails this .new dimension, apd it is fair to call this new dimension
an oppOrtunity rather than a threat. As a 'part of the study of'
business letters or as a part of almost any other study at almos
any other grade level, suppose that contact with the wor g.
world occurred in one or More of the following ways. .

1, three students Spend a day with someone who spe ds a
censiderable amount of time answering, rerouthcg, or hi other
ways responding to 1ette4o

2. three students who have a fair grasp of what it is,like to be a
letter answerer Write a or more of dialogue between a
letter answerer and his her boss, or between a letter
ansWerer and a customer, or between a letter answerer and
.his or her apouse7or all Uwe if rhetoric is of interest at the.
time. .

. .

3. A letter answerer tells the class or a few class members about
the varying abilities, personalities, leVels of excellence, and

. career goals of his or her Jellow letter answerers.
4. A letter answerer's typist talks 'to the class about his or her

appreciation of linguistic clarity; consistency, and accuracy.
'5.. A panel pf business Managers and civic leaders talk candidly

abont receiving and writing' business letters.

Occimencs such as these would alma add excitement to many
classroom in which day after day teachets talk, and students sit.
Occurrenc such as these would provide ways to study semantics,

.rhetoric, ordialectologylnvolving students' active participation.
There are other, ways that students of all ages can make contact

with people in careers 9f their interest and learn langdage skills at
the same time: One or two teachers can locate/and request patient
cooperation krona business people, government' employees, and
other skilled laborers. For example, nurses, carpenters, teachers,

Jil
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county clerks, departmen :S,tiore ks, personnel officers, and
more are willing to 4rite ori speak riously about the& wfrk if.
students and teacherslisten and ask significant questions. After an
initial letter of introduction or after gt classrocim-based interView,

'students coMmunity workers could pair up, writing to one
another or four times in a serious attempt ts,6 ettchange ideas
41d Co discuss fears and joys asiociated with_the rainy careers in a
c n*mnity. Language arts instrpctioit can reach out into the Qom-

tfaity, to realities,, to its lifestyles:and at the same time ,
improve tile skills and the study of lan

Vot all blend's of are& education and E.ash%e obvlous.
3 Creative drama has e power to help students and teachers inves-

tigate atd dramatically expgriencelhumanstelation4hipspower
.,stiugglesbetwen workers in society. SuppOse that in. the
%,imagined absence of a ?eiv,students, .a class agreed to allow the

teacsher to kiss the absent students' work in,the wastepaper basket
---F7 and in other Ways treat Ave students with indiffeOnce for a period

, of time. All but the excluded students Would be assigned the task
of close observatikn, iiatchinF for siglis of frustration, anger,
arrogance, or withawal. The gamb should be repeated once at. ,
least before similar imaitnary situations ale exvlained briefly and
experienced through inlprovisation and discussion. Croeative drama
students who have seen and felt the emotions inherent in the .
nvovement either of the will of the mitiority or the weight of an
unexPlained policy against anIndividual might enjoy the proposi!
tion, "Language and all other`Communicative media are vehielli4
Of social action and are not merely modes of expressing One's

, self." In this Way, experiences in creative drama and the study of
I

the functions and feelings of words are integrated through English,.
and. career ,education. Once again rhetoric finds its way 'into the
integration of career education and English. The depth of under-
standing isidependent 'only upon the grade-level, the tether, and

,

the atmohere in the claggroom.
Tetcliers of English who can visualize the study of businesi .

letters, language, and creative drama in these and other ways will
hot have too much trouble 'bringing literature, film, and creative
writing into the picture. Before considering examples of Ways to

-; integrate the teaching' of literature and. Career education, some
commonly known words of caution are in order, for they are too
easily forgotten 'under the influence of attempts to tie aesthetic
experiences to teg, human Condition; 'to social problems, and to
career education. First:neither the. relevance Of literature nor the

- releVance of any single piece. of,literature is known, for literature
.
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is timeless and can be reinterpreted again and again, year after
year, in the light of soine new brand of literary criticism or in light
of some unexpected social, political, aesthetic, 9r personal event.
Macbeth; The Rainbow, The -Ordeal of Running Standing, The
jiingle, Plain Speaking, Maiden, and The Canterbury Tales. Lae
not accounts of peOple choosing careers wisely or foolishly.
Unfortunately, some, daY, somewhere, some teacher is going to. .

ask his or her class whether or not Macbeth had the job skills to
be a king. A second caution about the use of literature has to do
with students' personal grasp of the literature they have read. If
students understand a piece fully on their own, then and then only
do the applications of the piece *to life situations make sense.
Giants in the% Earth is about farming, one might say, but there are
few students these days who bOth read Giants in the Earth well
and understand enoUgh about farming to ask the relevance of
Giants in the'Earth to the art of making farming a career.

'We might remind-ourselves, finally, that literar experiences and
pieees of literature themselves are cherishtat part because they
are the property and possessions of individ to as they
see fit Not too long agó, I used my memory of T e Rain Ow in
order to uncle ." a woman with whom I spent but one brief
eVening. Had teacher taught me that The j?ainboui was a tool
useful in paYehoenalyais I w9ul4 not have had a ;literary' expexi-

-.ence, and The Rainbow would not-have been taUght as literature. ,

but rather as paychology, sociology, anthropology, or Tomog-
raphy. These cautionsthat the relevance of literature is not' .
known and that the application of literature muit follow` a fully
comprehensive and. personal readingneed not polarize thoughts
on the matter into two cam e Where literature 4 thought to
be sacred, the Other wherel11aratureis thought to be useless unless

it helps tteOple solVe economic problems.

career education and the teaching of literature, have
iwa in people's attitudes toward work, toWard particular

and toward career development. In The: Jungle by Upton-
Sinclair, only occasionally Makes aesthetic, moral, or social
judgments about the rise of people in Packingtown. Jurgis's con-
cern is fOr his -family 's well-being and for his own physical:surVival.
It is Upton Sinclair, wkiting in the third person, who pictUres the
Moral, soCial, and aesthetic Climates in which Jurgis moves,, more
or less unaware of anything beyond his family and himself.
Teachers of Frigli4h and Students will no doubt be interested
further .in Sinclair's lengthy exposition of., socialiit principles
Sinclair's Woe ofrfeatures of the novera setting to build symPathy
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for a less than glorious txagic hero, in the rapid disintegration of
the Lithuanian traditions, and in the psychological Nays each
character handled deprivation, alienation, and starvation.

Although tirse and other aspects of The Jungle deserve discus-
sion and should not be given only superficial treatment, one or
more of the following classroom activities would facilitate the
integration of the teaching of literature ancl career education.
Suppose that prior to Students' reading of The Jungle, the teacher,
read, analyzed, or .simply suinmarized Whitman's "I Hear America
Singing," Langston ,Hughes's "A Dream Deferred," Wordsworth's
"London,"4 or O'Neill's The Hairy Ape. Students could report
stories told by parents, grandparents, uncles, and aunts about .

.work experiences, about exploitation of t.he 'poor, or about the
, 'ugliness of the city. Prior to student reading, parts of The Jungle
coukl be read, aloud and briefly discussed. Community environ-
Men similar' in some wayphysically, aesthetically, or psycho-
logicallyto the setting apparent in the parts of the book.already
read to the students might be identified and described. Short
Stories, or only the be nings of Short stories, could be writtemin

toresponse selected p gei froth The Jungle and in response to
selected community en onments. Students could use.cameral to
otkm.ktill, images of the working conditions in'the community.

'Labor union members can be invited to talk to a few students or
J. to a large group of- students. During the reading of the novel,

newspaper articles and televised news accounts will .undoubtedly
. relate to the many parts of The Jungle.

In' these activities and in 9thers, the relevance of literature to
career education le' seenwithout asking such question& as, "I#d
Jurgis like Ilis job?" or "Can a man be happy even if he has a job
he doesn't-..iike?" AlthOugh teacIlers must listen when students ask
these .kinds of qUestions, the two . cautions studiedearlier must bp
remembered. cite re)evance of literature iinot yet known, and the
application Of literature must follow a fully coMprehensive and
personal readinga reading fostered by classroom petivities that
reach out. into the cOmmunitY, to its people, and 'to its realit4es. .

Literature cannot be read in a vacuum, at last not by y
people. f

Career education aski no more than the use Of community
resources to enhance the teaching of language arts skills, no more
than the teaching of skills in such a way that the teachht of skills'
becomes secondary to the study .of language and composition, and
no more than the recognition of literature's power to address the
multiple relationships between work and the huinan condition..

..,
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Learning, about Work: A.Study
of Conteyhporary Fiction foi Children

Patricia Read R.usiell
Stephen F. Austin State University

.
Emphasizing the importance of early career awareness and
exposure to the world of work, this author describes the variety
of recent children's literature that can serve a IC-3 language arts
teacher in helpifig young children explore work values and
attitudes. An excellent bibliography is included.

Learning about work, its nature and itarewards, is essential in our
society. Recently, however, the 13,uhlic has voiced concern that
young. Americans are not learning, this basic lesson. Educational
'administrators and teachers are responding to the problem .by
developing career education.prograrnethat focus in part on devel-
oping positive work. attitudes and .an Understanding of the nature
of work in the next generation of workers. .

Career education is very . important in preaellool and in the
gradea,. Since many attitudes becope fixed .at this time. Yet

too little is known about the attitudes toward work and notions
about the nature of Work that modem writers of.children's fiction
are presenting to their audiences. 'My Study of 255 StoryboOks
With 'Copyright d 44 '1970 and later shows that two otit Of.
every three boOks work entirely, but that the writers who
do lesat work as a cons ept (the' Word itself is rarelY used) display
positive attitUdes toward it. Work allows fictional characters to
help theiiselyes and cithers, to express themselves creatively, to
gain Tecegaition from peers and :authority figures; and to serve .

their communitieS. 'Thui; a creative teacher can use good ,stories, .

the traditional carriers ,of 'values in our culture, to implement
career edircation in the early grades.

.In fiction, however, .. information on, Work and wOrk values,' if
present at all, will be subordinated to blot and clpracter deielOp-
ment;- Since. these are stories, not-traats, the teacher may need to
emphasize the. ideas about the purpose4 and rewards cif work that
are inherent in the. 'story. The teacher should be aware that One

43
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writer m ay stress, persistence as a quality needed to-achieve a work
goal, while another may show theyeed to Five up unrealiStic goats.

. One may show work as necessary for family survival; another may
show it as defining manhood. Writers for young children present a
wide variety of perspectives on work, and the suggested reading
list at the end of this article May help the teacher find a story
appropriate to the 6ncept of work that he or .she wishes the
students to explore.

Storybooks of the seventies often show the young child that
work is . something done by someone else. This is not surprising
since child labor is not tolgvated in our culture. Indeed, children
are a short-term economic ability to .a family, not an asset. So
work is done by others, particularly by adult malesthe fathers,
older brothers, and other men of the coMmuniti Adult females
are usually shown to work only if no adult male in the family does
so. In these stories, the child character remains ignorant of the
nature of the work done and .rarely sees the worker on the job.
Nor do the stories stress the rewards of work, although'a paycheck
may be mentioned. In John Steptoe's Train Ride, Chulie tells his
friepds about his older brother, who works at Chock Full o' Nuts
on 42nd Street in New, York City. Charlie and his pals, who are
urban children, have no work to do on a hot summer day. Some-
times children See workers briefly, as Marvin sees the man fixing

. the pipes beneath the street in Marvin's Manhole, by Winifred
Rosen, or as Sally sees the gocery store .manager in Messy Sally,
by GladYs Yessayan Cretan. If a mother works, as in Lucille
Clifton's book Everett Anderson's Friend, the writer rarely sptci-.
fies her profession but puts emphasis on the difficulties her child

.. faces because Mom is not at home or on her tiredness at the end
of the day. The importance of the personal satisfaction she gets
from her profession is not, shown.,

If the child character iS under eight, his or her tasks ar done at
The child's work takes on greatest significance when the

work of each member is needed for ?zanily survival. Since thp.
work. of Children is tiot essential in modern ..urban or suburban
middle clue life, the stories usually take place in settings.remote in
either space; or time. The setting is usually rural. Mary, in Ann
Blades's Mary of Mile 18, has to work hard, as does everyone, to
make a success of an Alastari. homeitead. Even animals must earn
their food. Mary's puppy ranstearn his 'keep as a watchdog before
her father 'will allow the dog to stay. However, working together
can be fun for a family and for an audience. In ..lifcBrootn, the
Rainmaker, Sid Pleischman presents a tall-tale yiew of a family

4f* .
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farm on which all the children work at platting, cultivating, and
harvesting 'vegetables.. `.

SU:ales for yoUnger children often show child characters taking
care of other faMilyianembers. They mtarely label itich activity
"work." In fact., the word work is Wird. to fwd. These stories take
for granted `the fact that mothers "take tare of" children. Children
play at "taking care of."that is, at the real Work.of parenting and
honsekeepifig.An Charlotte Zolbtow's William's Doll, only a sensi-
tive grandinothecognizes the legitimacy of William's need for a
doll if he is to rehearse for the tasks of fatherhood. Yet rewards
can conie to child charaCters who do skch Work. Emily, in Emily
and the Kluoky Baby and the Next Door Pog by Joan Lexim,
earns praise from her Mother, who calls her "my Big girl helper
after. Rroily takes care of her brQther to. free Mother to do the
taxes. It Pauline Watson's A Surprise tor Mother, both mother and
father praise the 'children who have-, lielped ,t1leir sick mother.

Garth's brothers and sisters. saVe hini from the predatory aby-
Sometimes a farnily member aetnally needs

sitter, Mrs. Wolf, in Mary Rayner's Mr. and Mrs; Pig's Evening Out.
But for the most part household Work is labeled as "helping'', 'or
"cooking." Neither authors npr characters seem- to reCognite its

;importance. The teacher who uses such stories would need to lielp
students develop the notions of the essential nature and/real value
of .the'day-to-day work of a household. ..'

The authors of current storybooks treat -caring for animals as
Work mOre often than they.do caring forother people.' iitnetimeS
taking care of a puppy or kitten helps a child deal with sibling

-..4darivalsry. In. Puniy Love by Wayne Carley, Leslie learns to carei -

bout a new baby .when she sees that her puppy and her Mother's
infant have similar needs and that she and her mother thus have
siMilar jobs. In Judith Vigna's Couldn't We Have Turtk instead:
Liziie thinks she wants .a menagerie of pets ittead of- a baby.
Only when her nwther points 'out that all the work of caring for
the animals would lemie them no time for each/other di:vs Lizzie
accept the baby. Bpoks about .pets .often.contain . this warning

714pne; _if yOu are 4ot a. responsible worker, ad tot get-i pet. This
idea is aMusingly developed in Sendak and Margolis's SoMe.Swell
Pup; or, Are You Sure YOu Want a Dog? 1

Larger or wild : animals 'present special chalenges to WOrkeri
who care for them.. In .William Wondriska's Th Stop, the ltdian
boy, Little Brother, nkst conquer hi"s fear o darkness and of.

. being alone in the desert and-Must shoW his s outdoors-
man in 'order to 'Nivea hurt colt: Similarly, carin for a Wild rabbit

.010r.
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requires.the protagonist of Liesel Skorperes Michael to conquer hi%
fear of thunderstorms.. Rudy de Soto, in Byrd Baylor's Hawk, frn
Your BrOther, learns, painful4 that human- care is frequently

*inadequate for and unanitid to wild animals. In stories about large
or wild animals the reader is shown s"that work involves overcoming
technical. difficUlties ...by combining intelligence and available
materials..1They also show the reader the need for concentrating on
the task and dedicatb* onetelf to it in spite of personal Years or

sense of inadequacy. The ,rewards of such" work are not only
healthy animals but also immense self-esteem for the woryer and
recognition of the worker's competence by others, .

Many stories about antkropomorphized animals stress helping
others who are not family,"members. These works emphasize the
need for teumwork and cooperation to get jobs done. In Elephant
in- the Well, by Marie Hall Ets, onlY the combined efforts of all,
even the weak and'despis4mouse, can get a baby elephant oUtof
a well. So.metimes two characters benefit from each other's
talents, as in July Delton's Two Good Friends, when Duck cleatts

house for . Bear and Bear bakes muffins for Duck. Sometimes
whole groups of anixnals,cooperate for their mutual benefit, as do
the koala 'bears and the kangaroois in pear Circus, by William Pane
du Bois. In many folktales and in Bill Peers recent Cyrus, the
LinUrikable 'Sea Serpent, animals help humans., In stories about

; anthropomorphized animals, Writers give more emphasis to the
3pproaches to Workplanningi organization, mbtivation, trial and
error, persistent effort-7than they do in purely domestic stories.

tasks are dsually more complex and less ordinary than cook-

-, ing and cleaning. The rewards are more diverse took;tbut in every

case, suecessful work results in raised self-esteem for the worker:
As the child's world expands: so does the world Where he or

, she ean engage in and appreciate work. Thus, books for seven and
eight year olds in my SaMple show characters working in the
World beyond the fathily. They involve themselves in projects in
order to exprets theniselves, tO earn recognition and/or money,
or to, benefit the .community. Many of these-books ccintain adult :
protagonists whp are obviously role Models whose character traits 7
are to be admired and eniulated by the reader.

Characters in current books fOr young children make things
or put on dramatie performances to satisfy thefaselves or to earn
recognition friim others. In the .1970s there are few of the tzadi-
tional stories in which a siu,gle protagonist; usually a Ione be,
works around the neighborhood *to earn a bike or a wagon. One:
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good one is Shawn's Red Bike, by Petronella Breinburg. Instead,
the goal is to win a contest. In Ellen, Rasidn's Franklin Stein"
lonely :Franklin makes a pet nions3sr, which wins most *original
pet," Because of his work for the contest, Franklin wins as a
friend ettirl who also likes tc., make things. Making something can
.be a Matter of necessity, as in Tomie de Paola's Charlie Needs ci
Cloak, hi this book and in Peter Cohen's extraOrdinary Authorized
Autumn charts of the *Upper Red Ritier Canoe Country, tke
authors stress-methods, systems, and Nrsistenee as- ways of over-
coming obstacles to success: Characters strive to gain recognition.
from an audience and, ,somethides, to earns money when they
stage dramatic. performanc9s. . The writers emphasize planning,.
organization, 'cooperation and the .kked for rehearsal. When
Christina Katerina wants to dance in her own recital, in Christina ..1

Katerina and. the First Annual' Grand Ballet, by Patricia Lee
Gauch, she has to convince her parents tb let her use the newly
redecorated basement, draft her friends as dancers and stagehands,
make cbstumes, conduct rehearsals, and, finally, send the curtain-
twoy on an errand to kirep him from ruining the. show:. These stories
shovethat work does not always go smoothly, and they inixoduce
the reader to such concepts as making mistakes, acknowledging
failures, working around people who, cannot dd their jObs, and
abandoning projects too difficult for the available talent. .

Stekties with adult protagonists usually deid with the larger con-
cerns of cominunity and country. Current fiction emphasizes
working .for a better environment and for good government.
Henry Bear's Park, by pavid MePhail, presents a young protagbnist
who takes over the care of a Dark and turns it into a community
showplace. Elisa Trimby's Mr. Plum's Paradzse is Similar. In this
tale the effort of on'e gardener to create a spot of,.beatity ince
decayed neighborhood is the catalyst for a community garden in
which the whole neighboihood participates. In Other stories, like
N. M. Bodecker's The Mushroom Center Disaster, the initial effort
of one character saws a community,frota ecological or.economie
disaster. The work of a single government leader can generate
Opdperative community effort, as it does in Arnold Lobel's on the
bay. Peter Stuyvesant Sailed into Town. But individuals may have

-.to shoulder the responsibility of telling the leaders of goiernment
the tnith. Both The Seventh Mandarin, by Jane Yolen, and The .

King'sIpuntain, by. Lloyd Alexander; istress-the pOirtt:that people
sufferlf the.ruler is unaware of their problereV, and in each case a
*single man summons the 'courage to.inform the king of the harm
his actions can canse his people.
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Corktemporary fiction for young people not' only shows what
work is and who may" beneat from it, it also presents many

- attitudes toward'work that the tabu:can use to reinforce posi-
tive behaviors and tO queition negative ones. Generally, those
writers who deal with work in their stories show respeet for hard
work and for doing a job well, while they critieize laziness, leaving,
jobs unfinished, and exploiting others. JOhn Steptoe's-Birti,iday
shows black men and women working hard for their peOple,
especially their children, as they establish a new community
where, hopefully, there will be no prejudice. Stories like Girls Can
Be Anything, by Minna Klein, in wbich children fantasize about
what they might become as adults, encourage ambition in readers.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott, in the Adrienne Adams's The Easter Egg Artist,
urge their son to experiment with many fOrms of artistic endeavor
to find his own style of working. In some stories, work defines

a
adulthood. In Dorothy Parker's Liam 's Catch, ten-year-old Liam
earns praise from the local Irish squire for being "an-efficient
man" on the fish-sPotting tower. On the other hand, laziness can
bring diseaser, as it nearly does in Wild Robin, by Susan Jeffers,
and Bubba and Babba., by Maria Polushkin, both retold folktales.
Exploiting others leads to humbling and learning experiences for
the exploiters in Lloyd Alexander's The Four Donkeys and Diane
Massie's Dazzle. In Frank Asch's Good- Lemonade, Hank learns
that no amount of advertising is a substitute for a good product.
Stories for young children even deal with the need for retzaining
and with mid-career shifts. Farmer Ilbo and the Baboons, by Ida
Chittum, shows the unhappiness of a man who is obsessed with
work to the exclusion of,fun and then has him learn about play.

Good work by manly people is essential to our 'society. Teachers
of the early grades who want their students to understand go*
work and the rewards it can bring.can find current.fiction to help
them. The pages that follow contain a classified list Of some of the
books available. in these stories readers and listeners will find
characters who learn about the value of work at hoine andin the

. world outside. They will find workers who help thoinselves and
others, who work for money a for the fun of it or both. They will
find people who care for the very young, for the very old, for the
sick. They will meet a boy who makes monsters, witches who bake
prize-winning cakes, and a girl who finishes a successful dance
recital with the declaration that she's going out for b,seball next.
Some writers for young children still present the theme that good
,Nork is a 'Source of profound satisfaction to human beings, And
they tell good 'stories, too.
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nglis4 and CM-e'er Education:
A Re-vision of Resources

James S. Davis and Roger Nall
Grant Wood Area Education Agency,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

i

These authors offer an approach to terser education in the
English classroom that is based upon the concept of individual
actualization.. Because this broad concept includes four basic
c9mponentswork; leisure, use of refources, and development of
the selfthe authors contend that leis &more appropriate model .

.than those which focus au more narrow goads.

_ ..

Career education has often been interpreted as either a threat to
the humanistic aspects of English or as a rationale-for a vocational

.., language skink curriculum,. Neither interpretation is viable. English
teachers, teacher edticators, and curriculum leaderineed a concept
of career education capable of integrating many positive things

it already being done in English classes arid of encompasaing needed
.: additions. .

An emphasis on job clusters, provision for awareness of occupa-
tonal choices, and the goal ot developing .entry level job skills
.place a narrowly perc ed world of work foremost in conven-
tional career education. .As # result, students are fretluently ex- .

pected to learn from vacuous matirials .for, a. tenuous future;
A more appropriate concept for the. English curricUlum is individ-
ual actualization, which relates work, leisUro, the iIme of resourçes, .
and develoornent of the self. . .

CertaOly the English tuniculum must contribute to the devel-
, dpment of language 'abilities, including those that are overtly
work-related. More is involved, hoWever, than presenting an end-
less progression of application forms; the technical report or con- .

This 'article was originally pnblished ii E 'Wish R.clucati9n, voL 10 (Decem-
ber 1978), pp. 96-101. Copyright it, 1978 by the National .Council of
T.aohers of Engliah. Reprinted by permission of-the.authors and publisher.
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cise memorandum may be more ¼ important than the business
letter, We can assert, ,with some confidence, that good comm
cation is essential to suc.eess in the business world, but then eb
the task of teaching from our own assertion. Fostering good com-

b
munication involves more than efforts to eradicate mechanical
blemishes. It mws.-teaching, organization, brevity, the ability to
summarize explieifly and to corbmunicate appropriately to an
intended audience. It may mean giving students a gense of how

* and why communitation becomes progressively distilled as it
advances through a corpbrate structure. It probably depends, in
part, on developing a delight in producing and reeeiving well-

* written cOmmunications. And perhaps, even as we 'endeavor to
develop their abilities to communicate, students deserve to know
that employers may rank that ability lower than the willingness '-

to work hard, the ability to make judgments, and the ability to
work with other people. And, in terms of our assertion, we still
must deal with a larger issue, the defining of "success."

The English curriculum is.an ideal arenalor the consideration of
many issues in career education, including the nature of work and
its effects on people. Work is a component gas well as a significant'
determiner of lifestyles. If students bave the need to develop
entry level skills in chosen occupations`, they also have the need to
base career choices on a knowledge of the relationship between
work and lifestyle, with the awareness that an age of change and
"mobility does allow alternatives. ,Bolles's What Color Is Your

.Laisure

Actualization
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aracluite?, a manual for the mid-life career changer, includes
numerous activities which can make students and teacbers alike
aware of the many, options, what and where, in.choosing a career.
It underscores the benefits of making lifestyle decisions, consider-
ing a .eareer as one component. As the corporate domain faces
more emplOyees who refuse to sacrifice their fisilies for promo-
tions -or transfers, alternative interpretatiow of work, career, and.
especially of roles in life become evident.

Today, mOst work is not only, nor even predominantly, task
dependent. It is relationship dependent. ConVentional career edu-
cation presents 411 wOrk as havinge'dignity and importance; in
reality, some work is thor6ighly undetirable and 'demeaning, and
all woyk is' distasteful some of the time.. People have dignity and
worth; they give work its value. They also need satisfaction from
it. Studs Terkel's Working portrays. many individual workers
poWerfully expressing their feelings about work 'and . about their.
lives. The vignettes are excellent for use, with students and with...
teachers.

Students also need to develop insight lac-the human relation-
ships inherent in Work situations and the ways they are affected
by different perceptions. In one survey ("Appreciation Comes
First," Earl Nightingale Program, Chicago: Nightingale-Conant
Corporation, 1948) supervisors and employeei Were asked to rank
the factors Contributing to employee morale. EinPloyeetindicated
that thei prized lull, appreciation of work done, feeling "in on
things," and symPathetic help with their personal problems.
SUpervisors thought employee morale .wis atttributable tO wages,

:job security, and promotions. Indeed, they rated least leant
the three itetas employeei ranked most significant.-In " y Turtv
Going My Way" (Newsweek, SepteMber 22, 197 p.-17) Martin
Krovetz presents a c6ncise example of a develop .g career and its
effect on lifestyle, relationships with family friends, and self-
perception. That Krovetz is hi-education only makes his staiement
more readily. usable with teaehers and prospective teachers. One
effective approach to career education inservice is to involve
teachers in an analysis of their own career choice and its develop-
ment and in sharing feelings about their own work.

Work arid work-relfted relationships may aignificantly affeit a
person's time off the job. Traditionally categorized As leisure, such
tinie may be devoted solely.to recreational 'activities. Hoivever,
leisure can provide an avenue for 'individual renewal, a means.of
providing balance and proPortion to the dimensions of life.. It is
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crucial, necessary, even with fulfilling work. Leisure can provide :.
opportunities to try. new things, to engage in new behaviors. It
may allow the, freedbm to. succeed or fail in 'personally. chosen
endeavors, providing lair risk, low threat,'experimental situation's.
It can sustain individual aspirations for which the timing is not,

yet right.
Utilization of resourcei ktas been one of the more limited

aspects of individual actualization. Traditionally it has been
oriented-largely to the use of print materials, limiting the individ-
ual's Perception of available human resources, organizational re-
sources, and even of the seg as a resource. By asking, "What help
is available in any area, at any time in my lifer' individuals can
learn to choose what resources they need tii utilize as well as
when, where, and how to do so. Resources are not tO be draWn .. upon only to solve problems, but can pe used to enhance, even
the most rewarding areas ot our lives. Tice wide range of resources.
available to us must be perceived as potential contributors, to
growth and self-worth. Exciting programs thrdnghout the cOuntry,
such as those resulting in the Fofire publications and. others
like them, involve students with people outside the schools, with
humF resources, and often do so in relation to work or to..P4ro-

ductive leisure -Tctivi ' s. Thex certainly offer' exposure to life-
stylea different from th students' own.

Developing self-awareness is a major component of career edu-
cation it actualization is to be the fOcus. Realistic self-awareness

means, coming to terras with self, not accepting limitations im-

posed by othrs. Bob Samples's Opening: A Primer oh Self-Actuali-
zation offers valuable information for both students and teachers

.. in pursuing and developing 'aelf-understanding.. It supports the
intrinsic, accepting, developing self, capable of lasting self-esteem
and of .regard for others. The teacher who desires to help students.
develop such a selkoncept, and who sees it as the unifying
component in an English/career education mpdel, must be con-
.cemed with providing* a preponderance of* Successes rather than
failures, with deleting putdowns from the learning environment,.
and With allowing a maximum of risk taking. The same charaCter-
istics: should be evident in efforts to 'educate English tea:chers

. obout career education. : .

; This concept of career education can be integiated into English

'And English teacherpreparation through activity-oriented learning.
One activity method includes the following stages: (I) bilefing, in
which interest is generated; expectations are created, and the stage
is set for further investigation and interaction; (2) aetivity, follow,
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ing through with a procedure, usually providingindividual pacing '
and reasonable time frathes; (3) debriefing, a. time for contempla-
tion and sharing and for the articulation of discoveries, personal
implications, and individually formulated goals or .action cbminit-
ments. Voluntary,participation in open sharing must be protected
in the debriefing stage, but the teacher must plan for .811 three
stages to occur. =

1. Activity: 1-2 class Periods.
Briefing"-, Read "My Turn: Going My Way," by Martin L.
Krovetz, in Newsweek (Septeniber 22, 1975). DiscUss fiactors
which might contribute to "us/them" thinking as treated in
the article. (Some material from Hayakawa's Language in
Thought anakAction might be valuable here.)
Activity. Have participants geddrate characteristics they
associate, with various "us/them" dichotomies, such as
teachers/stUdents,.parents/children, old people/young people,
blue collar/white collar, men/women. Participants 'might
investigate, through 'surveys or interviews, attitudes toward
particular didhotomotis labels which interest them.
Debriefing. Share survey or interview findings. Discuss them
and the,characteristics generated by participants. Role play
enceuni14 between individuals who hold the attitudes
-discovered. Talk about how "us/them" thinking keeps some
people separated and other people together. Write a journal
only about a personal encounter with "us/them" thinking.

2. Activity: 1 class period. 0 .

Briefing. Have participants generate different definitions of
"work" (write them on the board). Discuss them briefly, and
ask each participant to write down a definition he/she cduld
accept.

. Activity. Read "An Authentic Work Ethic," Reader's Digest
(January 1977), and selections from the unit "Poets on
Work," Thematic Units in Teaching English and the Human-
ities (NCTE, 1975). Diseuss the question, "What is work?"
Debriefing. Involve the students in shared speculation about
what defmitions Of work and .attitudes toward it might be
moie or less functional inbvariotis occupations.

3. Activity: Several clarws periods.
riefing. Have participants identify and describe a person

who bad' a significant effect on- them find whom they would

;,.-4t8t3
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like to emulate. 'Have participants write down what they
know/believe of the person in each of the actuali2ation coin.
ponents (wcirk, leisure, use of resources, self-concept). For
teachers, focus on a person who influenced them into teach-

Activity. Through interviews, letters, and Contacts
mutual acquaintances, generate- additional information to
fill out the profile as fully as possible in each area.
Debriefing. Analyze the known areas in relation to initial
perceptions, and the implicatiol of unknown areas and
information. En ge in a shared Mori common elements
and differences among the individ

There are many opportunities for c eer education in the
English curriculum. Career choices and e expectations can be
discussed in relation to Many literary chara ters, female and male.
A unit can be based on adolescent novels in which the characters
are epnfrimting, among other pressures, c ¶lecisions and
differing lifestyles. Students are often att ed o adolescent .
characters facing the expectations of other peop e.

Mark Twain perceived work as what you do wbei you would
rather be doing something else. Maybe thakdoes n t have to be
-trueof students or teachera.

ehosPL
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Composition Skills
and Career Education

et'

Robeit C. Small, Jr.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Hert is a plan for a writing unit that will provide students with
the opportunity to learn and practice a variety of writing skills
while simidtaneously exploring careers from the inside and out-
side. Utilizing simulation techniques, students would be involved
in sixteen different types of writing in a unit designed to fulfill
both career education goals and the standed goals of a composi-
tion pritgram.

More and more schools are being asked to revise their programs
to include greater emphasis on career 4ducatitin. The pressure is
scoining from all sides: businessmen who feel that schools do not
prepare students well to seek 'employinent, parents who worry
that their children will leave school to, join the unemployment

Jines, students who see little relation between much that they have
to -do in school and the practiail necessity' of eal.ning a living.
Many professional educators, frequently but not exclusively from
the vocational education areas, are also energetidally advisini a
shifi to career education throughout the school. -

English teachers, perhaps more than most high school teachers,
have difficulty -*esponding to this call for career education since
many feel that what they do in their classes relates more to the
noncareer aspects of their siudents' future lives. The area of
written composition skilb, ilowever, is in many ways closely
related to career education. The English t2 'acher performs a major
career education service by preparing audents who ean write
cleft*, with can, ivhen they Want tp, conform to the traditional

-
1r %_._ ,

This article was originally published in Classroom Practices in Teachine
English, 1975-1976: On Righting Writing, edited by OuldZL ClOp, pP.
110-13. Copyright 0 1975 by the National Council of Teaàhers of English.
Reprinted by permission of the author and publisher.
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rules of spelling and mechanics, and perhaps most important, who
are able to deal effectively with the requirements of different
types of writing. On the other hand, many of the specific career-
oriented writing skills which English teachers 'are asked to teach
do not fit easily into the types of writing with which they have
been prepared to deal. Consequently, teachers have often pre-.
sented the skills involved in writing letters of application and in
filling out application forms in isolation from the rest of the pro-
gram. Aside from some emphasis on mechanical accuracy, such
lessons have- generally had little connection to the rest of the
program and have, in fact, seemed to many English teachers to be
more, apPropriately a part of some other subject such as distribu-
tive education.

English teachers, usually a the request of the guidance depart.-
ment (and rather unwillingly), have occasionally assigned their,
students a report on some toPic such as "My Future Occupation"
and tried to use the assignment as a means of teaching research
skills. Lifted in large part from career pamphlets and encyclo-
pedias, sych reports have usually been less than successful, either
from the career or from the English point of view. In addition to
being tedious and irrejevant, such`reports have failed because no
effort was made to help the student to understand and to feel
what being in his or her career choice would be like and to articu-
late that feeling. Insteid, external, largely factual iriformation was
all that the student was asked for or given. A

It is posskle, however, to plan a unit which will provide each ..
studetit wi:q many opporiunities to learn about and prietice a
variety, of writing skills while at the same tide explore a career
from both the outside (applicant) and the inside (practitioner).

Phase One: Outside
. .

In such a unit, the students would begin in the traditional manner
by examining factual information about a selected career and .

summarizing those facts'in a brief presentation, using the skills of
outlining and summarizing. Since it is not.a research report, there
would be no pretense that the result is anything but a condensa-
tion of, one or more sOurecs. From. this summary, the students
would then write a list of the characteristics that they have which
suit them for that career. At the same time, they would examine
want ads or similar materials appropriate to this career, and obtain
the names and addresses of businesses,'agencies, and instituiions
which employ people in that occupation. They would choose one

S.
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and write a letter requesting inforniation about work possibilities.
They would also ask for copies of fob applications, descriptions of
application procedures, and so on..When such materials have been
obtained, the students Would go through -the formal application .

procedures for eniloyment in that care_er; including possibly a
simulated submissi to whatever certification proceises or exam-
inations may be used in the field.

Phase Two: Inside ifs

.
Up to this point, the unit Vvould resemble many efforts by English
teachers to create simulated situations for the writing of job appli-.
cations, and it is at this point that most units conclude. Unfor-
tunately, however, such a unit concentrates only on the externals
of the career under consideration, ani the writing exercises and
skills air of a rather low level. If, however, the unit were to be
continued' by asking the students to pretend that they had, in fact,
entered the career under donsideration, many additional writing
skills 'could be included. By reading ,biograpydes and- autol?iog.
raphies, novels, short stories, and essays by and about persons
pursning a particular career, students would attempt to develop a
sense 'of what it is like to do that kind of work. They might also
examine appropriate specialized materials such as journals, man-
uals, and books.

This second phase would require various types of writing. Stu-
dents would .be expected to intervieW a person working in that
career, area and present a 'written 'report in the manner of journal-
istic interviews with well-known people. They would also write a_
narrative in which they attempted to present the details of the
public life of a person in that career. They might also write several
short pipers from this person's point of view, such as a letter to
the editor of a local- newspaper reacting to some issue or event,

\ a letter to a colleague, or a -report to a superior. The particular
invOlVed in eaCh tYpe of composition would, of course, be

studied a. a preliminary to the writing. Descriptive writing would
'focus on the details of the place of work and would probably re-
quire a visit to such a place. Impressionistic writing would involve
efforts* to capture the various moods of the career and those who
pursue it, and character sketches could be written about fellow
workers, clients, and others. Again, the partieular skills involved in
eaeh;type of writing would be examined as a part of the writing
situatiom

st
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Finally, taking the role of an established practitioner of the
career, students could prepare a job deseription to be given to
someone considering entering that field.. They could also prepare
an advertisement for a job Opening, using the form appropriate
to the career, and develop application materials and procedures.
The final step in the unit would consist of reviewing their own
applications from Phase One, deciding whether or not to hire
themselves on that basis, preparing a report to some appropriate
authority explaining the decision, and writing' a letter to them-
selves 'concerning the decision.

Thus, in tip a unit, eath student would practice the general
skills of composing a.nd also the particular skill& involved in the
fallowing typed of writing:

1. a summary,
2. a list of character elements,
3.4i letter asking for information,
4. a job application,
5; a. journalistic interview,
6. a narrative,
7. a letter to a newspaper editor,
s. a friendlY letter,
9. a report to a suptrior,

10. a description,
11. an impressionistic piece capturing a mocid,

12. several character sketches, Iht
13. a job description,
14. an advertisement,
15. an application form, and
16. a letter tc; a job applicant..
ThiS cab:position unit moies students froin the outside of a

proposed career to the inside, from the position of an uninformed
novice to the vieWpointvof an expert who\ makes decisions about
job applicants: Because of the emphasis on,the inside illetails of the
career, the unit would provide the student with a simulated situa+

tion tor the practice of many different composing skillS, 411 of
which, &en the-.more "creative," would haw a Meaningful and
prvtical application. Such a wit, then, would meet the challvge
of career education and, arthe same time, 'allow for actifities

40 appropriate to the objectives of the English composition program.

\
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guage and Career Education
for the Middle and Junior
Hight' School

. Marjorie M. Kaiser
University of auisville

The author -contends that the language aspect Of the language
arts curriculum prokrides a rich reservoir-of material beyond skills
develbpment that can be integrated with career eduaation. The
article suggests a variety of exploratory activities for students that
will help them realize the interrelationships between language and
the world of work while simultaneously reinforcing their curl-
wity and joy in language itself.

. ,

Teachers of language arts throughout the country are illustrating,
through locally developed curriculuni materials, that they ate
willing and ableto integrate language Ws and career education in
their classrooms. By and large,' these materials focus on the deVel-

'._ opment of language arts kilL appropriate to job seeking. Thesse
skills include those required in interviewing., comPleting job appli-
cations; and Writing Jetters and reports. of various kinds. The de- ,

velopment of these language skills is certainly an area in which
English teachers can 'support career education progranis, but this

,.. emphasis suggests that career education is designed only; f6r stui
dents who will seek full-time. employment immediately after high
ichool graduation or only for vocational students. Potential col-
lege students ire interested intbeers too, and surely there is much
more in a language program for all students that -could be inte-.
grated wyh career education than just practical skills development. .

During the middle . or junior high school years in which the
major emphasis in cattier education programs is on eiploration
exploration of the world of work, exploration of fielf, and explora-
tion of specific career clustersit *seems fitting th students
explore the language of work as well as the facts cvork. In an

This article warn originelly, published in Language Arts, vol. 55 (March
1978), pp. 302-7. Copyright c 1978 by the National Council of Teachers of
English'. Reprinted by pennission of tbe author and publisher.
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activities-oriented English classroom, students would enjoy and
profit from the exploration of language as it is related to work in
general and to specific career clusters and individual jobs or pro-

. -fessions in particular. Following are some suggested activities that,
middle or junior high school students could be involved in, not as
full unith of study, but as mini-units of one or two class periodiat
a time or as individual student pirojects. These activities could
result in-l'ulcreased student interest in careers, general and specific,
and simultaneously in the English language itself.

iork Words

udents at the middle or junior high school level are fascinated
ith stories about word origins. Witli even a superficial knowledge

of the history of the language7-the major periods and influences
witch many schools include in their present fanguage curriculmn,
these students could explore the origins and meanings of words
and expressions, such as work, career, orcvation, profession,
.1ab'o)-, job, pay, salary,.boss, blUe collar worke , white collar work-

t er, and so forth. The discovery that to pay traces back to the Latin
for to pacify or that salary meant saltMoney or that profession in
Middle English referred to a. religious declaration br vow or that
job Might have come from the Middle English jobb, meaning a
piece, woUld enhance 'students' knowledge of how history. brings
about language changes and would.sthnulate Voir curiosity about
other work-related uses of language. Students could examine. the
development of present-day colmotations of ancipdistinctions be-
tween' such words as job and position, wages and salary, work and
labor. Good dictionaries, of course, are imperative for this activity,
as is some instruction in how to read a pctionary entry if students
do not possess this skill. T. t.

By examining the following groups of selected Words which.,
come from different periods' of Old English, students. could
discover . how the language can reveal the oecupations of tile
peolaIe who speak it, whether it be a whole nation or a sinall troup
of people in a pirticular-wdern.occupational group:

Group 1cliff, east, flwd, mast, north, oar, sail, sodth,
steer, moon, sun, star, storm, fish, strand, west, whale, rope,
flight, boat .

Group 2huht, deer, fire, tinder, hungry, shoot, flesh

1 a
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cegooWr.

Group. 3kettle, .cow, calf, sheep, chicken, swine, pig, kut,
ox, horse, hood, fak food, sold, home, tin, father, neighbor,
king, door, folk, bath, man, wife, child, bench, corn, crop,
roof

Similar, more lengthly lists could be developed for Middle
English, whicti would stkow French and Latin influences in the
area of gover4ent work.; the military, law, and medicine as well
as other learned professions. And finally, students could compile
their own lists of words and eipressions created or altered in
Meaning in Modern English thatrelate to work or specific kinds of
work peduliar to the twentieth/century. The television industry,

. for example, has Wade a unique contribution eto. the English
. vocabularyvideo, telecasi, television, TelemmpTer, commer-

cial, video-editor, cue Card, anchorman., andso on.,

On-the-Scene Observation

Another activity that would help students realize the relationship
between work and language requires an hour. or two outside of
school. The student could arrange to Spend a block of time with a
'person at work, recording the "work language" of that individual.
A cassette tape recorder could be used, or the student could sim-
.ply take notes while observing the person' working. Afterwards,
the student cauld tally the work-related .voeabulary peculiar to
that particular job_Or profeSsion. Persons in the community who
might, Agee to suah observations include lawyers, law enforcement
officers, radio or television personnel, retail business persons,

. doctors, dentists, veterinarians, judges, restaurant owners or em-
ployees, tamsportation personnel, factory workers, hospital ern-
ployees, service station mechanics, and others. In situations where
:the public is involved, the student could note differences in voca;
bulary 'and expressions used with co-workers and those used with
the publio, if such differences exist. Exploring these differences
in language kor different audiences could help reinforce the con-
cept of language as purposeful communication. Does the restau-
rant Waitress, for 'example, use the mine vocabulary and expres-
sions with the customer and the cook? The doctor with the nurst.
and the patient? Shark observations on these differences could
lead students to fuller awareness and. appreciation, of the impor-

. tant part langUage plays in the world of work.

a
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Career Education Literature.

After this firsthand observation, students could examine career
education literaturebooks, p phlets,ifolders,available in the
school, making lists of vocabul and expressions that are pecu-
liar to various career clusters or o specific jobs within the clusters.
Jobs in the data-processing family, for example, reveal a wide and'
relatively new and particularized set of words and expressions,
even including a meaning of language that may be novel to many
students. Jobs hi the health occupations chister provide immense ,
lists of vocabulary words, from those associated with nutrition to
those used by the physical therapist, the pharmacist, the radiolo-
'gist, and on and on. Jobs in .marine science, transportation,
mining, manufacturing, and environmental control will yield their
peculiar vocabularies. The variety and extent of these vocabularies'
could further impress upon students the interrelationships of lan-
guage and work.

Occupational Titles

Nitddle or jUnior high school students k49*' that our language.
often las more than one word for a given thing or state or act;
most can list synohyms for nearly qiy word a teacher mentions.
By the sixth; seventh, or eighth grade, most students are aware
that pertain words carry certain shades of meaning while others
carty other shades. It is possible that they have not yet considered
Onnotation in regard to occupational titles. Nevertheless, if asked, '

they could list alternate titles for such an oCcupation as , law
enforcethenti officer. No doubt, they would come tip with police-
man, cop, copper, fuzz, pig, heat, and so forth. With -such a list,

a teacher could ask students to consider the feelings behind the
use of 'such titles: How do they differ? What is the, difference be
tween a psychiatrist and a shrink, a doctor and a pill peddler,
-Music program director and disc jockey, garbage collector and
sanitation engineer, mechanic and grefiie monkey, soldier and G4

7 chef :and cook, secretary and.girl Friday; housewife and .home-

maker? If students consider the conceptions behind alternate titles
)t and look for examples themsefires, they will come to aPpreciate

11 !Jake semantic conceptthat meanings are in the asera, of the
'language, not in. the Ivrds as Such. 'Literal Meanings or denota:
tions, through use, take on positive, negatiVe, or specializ41 mean--

. By examining pairs of occupational titles, such as those Pre-..
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viously listed, students could explore the importance of status in
job titles as well as move tpward a comprehensioirof the concept .

of euPhemism.

Work Language on Television

Television programmin offers students another good source for
observing the language of work. As students watch some of their
favorite programs, they can note special uses of language as it'
relates to work. Specinc progranui which focus on the pccupations
of the principal characters would be especially useful. Programs on
policework abound, as do those on medicine and law and such job
areas a truck driving, private detective work, television produc-
tion, ps ehology, aviation; and teaching. In many of these pro-
grams, the work itself is not the chief focus but merely provides

. background for human interest stories. Still, any authenticity a
serious program claims is due at least in part to the language in the
script that lends an air of reality to the : a. In additibnlo the
observation of work language in these pr - , students could be
observing lifestyles and other areas pertinent to the goals of career
education, This observation would require a recognition on the
part of the teacher and students that television drama may not
always be realistically accurate, and findings Peed to be c4ipared
with information gained from other sources in real life.

In addition to dramatic programs, students interrested in sports
careers will find a. plethora .of televised sporting' events and inter-
vlews with athletes which they\ canyiew with ear toward gen-
eral sports language aixi the specialized laiigOage 'of individual
sports. Likewise, occupations in music and the dance are featured
occasionally and could provide illustratiop's' of the importance of
language even in these fields of work. $19kcial documentary pro;.
grams 'often focus on the work of archeo4ists, anthropologists,
medicals\researchers, deep sea divers, sc4tists of many kinds,
PolOcal anqi militarY figures, and othem ,

t ,

Occupational Naming
' 4k,

Middle or junior high scho'arstudents are generally curious about
the' origins of their own paznes, but. they 'are probably unaware

, that 20 percent of Anierican stirnames &Five from occupational
fhtlas?going back to the Middle English period. Smith, the seond

.#
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most comihion name in .America,* Taylor, Miller, Weaver, Baker,
and Archir are obvious examples, but students might enjoy
examinineother names of English origin which once identified a
person's occupation or official position. Such names include the
following, among many Others.

Amblerhorseman.
Baileybailiff
Fosterforester
Lambertlamb herder,,

. Naylornail maker
Sawyercarpenter
Turnerwoodworker

Names of other than English origin make up a
\ the names in the Anterican population.. Maly ,of

originally related ,to occupations. Cohen, for ex
common Jewish name irthis coun om
priest. Einstein meant a builder with stone;
mutter were deaters in pearl and mother-of-pe
soloist in th synagogue; while Lehrer was a
Shoemaker come from the German Koch and

. Spanish name Calderone identi4ed a maker of ket
Students could investigate the origins of their

those of their relatives and neighbors to cleterm

oh.

large po of
these oo, were

the most
e Hebrew for

rIman and 'Perk..
I; Cantor was a
her. Cook and
humaCher. The

les.
own names and:
e whether they

were occupationally oriented.,.They could also ha fun imagining
that workers today adopted' their names on the basis of their
occupations, They could then invent names for people in current
occUpations they find lister' in The Dictionary of Occupational
Titles and devise a system 1111- sorting out all the teachers, lawkers,
salesmen, and engineers from one another. Which names would
be most .co on? What would one call the person whose job it
is to shape ershey chocolate into kisses? Or the person whose job.
it is to remove rubber, particles from the sludge in a rubber fac-
toil? How would a person be named whose job title is Mined
1..and Reclamation Inspector Position Nutaber 00027? Or hovi!
would a person be named if his or ,hattitle were Feedlot Pest
Management Scout Supervisor? And what about a son who as-
sunied the same 'occuttion? Considering _whether occupational
naming would be desirable at this time in history could make for
lively discussion. Such an imagithative excursion into the world of
occupational titles would provide fun with language wlitile also

II II
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familiarizing students with an important reference work'in career
education.

,Occupational Word Making

Students tYpically 'enjoy moking ip new words. They do it natu-
rally from a very early age and continue to do so at least among
their peers throughout adolescence. Teenage slang, probably at.its
peak during the middle and junior high school years, is in fact
respenaible for*a greot Mony pure root. creations, semantie change.
WordS, and idiomatic compounds -Which eventually bring. new.
Words, into the language. 'Consequently, students.. are generally
fascinated with the word-making process itself. The jargons of
various occupotions are also responsible fdr contributing signifi-
candy to our language;4Students c8u1d build lists of words that
'have been created- far new iteraS or ISiacesses, or words w
have taken on newIneanings as a result of useir,t some occupation
or field of industry; They, could examine lists provided by the
teacher and 'investigate the principles involved in the making of
new worda. Some words and compounds whieh come from dee&
potions and indtistry and which .might interest stsdents today

"- InClude leisUre suit, metermakt,":test drive, crOck pot, splashdown,
medic, . microwave, idiot sheets, computerize, Lip-Quencher,
'Astroturf', Vista-Vision, Instamatind ao forth. Examining daily,
newspapers. and :weekly magaiinewill yield wortils which are
working their Way into. the language but which May not yet be

4 recorded in. dictionaries, Students could exanibie these words to
decide whether their. origins are oecupational. Perhaps the most

s.,..enjoyable actiyk ',would be for students tOlteim up a prodnct I.
'or proCess lrom soMe 'arga .of the world of work and crate the
language that Might 'derive-froin it.

Work Language and Literature

Finally, most middle or junior high school literature anthologies
contain ot least a few selections in which specific Occupations or
professions .are crucial tO the plot and/or theme and characteriza-
tion. Stidentscould read some of these selections, noting uses of

0 language or vocabulary words that are particularized by the' kind
of work being performed. Nonfiction selections written with the
intent to inform as well as entertain may provide the best literary

a.
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sources, but occasionally fiction, poetry, and drama are appro-
priate sources as well. After dealing seriously with the language of
work in the literaiy selection!, students will probably enjoy look-
ing at the work language of the fictional Walter Mitty as he
progresses from one dream to the next, assuming one heroic
occupational role after -another.

No doubt the teacher can create' other learning activities for
middle or junior 14h school students that will help them becomis
aware of the importance of language to work, perhaps even begin-
ning with the language of schoolwork. This awareness Of the inter-
relationships of language and work, a positive in itself, could lead
to3 a, broader awareness of the importance of language to nearly
every aspect of students' present and future lives while sitnultan-
eously creating.or sustaining a curiosiV and joy in language itself.

Resources

Room-library materials that Would be helpful in facilitating the
kinds of language exploration proposed here include the follow-
ing:

1. current newspapers and magazines;
2. desk-sized dictionaries for each student;
3. one unabridged dictionary;
4. several basic language books, including a general overview a

the history of the 10.1.1.guage as well as brief introductions to
other aspects of language study (The Languaii(it Book by
Franklin Folsom, The Tree of Language by elene. and
Charlton Laird, and The Language of Man edited by J. F.
Littell).;

5. other books on word histories (Dandelions Don't Bite by
Leone AdeLson and What's Behind the Word? by Harold
Longman);

6. American Surnames by Elsdon C. Smith;
7. The American Language by H. L:lilencken;
8. Dictiana*. of Occupational Titles; ;.
9...pamphlet and other mateials on career clusters and specific

occupations ,

a



Career Irwestigation and
Planning in the High 'School
English Curriculum

Richard E. Roberta
\ Arlington Senior High schoo Poughkeepsie, New Y'ork

This essay outlines an incHvidiAlized senior elective course era-
phasizing literature, writing, and research activities. The philoso-
phy and psychology pf work undergird each unit, and the units

! progress from the internal (self-knowledge) to the extern*
(knowledge of specific careers). Suggestions are presented for
readings, audiovisual Materials, trips, and guest,. visits, as well
as for methods of evaluation in this noncompetitive kin4 of
Program.

a

For the teacher Of English who may have been wondering how to
fit career education to the language arta program', serious von-
sideratiori should be given to that branch of career. education
generally known as "career investigation end plahning." While high

: school literature anthologies have Itaig included themitiC units
under. enticing .headings like "Let's Explore Careers.!". or "Causes
and Careers," somehow in the eyes of the student this iS still starY-

- book stuff.- In fact, the matter is still behig presented in a story!
book *ay:. three weeks of eipldring careers, then on to "Coma.
geO7uSsaecisions," .or "Science fiction and Fantqsy.' at's really
b.eing explored is literature; and tile aim is to get s dents to.see
VOw literature- iS related to life ,and vice versa ("In terature, as in

sv'e . . :7);11nis th'' matter reppins largelY emic. The fact .
. .

is that: nianyThigh, school English programs remain literature 1
rientth, relief than literature pciunded. .; ,

.The _pleasant thing` about, an English course in. careerinvestiga-
t i6n and-p is that, while it is sustained by literattre, as we'll
soon see, it is tered first itiad foreMost in the interests and
needs of tne student A broacLonge:of reading, 'writing, and re!

This .siticie wag originally published in tbe. ,English Journal, vol. 66
t(November 1977), pp. 49-52. pyright iD .1977 by the National Council of
Teachers of English. Reprinted b nnissicin of the author and publisher.....
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search activities Phelps students crystallize their thinking about
themselves, the world of wcirkt their entry Ató and place in it.
'Possibly be4t offered as a, senior elective 1.ciltlis rib prerequisites
other than the i+aients' intuitive desire to learn more about tliem-

7 selves and careers that interest them, the course can utiilize,a// of
the communications skills commonly associated With the English
language arts. The appYoacti, largely individualized, encourages

. studentS tO see for..themselves where they are in 'their thinking
about the World of work, exposing them to a wealth of ideas and
experiences designed to bring them along to an enlightened and
realistic career decision. s- , .

Very few concessions need, be Made for the so-called slow
learner. Most students rill perform a capacit§ hitherto un-
imagined by' them (Or by their teache once theY realize that

41.

what they are doing is of direct benefit t them. Putting it another
way,. these are things that had bet,er b one well. And so they..

_now- apply A..heir vast stores of o details that formerly
seemed-to halite no si mance: T scrutinizing of a poem for the.
thoughts hidden between the limas; the careful attention paid to
struepring, punctuation, an4eapitalization in the writing of a
bugitss letter; the painstaking research in the school library;-even.
the ll.considereld oral response to a question.like, "Why do you
thInk you might like to work for our company?"all these skills
cOme playlefe and mike sense to all but a few.

lf concessioni are` made, ,they can be made by way of providing
optional a4gnments 'at varying levels of difficulty. For these
students who -are 'either more capable, or racire ambitious or both,
the oppottunity to probe; further can be offered. The qeacher

. might; for example, have the entire clasisead Dill Sands's inspira-
tional autobiography, My Shadoiv Ran Past, but only a few who
appear interested in a corporate-carew4vould read the story of the
Watsciiis and IBM in William Rodgers's Think. Again, each student

*might be reqUired to seek out and read a magazine or newspaper
profile of some prbminent person engaged in the line of Work he
or she is . interested in at the momentf or perhaps to . monitor a
Career tape of someone who works at the job. However, only a few.
who are either motivated' or specially equipped9 might be asked to
prepare and present to the class a photo essay entitled, "A Day in
the Life of"Harry Wilcox, Architect."

-46*

It would be We11 aithis point to inject a vaard about the brOader '
.aims of sucbt a -course. By now, it might have occurred to the

teacher reading this artale- that this isn't juSt I nuts-and-ltolts
;course in Career planning. The factis, the philosophy and psych&

a
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ogy of work are givegla prominent place throughout all -pha;es of
the investigationmainly through the medium of literature, and
specifically by way of selective .lists,of familiar (and .some not so

nnlir) works grouped at the end of each unit and offered as
sugg ted readings. .

Human endeavor has always been a concern of writers, but per-
. haps the %lessons proffered by these talented people &vision have
been soniewhat lost to us In recent thnes. How many people have
any real commitment to.,what they do for a living?. Ho* many
would. rather ,be doing something else if, as they say, they had
their way? (It is .generally accigeOted that they don't.)' The sad part
of it is that these "trapped" people not, only believe .now, but
belieVed froth the very beginning, that they were. victims of asys-
tan over 'which they had little or no contiol. Worse 'yet, their
feelings and attitudes about Work are transmitted directliho pelt
children by a curioui and misleading se of eontradictions.

.. "Staym 'school!" say& Dad tb . his soh. ' and look atane.
I'm stuck beheld thoSe ,machinei ei ..urs a day; five days a

ferty-nine weeks _a year. An hat have I got to show for
it? You. want to be working like that' for the rekt of'your life, for.
$220 a week?" .

Bia the Youngster has nd basis for comparison and billy a very
. limited iniderstanding- or the problem.-His idea of what his father
'actually dots for a living is vague, since his fatlier talks very little
about his. work. The old man seems to bp doing all right: He's had
the same job for as long as the youngater Can reMember. Dad goes
tO work everY day and brings hope a .paycheck at the end of the
week. With what he makes, ahd With what Mom .and the others

"1. bring home, they all' livepretty good. The family owns three cars.
and has a backyard pool. Then there's t..4"bike he got for his birth:
daYwhicli he helped pair' for. Thérlive as well, if not better, thin
the others in the neighborhood:And they worked for What they.
gotall orthem. "You get what.Youi work for"1that's what Dad
always said, wasn't it? And' what's wrong with'220 bucks a week?.
Boy, if he only made that kiiid of money at the shPermarket right.
herby! But that takes time andhaid wOrk. The Young man knowa
that. But it iezeotk that gets you the, thinga you want out a life,
and not educat,ign. So what's' the old- man talkihg about,. "Stay
in school"?

Actually, what the '"old man" was talkin bola was neVer said.
And if leaChers are inclined .to doubt this view a work is
fir-rely robted.in the minds of sane. or their students, it might be
fwqrtlawhile to try an experiment. ,;

n
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After a few weeks of your course Ask one of your more tired-
lo'oking (thbugh attentive) stOdents why he hasn't yet turned in
his essay on the theme, "What Is There for Me to Choose From?"
He will, in all likelihood, tell you, feeling perfectly juStified in his
answer, that he hasn't been able to find the tirse te do it; he goes
right to work after school. Possibly, in the way suggeSted above,
this idea of "work" has, settled in with him as some sort of canon,
at once ennobling and extenuating in its implicationsand to the
exclusion a any consideration of alteinatives`that Might offer him
a better way to mobil his futare and thereby gratify some deeper
instinct within him alit has yet to surface. (Ask the same student
if he wOuld work if he didn't have toe) Regrettably, there are those .

who will never gain an urkierstanding of the ieal:values of work
and who will be, to a large degree, disenchant/NI throughotit their
entire working lives.

it is hoped, then, that by perusing the reflections of thoughtful
people as they obierve themselves and others at work, the stUdent
will 'gain some valuable insights into the deeper meaning of Ahe
work process, and what can and cannot be acSomplished by it.

Before leaving this point, it should be noted that the decision
as' to what4s to be read should rest finally, with the teacher and
the skudent,To this end, readings should be pffered only as sugges-
tions and should in no way restrict the chofee. Nd list can be
exlatIstive, and while readings can be conveniently' grouped by
theme and Ire usually available in paperkick ediqons or hard-.

cover anthologiwiready on school booksNlves, if a student has
some particular mterest, he or she should be encouraged to pursue
it through wilatever literature the teacher and student agree on,

A# to the matter of audiovisual materials, the teacher need be
limited only by the school's budgefallotment, the AV facilities in
his school, and the deniands on time. turrently, there is a bur-
geoning market for software in the career gdUcatidn field, some of
it quite appropriate for a course like t4ic.r.IThe best of it would deal'
with case histories' where choices and klternatives. are involved.
tater on in the coUrse, "how to" films, strips, or sound recordings
might be use4 todvantsge. But, oddly enough, the ugual success'
story is most vulnerable to rejection (and often ridicule) by stu-
-dents who are chary of good-intentioned efforts to direct them to
the ways of salvation. Curiously, it is *only through a taste* of

. lisillusionment (such as is sometimes offered by network TV
white pipers like The Blue collar Trap or Higher Education: Who
Needs It?) 1.41 students are jarred into a fuller awareness qf the.

f'. ,
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many real. prOblenis confronting them as they prepare to take their
places in adult society. Negative views and hart looks at the world
do . nOt necessarily produce negative responier-tfudents _most
often tend tither quickly to identify the problems'depicted and to
seize on ways a dealing with thenfand that is precisely where
intellectual and personal growth begins.

The ofpottunities-are-there, wOrid-is-yours, choose-from-these.
excitimi-new-fields types of presentations are probably the least
effective AV material for 'a course of the kind we are talking
about here, though it may seem otherwise at first. What should be
remembered is that Successful career exploration and planning
begin at the level of personal discovery. It is here that the powth
pattern is established. Glowing pictures .of Indtistry at Work at its
many tasks shot-gunned at young peoPle tend to ObStruct or at
least blur the decisión.-making process which is at the heart of
ai)und career exploration. Better to say,: "What field are you think-
ing' about right now? We may have a filmstrip or cassette that will
give yon some background and ideas to help you decide whether
this-raight be for you." .

'For the same reasons, flelchrips might best be scheduled on an
individual .basisexce.pt where4 class might, let's say, learn about
how smile, leading employer in the community is organized to
process job applicants or indoctrinate, train, and advande its ern-
ploy*: This infdimation is .valuable to all, whereas .what is
actualfy done by:J.11i! cpmpany by way of .its business and job
claisifications is vafirable tO. only a few.

The order of presenting the units in the course will.more lIkely
succeed if it is pro the list of units and readings at
the end of this pipe* tive career planning requires that stu-
dents assemble and* ev a data acing two brOad fronti: internal
and . externaL The first two :Units can be designed tO provide stu-
dents .witia basic information about themselves (in that is
reVealing and useful in determining how their career in 1ts

Alight best be served in, light Of their personalities, background,
capabilities, needs, and aspirationa. The third unit Can turn the
direction of the* Ear& OutWard, where stndents can take a look at
.the field or fields that interest them. It is here. that *students first
begin to translate dreams into, realities., often brealdng.away from
puerile or unrealistic career selections, The fourth unit can expose
students to. the routes-and straiegies tAat are most often to
oPen doors. Unit five can alert them to, what they d and.
'should not exPect once they are,oin the job, arid unit six .1 offer
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them, finally, the opportunity to appraise in retrospect the data
they have assembled about and for themselves to the point of
gathering the necessary momentum that they will need to carrY
them forWard with.a full measure of confidence in the knpwledge
that they are on the right track to a fuller, moie enlightened way
of life.

Lastly, it might be well to consider how the teacher is to eval-
d.`Uate student progress in a course of this kind. Career exploration
is, by its very nature, a noncompetitive activity. While competition
plays a key role in tidvancing toward a given career goal, one stu-
dent does not compete with another during the initial Stages of
searching and planning.. Logically, then, grading .would seem to
have little or no bearing on what students learn or do not learn
about themselves and careers that interests them. The test and
measure of this coines later. But respecting the need to comply
with the more traditional aspects of schooling, the teacher will
most likely be expected to record some indications of students'
progrest.

One 'suggestion for esiguation that would seem tcr?nake sense
is to award a standard grade of, say, 95 or A for each asaignment
turned in and completed in a particular unit, grading down from
there for points not fully covered or simply left out. Thus, as is
most usual, a ieport not turned in at all would earn nothing, or a
grade- of zeisb. Grade reports could then be based strictly on a
simple numerical average over any given.period. The theory here
is to hold as nearly as possibfe to an objective grading system,
based only on ,what is or isnot turned in, thus anticipating the
condition that most usually arises on the job; that is, you derives
benefits for the thoroughness of your workthoroughness being
one commonly accepted4). standard for.performance. (Ex;ellence
is a measure that .is harder to define. While(not Unknown as a
means of evaluating an employee's work, it runs over into a more

'\21.1b*jective appraisal of proficiency.)
On the other hand, this is still an Eitglish opurse, albeit func-

tional,' and tfie teacher may wish to evaluate at the level of effec-
tive conunttnication, as this liertaini to the language arts skills
being utilized to complete the report assignments. There is no
reason why one couldn't, say, award two grades: one for thorough-
ness of coverage and tne other for correctness of expression if the
latter is an kaportant consideration in.the evaluation procedure.
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Thelma andUnits: Related Readings

tali:tit OneWho Am 11? 4
. .

H. Auden,"The Unknown Otizen" .

Richard Bach; Jonathan Livingston Seagull-
Wins CathA, "Paul's Case"
Mph Waldo Enierson, "Self-Re
Hermann Hesse, Demiun
\Bernard Malamud,-"A Summ Reading".
Etigene O'Neill, Ah, .Wilderness! .

Edward Arlington Robinsen, "Miniver Chace.
J. D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rie
Bill Sands, My $hodout Ban Fast

Unit Two-What Do.1 `Want out ortife?.
a,

Robert Frost, "Two Tramps in Mud Time"
Sinclair Lewis, "Land"
Arthur Miller, Death ofa Salesman
Ogct4tn Nish,,"Kindly Unhitch chat Star, Buddy"
Cliff&-d (Meta, "Waiting for Lefty"-
Carl Sandburg, "Money"
Shida Terkel, Working
Henry David Thoreeu, "Life without Principle'
*John Updike, Babbk Run

Unit ThreeWhaf Is These for ite to Choose From?

Claude Brown, Ma igin the Promised Land
John Galswerthy, Quality"
Michael Herrin n, "The Poverty of the Bowery"
Nat Hentoff, Jan' Country
Sinclaik Lewis, Babbit
EdWin Markham.) "The Man wall the Hoe"
George Milbarn, "A Student bl Economics"
Eugene Be,yodit the Horizein
Elmer Riee,.The dding Machine
Edward Ar obinson, "Cassandra"

Rndgers, Think
Theodore Raiethke, "Dolor"
Jimes Thurber, "The Secrei Life of Walter Mitty"
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Unit-FourHow Do I GO About Getting the Job?
Juvenal L Angel, Why.and How to gepare an Effectiut job Resume
Richard Nelson Bolles, What Color Is kour Parachutei .

.SidaneErhataisr.nd 41,1yeEdiundi; Pick Your JobAnd Land Itl
Gle L , ow You Can Get tite Job You Want

alehird frisk, go Hire Yourself an Employer
Austin Martha'', How. to Find a Job
Austin MarshalkHow to Get d Better Job ,
Dean B. Peskin, The Art of Job Hunting
Allan Rood,Job Strategy .

Sarah Splaver, Your Career It You"re Not Going to Colke.
Phoebe TaylOr How to Succeed in the Buithess of kindinga Job

s*

Unit FiveWhat Happens When I Get the Job,
' FriderickLewis Allen, "Horatio Alger,.Jr.r..

Hamlin Garland, "Under the Lion's Paw"
Edgar Lee Masters, "Judge;Selah Lively"
Arthur Miller, AR My Sons
LaUrenee J. Peter and RaymOnd Hull, The Peter Principle and The Peter
Prescription
Williani Saroyan; "Where I Come From People ArePolite"
Upton Sinclair, The Jungle
Dennii snliql, Report frontEngine Co..82
Iriing Stone, Jack Lcindon, Sailor on Horsebac.k
Mark Twain, "Learning the River"
William Carlos Williams, "In Chains".
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Our Vocation to Teach the
Vocations: The Integration of'
Cateer Education with the
Teaching of Literature and Writing

Robeft Shenk
Unit&i States Air Force Academ

4.

It is our ethical responsibility as teachers to help stuilents explore
b oth the poiitive and negative aspects of .work in the lives of.
huinan beings. This exploration can be done thIough a vast range
of excellent literature.' and imaginative writing, discussion, and
sinAlation activities. The author argues that we can only increase
stuidents' aesthetic appreciation of literature by involving them in
such activities.

.
Is it possible to teitch literature and writing from the angle of
"career education" without destroying the literature, or debasing
the writing instruction tda mere matter of technical skill? Such
a thing would Lie possible if our litepture contained substantial
-portraits of various kinds of vocatidns, anfl if each one of those
portraits made an attempt to delineate the Value, meaning, or
imPort of the *ecific line of work under consideration. As an
exampla,.of what I. mean, consider the following passages from
the trilogy. E12.3.A., in which novelist John Dos -Passos atterripts
.to describe the meaning or imp9rt cl.,1 Frank Lloyd Wright's career.
Dps Pwosabegins in tbis way:

The son and grandson of preachers, [Wrightrbecame a preaclier
In blueprints, 1 , «

projecting constructions in the American future instead of the'
EuroToean past. 4. . .

What' did Mi.right preach? .
\ .,1,

the horizons of his boyhood, .

a futtire that is not the rise of a few pi:Ants in.a hundred selec-
.

tad stocks, or ap increase in carloadinga, or a inWtiplication-of
credit in the bank or a rise in the rate on callmoney,

hut a new clean construction, from the ground up, based on
. uses and needs ..

a
,

S.
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Naturally, Wrights 4fe was both stormy, and.

full of ar ant projects u ccomplished (HOW ofteli'dos the
preacher hear his ce'ecjThack,hollow from the. empty hall,
the draftsman wateijbq dust fu .over the carOfulfycontrived
plans, the architect Abe Lolledu blimprints curl yellowing and
brittle in'thefilingcabinet)

But it was also fille wth. satisfacti
.

d i k
the building that is most 'comPletely'hiS is the Imperial Hotel

. in Tokyo that was one of the few structures to come unharmed
through the earthquake of 1923' (the day the cable came telling
hhn that the building had.stood saving so 'many hundreds of lives
he writes was one othis happiest days).

And Wright's life was, pregnant witirmeaning. For Wright con-
tsidered that

'Building a building is buildtng tlie lives of the workers and
dwellers in the building.

the buildings determine civilization as the cells in cheklify-
f

comb the functions ofbees.'

Clearly, in tliese shorVpassages, Dos Passos hag presented details
which suggest something of the real-human significance and mean-
inq of Wright's life and profession. Nor is DOs Passos the only
novelist to have done such a thing. In fact, Writers of all. kinds--
novelists, poets, dramatists, biographerr-have throughout our

considefed the subjects of labor and vocation, portray-
ing as does Dos Passos the quest for worth, usefulheis, arid satis-
faction in work on the one hand, and the frustration and bitter
futility which is pften encounteredln such..a searcii oh the other.
Because of this, it is both possible and practical to Integrate a
genuine humanistic conCern about work, vocation; and jakeerk
with the teaching of good and even of great literature and with
relevant writing assignments. Indeed, i am convinCed ttat we are'

. missing-a bet, doing a disservice to our students, and, most impor,
tint; not realizing the full Values ahd implications of our lite*
ture, if we do not., develop an '6iTe foiithese thihgs and begin to ,
speak to them with sensitivity and understanding. But in order'to
flemonstrate this, I should like to make several pOints, illustrating
as I db br reference cir spectfid works of literature 'arid related
exercises ahd writing assignMents the kind of approach I ain talk-
ing about.

First of all, it is sipply true that Western 'literature:1;0m its
very inc4ptioh, that from Homer. himself, 'has imaged a variety

.
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of vocations in their individuality and in their purposeful exercise.
It has been often remarked that the Qdyeley is so accurate itho
geographic description and maritime detail that Homer must have
obtained his faipts froni some early sea captain,, or have been a

-s\ sailor himself. In any case, his hero Odysseus is first and perhips
foremost a sailor, although ceitainlY also a king, it soldier, and
general man of the world. Not only does he know the paths of the
seas, but the structure and building of ,boati;---building a bpat is his
first oecupation in th6, OaTSIesey, and the first adventute he en-
counters is a.eipwreck in which he musi Use all his knOWledge of

sea and his skill to survive. In fact; the universal skill with the
handS of Homer's hero, who has, also built his own 4-.)alace

fashibned his bed frord a tree trunk, and who hfi.i.aponsummatr
knowledge_hoth_bf the constructionand the use'of 'tWeapons,is
of the .first importance in tmdersiandinglIomer'snseption of
ciyilization and its basis in skill or cunning of ttie milst practical
kind, this in addition to the skill and cunning of ruling..Homer is;
of course, but the firtt of a long line 'of poets and writers tc write
of the need for prudence in statecraft, a necessitY illustrated not .
only. in Odysseus: ow4Visdom but in the cleverness of Penelope's
weaving of .the shroud; and in the Prudence 'and modesty of King
Alcinous' daughter, Natisicaa. The same theme is revealed in the
lives of more mundane characters, such as the Shrewd. Eurycleia,

.Odysseus' nurse, who recogn4es her master while washing his legs,
- but who keeps her head as she does. And there is also Eumaeus,

the faithful swineherd, who experiences in his very humble occu-
pation the same hospitality and charity on the one hand, and the
craft, stiength, and .watehfulnesir on the other, that are found. in.
the palaces of statesmen and rulers. In short, the theme of the
necessity for shrewdness or craft- in human endeavor is deeply'
interwovencthroughout this seminal text of our literature.

In another cornerstone literary. text, craft and occupativn are
not only prominent subjects, but they provide what is perhaps the
pivotal theme. This text, of course, is Chancer's The Canterbury
Tales. Like Homer,' Chaucer pays closer attention especially in his
Piglogue to the particular details of each .person's occupation or
craft; the shrewd lawyer, shipman, and reeve are in their own.ways
'Imparable to the. wily Odysseus; while the yeoman,ocook, and
even the Wife of Bath, in her weaving are noted as being renowned
for their 'practical skill. Chaucer pays special attention to the de-
tails of the Paraphernalia and 'dress required of each profession,
and it is ifteresting in this .goiltext to dwell Or class on the much

414
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lessened degree to which modern people can be identified by their

-sense of identity. suffers a result. Indeed, thoughtful consid
ttrappings and clothes, and upon the question as to whether our n

7-1-161-1"."-of the Prologue as'a hole May suggest that one of the best
ways to gain a personal snse of :identity is through taking up a,
particular calling, and this poSsibility, merits very seridus considera-

., tion in our times, which provide much less in the way of a sense of
identity than did the ages of Homer and Chaucer. For not only
does an Oecupation in Chaucer give one identity in the sense of
clothing, skills, and spOial .kinds of .knoWledge, \but ft also:pro- .
vides a pe*6n with something to live up to, or an impliedImirpose
and duty in living. Professional ethics is of course a very promi-
nent modern.topic, but in the Prologue, the profession itself seems
to be:a way of being ethical, as if a person can be judged by the
degree to which he lives 'up to his trade. Seen in this light, the a
description of each pilgrim in the Prologue can be the.subject of
verbal or written comparisons betWeeri the ideal and the actual, or
between what a pilgrim implicitly agrees to do by being a member
of a profesSion ("profession" here is seen in its sense as a commit-
ment or yap), and what he actually does. Perhaps more readily
applicable fro moderh life are assignments which require students
to describe some of their own friends in Chaucer's waytheir
fellow.classmates, for example, who

find the TV more amusing
than to do.battle with chemistry
and find that they're losing,i

or the corner grocer whose cheating perhaps has prompted a few
students,. to try to outwit him, just as the students in Chaucer'S
"Reeve's. Tale" try to outdo/the miller. These exampfek are just a
few illustrations of how the inventiveness of Chaucer's depietions
of these professions can stimulate thinking about the iSsues in-
volved in all occupations, and at the same time develop an appre-

.dation of the achievementof the poet himself.
One might go on describing such themes from the classice of.

Western literature, an&suggest, for example, a number of issues-
in Shakespeare that can be fruitfully approached with an eye to
the meaning of a particular profession, for Shakespeare imaged
suCh profeisions as ruler and statesman, politician and orator,1*
soldier and leader, pOurtiet and counselor, wife, merchant, player,
oet, student and judge, each in its own particular character, pur-
pose, potential for fUlfillment, and particular temptation's and
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frustrations. Bu enough has already been said to establish the
fact that work, cccupation, and calling are standard and intriguing
subjects that have been meaningfully treated:in some of the great-
est literary worki._ of. our culturelwould like to turn no* to'
modern literature and discuss in 'on to a variety of modern
works the degree to which they, too, Can be meaningfully ex-
plored in terms of their portraits of work and the prcifesaions.
Here, just ak before, such in approach,. far from destroying the
literature will often bring home some of its rear \mine and
worth.

It is useful iri approaching mOdern literature to speak directly
to the issue of choosing i,career, which:is so nnportant to students'
and which is usually verY\ interesting to them* as well. Indeed, a
whole 'course or uxiit can \,be organized abOut this concern, and
such a unit would ultimately touch on most other important
humanistic issues eonnected with work and careers.. We might

" begin with What, is perhaps the most lively inckvital portrait of
someone finding a calling ,i.n.a1.1 of American literature, and that is,
of Course, mak 'Twain's account' of the .cub pilot in the first part
of his Life on the AtioissOpi. This famous and hnmorous accou

. is especially. attractive 'to students because Of the eke
romance in the work, an eleMent that is very imporiant. Students
can be led to consider its implications by describing some Of their
fellows who are all afire to be doctors or lawyers, and then. by
imagining Or depieting what realistic diffirulties those students are
likely to face, possibly patterning all of this after Twain'S acceQuit.
For even the potential _for disillusionment is bronght out in 'av
text, in Twain's fateons comparison of his initial romantic view' of:
the sunset on- the water with what lie seeklitet When._ he becoines
aware of the dangers .beneath, and in-his .further comparison of
this disparity With ,what he thinks a doctor ifiust faCe,-ever loOking
for disease underneath beautY. This kind of fOcus on the text
Self, along With verbal or written ireitations of it, can bring up im-

. portant cOnsiderations conoerning the danger of overly romanti,
cizing a particular calling. "Yet the requirement to- study and
describe the diameter of Bixby the pilot and perhapScOmpare him
'with hiS bumbling apPrentice may suggest that there is diame truth
to the roreame after. all, 'in the senile of the personal growth in
ability 'and minhooe.that is involved -. in the mastering of a
profession., .

. Muth twin* could be said 0)01.1t TWailf8 Life on the Mississippi,
which, although less than sixty pages in length, is a classic of its
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.
kind. But of course Twain's work is not alone in portraying tke
disCovery of a stimulating calling. Alex Haley considered the

. oiseofery of a very different kind of profession in Roots,swhere h
wrote of Chicken GeorO's disCovery of his great talent as a game-

- cocker. And Halees recent TV account of his. own discovery of a
'vocation through the success of the love letters he ghost-wrote

, for his naval shipmates now .has become very well known. Such
actounts as these perhap'S need to be set alongside other kinds of
exueriences and literature to Which they can be compared and
contrastedworks such as Sir Walter Scott's Rob Roy, in which

. the main character returns to his true vocation in his father's
firm after leaving it in quest of adventure, or Morton Thompson's
Not las a Stranger, in which a man with an obsession to be a doctor
goeS through .the shattering experience of discovering whel a

. doctor is not. However, it may be more appropriate for stu ents
to participate iniaginatively in literature portraying significant and
meaningful careers in progress: By reading and considering works
of this kind, students can get a taste of the future imglications of
present vocational decisions. For example, the issue in Bel Kauf7
man'S Upi the Douin Staircase, as to whether the heroine, at the
end of her first year as a teacher iffla New York public school,
should stay with her frantic and fruitrating occupatioka,, can be
highlighted by asking students whether they themselves would
accelat the frUstrations they have seen placed on some IA their
own teachers. A good assignment in this connection is "to require
students to compose letters in which they each itcpersonate,one .of
their oivn teachers writing a letter pf resignation, maliing sure thly
get4nto that letter a good piettire of what students 'must seem to

. be 4ike through that particular 'teacher's eyes. Such-. alsignments
would require stildentS.-to focu( or the potentiid forfrustration in
this line of work and at .the same time could be used to get acrois
certaiii rhetorical priheiples tsuch as the requirement for an essay

- to be appropriate totthe character pf the writer). °On the other
hand, students should also he required to picture moments of sue-
Acess n 'teaching. Finally, .Kaufman's portrait of teachipg can be
readily. compared to other descriptions of the smile subject, either
portraits found in other novels like' Francis .CTray. patton's Good
Morning, Miss Dove and James Hilton.'s very different Goodbye .
Mr. Chips, or iii treatmenta Of teaching drawn from other genres.
For besides novelS, mueh modern diama, biography, atutpoetry,
have also dealt meaningfully with this subject.

Conderning poetry, however, I Would like to Point 'out- that
there are certain rather famous poenis 91.,speCial interest in the

. -
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.context, of yocational decisions, specifically, "poesni: that draW.
attention" to the inevitable liniitan -one° brings ipn :oneself by .
choosing any particular occupation. hese range from George
Wrbert s lhe Collar,", which portraYs a Preacher's struale with
religious distipline, to Wordsworth's' sonbeti Fret ,Not at
Their Convent's Narrow Roota,"' with its images of peac'e' in con-
fined taalis -stick as spinnogt wetvirig, and even in studying. Imi-
taioiis of such poema as these can prove challenging especially

talented. pUpils. Ok the other hand, class discusaions in which
dents must bring up real-life instances of being limited -and tied

down by an occupation can also help in illUminating the poetry
and in drawing attention to the great growth in personal character
that:is required in order for one to become skilled and successful
in any ...significant or purposeful work: 'Indeed, it is almoit impos-
sible to overstress the hnpartante -of this Particular theme. "some.
Very fine literature exists which pthtrasrs tbe necessity for ce.harae,

twin verY different field: ROlvaa0 Giants ih fife gartk, for
example, with its portrait .of a long-suffering .pioneer wOman, or
the 'dun but heroically cOnstieiatious ship captain of Conrad's -
Typhooh. EiaMples of: thia sort of Ifterattire cOuld he multiplied, -.
and a great many different aspecta of -personal :ch*acter Mut*
trated, from irgiustry;persevertanee* and patience to aggressiveness,
cOurage, and selfsacrilacing..Hoiirever, a detaileddiscussion of.an-
excellent short 'story by James Galsworthy oan PrOvide" an illus.;
tration o4 such qualities -as these, and it can also be used tc..-taise No.

the issue* as to wlix character is needed at all, or' whether it is
primarily persoital Self-interest or some kind of principled cause
for which One should be working in the first place. .

This, stag, entitled' "Quality"---and the . quality of one;s1 work
is anAther issue Which is .tery iinportant for students to consider

. is- about a pair, of German cobblers named dessler wOrking .in
Eagland about thAurn of the century.,They make beautiful bOots
.which are eminently well-fitted and long-lasting, attributes' which

IQ result from the painitaking and particular attention the cobblers.
'pay to the needs of tagh client's. fOot.i: Clearly their craft is.; an4srt
to which:they. are extkaOrdinirily devoted. However,' the'.story
progesses, iktfiy. are losing their oustomers t011feiellers of factory-
made boots.l.hey have torreduce. the- size 'of their shop, whieh:so

; saddens the elder Gessler that, he dies as a result, and his younger
brother progressitrelY 'grows old hefOre his time. Tint .he continnes
-maldrig his fhopts, sitting.bver thehl gay and night ind ail
the money that he -earns back into rent and leather
the, young, compassionate narrator, who haS just receiv an s

I
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' of boots and has. found _them to be the finest Gess ler has ever
made for him, goes into Gessler's Shop to congratulate him, only
to discover that it has been takeil, over by another man. This
fellow tells him thab,Gessier bars died, apparently from ovierwork
and what the doctor tails "slow starvation," an outconie that he
claitas ist all one could expect given Gessler's -refusal to corn-

.: promige, to,advertise, or in any othei Way to submit tEr the de-,
manas "of .4.ogress."

Such, in sliort, is the plot of the story, and usually students feel
one Vay Or another about it, and eXcially about the younger of
the tWo brothers. An excellent assighnient is to have students
writekan argument proposing that-the fideriger Gessler was a saint
whp, gaxe his life for his work, or else yas a fool who threw away
his lifeneedlessly, the story providing strong e4idence tor either
proposition. Posing the issue in this way raises a great 'number of
important questions. In general, and especially in *our times, 7

shbuki one Compromise quality and. real concern for one's cus-
tomers for. the sake of one's .own livelihood, losing one'S self-
resPect in tlie process? Or, on the other hand, shouldn't One givg
the people what they adtually *ant? What is the principal object
of work:--personal benefit or public service? And to what extent
do modern conditions put a hiatus between these two, objects?
Finally one returns to the original question, whether the younger,
Gessler, -who atiparently consciously decided to do what he did,
was courageous or cowardily, a saint 'and martyrlike figure or

-merely ,a stubborn old fool. Naturally,class dikussion on the'se
isaues, perhaps involving the Invention of modem parallels to:
Gessler's situation, or perhaps involving an ordered- -debatfa- .be-
tween the two sides, can prOve 'to, be stimulating and challenging

both teachers and students, especially if each person must learn
o defend either. view. And once again, the story is so-composed

such an effort can mnly serve to shed light on the original
text.

Other is es in literature can be approached in a similar fashion.
But wh ver the particular iseue, or whatever the literary work,
it is portant to approach that work in a welfbalanced:way. In
the oregoing example, for instance, we Would be rernias if we'did
not oint -of the great worth of the cobbler's devotion to doing
quali ork; the other hand, we could be equallY faulted if we
gave any le ttention -to the need for facing up to hard decisions
and the neCessity of dealing with the actualities with which as
workers we' will always be confronted, and which in the storir°
Gessler seems to ie. Similarly, in other cases. In considering
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Mary Rlizabeth Vroinan's "See HoW They Run," -for exaMple, a
short stbry about the success of a black schoolteacher 'against the
odds of poverty, overload7d classes, and lack of student aknbitiog,
one could ver5r properly. ask -how lunch. of this teacher's success
wa dde to her being yeting and enthusiastie,And how.much of ,her
vitality might fall off with age, when the .frustrations might
increase. With a 'depiction df failure such as is found in Erhest
Hemingway's The Old'Man and the Sea, onephouid point out that,
as tIle text itself says, the old Man !'went oft too far," and had he
-been xerhaps a bit wiser, instead ol leaving hims'elf open to the
tragedy -that eventually occursi he would have cut 'the ,line at the
firt. 'Of' course, raising this latter -alternative would challnge
Hemingwa'y's apparent . intent, to glorify, the old man's heroic
struggle against enormous odds and certain- _defeat'. But the
philOsophy Hemingway is Preiching needs to be brought up in ariy
full and sensitive teachineof the boOk, and Certainly no philos-
ophy, Hemingway's no less than any other, should be helfl un-
mune from eriticisin.

Our attitude, then, in dealing with all literature-involving work,
needs to be orie of allowing that meaningful and constructive
results are usually possible and are greatly to be desirectand sought
for-. But recognition must. be given to the fact that the attainment
of these results will reqdire intense, Ainful, and sometimes
desperate effort. It i4 true that a great number of modern works
of literature exist whieh, instead of portraying the possihilities for
meaning in work,, suggest, that thete is no hope and that all labori-
ous effort i1 fUtile. Certainly we must be alive to the possibilities
for frustration and alienation" and must give works manifesting

'such difficulties and hopelessnesa full consideration, for there is do
question that they reflect certain realities . about our cultimS and
Our experience. But failure and frustration in portraits of work is

. often the fruit of failure of viSion and perserverance-'-in the
character or in The author. Usually, if looked at carefully, every
work situation will embody some kind 'of meaning and potential,
a potential which we must sUpPort% Put in other terms, while it is
true that 'literature. pertrayirig the frustrations to be found in
moderp woft, like the frustrations to be foUnd in modern life as it
Wh.ole, will always be with us in auperabunclance, for Ws vent
1reaSon it is incuMbent upon,us to offer our students, along with
suCh material, whatever we can also offer _in the way a Vkit:4
purpoie, and peaning. Specifidalli, we must offer thern images tif
purposeful Woik !ping done, -Of hopei and. Of substantial achieve-.
merit. Willy Loman 'they' will see all their Madame Curie they
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will not 'meet every day. And if they .qo not meet Madame Curie
in our classes, or Willa Cather'S archbiShop and singer, or William
Gibsbn's The Riracle Worker oreven James Herriot's humorous
vet, they are unlikely to meet them at all. More important, we
won't be meeting them .either.,Anci it may wen be dud the great:
est value of a serious attempt at teaching English with an eye to
the possibility of meaningful work and vocation would be the
revitalization of our .own work wid.a rededication to our own,
vocation. .

'Note

1. JohnDos Passos, U.S.A. (New York: Randelm House, 1937),pp. 430-
33. \.
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Stin-m16.ting Writing
ThrOugh Job Awareess

Alan McLeod
Virginia Commonwealth University

From their excursion into the business community, the author
and a group of English teachers discovered that many of the-

' general skills and attributes employers consider important parallel.
the, skills and attitudes we try to teach in tie language arts class-
room. As a result of this investigation, participants derived a
lengithy list of ideas for writing as it is related to jobs and the
community.

What does the business community exeet of prospective em-
ployees? What resources in'the business community might be used
for instructional purposes?. What might be done 'in la. secondarif
school classroom to enhance student success tn seeking arid retain-
ing jobs? These 'Avere three of the guestions twenty-one teachers
and guidance counselors and one university professor posed during
a recent .3.0s*price program: Our investigation led us to local ahd
national inaustries and businesses, a science %.useurn, a Apider
museum, the Folger, Library, and many' othel lbcaticMs. In the
process we dikovered a number of possibilities for writing experi-
ences, field trips, and career ediltition.

Participants were contirnially,. aMazed at how well they Were
received by the business community comniunity which was
impressed that teachers would make the effort to explore how
businesses function and what attributes are.impOrtant in seeking.
emiloyment. We found many o the expec.t4ions of business were
pertinent to English classes. Those responaibk for. hiring stated
skills- tuid .attributes they desired in an applicant, including the
ability to spell conventionally, punctuate appropriat47, and Write

This article was originally published in the E.nglish Journal, vol. 67
(November 1978), pp. 42-43. Copyright 1978 by the National Council of
Teachers of English. Reprinted by permission of.the author and publisher. *-
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sentences in which Subject's and verbs .agree; ability to write
legibly, follow directions, pay atteptidn to details; ability to corn-
municate clearly Orally; and accyracy. Also given considerable im-
"portance were attendance, including limited' tardiness; ability to
work well with others; attitudes and manners; pride in work;
appropriate attire; demonstration of respect; willingness to accept '

responsibility; promptness/punctuality; realistic expectations
about the type of jol2 for which one qualifies and it's pay scale;
computation ability; knowledge' of previous work experience,

cluding dates of employment and employers; a sense of how to .

participate in an intarview; and reliability.
The more of these skills and attributes one possesses, the

greater.* t.10 opportunity for being employed. While the,.subject of
"grammar" was mentioned in several interviews, no one usedit
in the sense of nomrenclature or the identification of noun and
partic. es. What wia stressed Was Subject-verb .agreement, usage,
a,nd .het Et ity to express oneSelf. clearly. These are matters which
may be addressed in various c4assrooms, as are hints to-successful .

job seeking: attire, manners, interviewing, iminctuality, realistic
expectations, and so forth. , , . .

At the end of the experienCO, one teacher concluded: "W
found (zut that tint impresSions are important and social graC
still count a good" deal in a job intervievr Another stated, "It w
,really amazing the number of employers who pointed. out.that the
attitude of the protpeetive employee is as important as the skills

.., for the job." Still another participant was surprised that identifi-
cation of such items as subjects and v&bs in sentences was not of 4

conseqvnce (but that agreement of' subjdct and Verb was highly

L. important). Most educators were iinpressed, too, with the broad
range of -jobs, the, skills they require, and the recognition that
teachers can help students develop these skills in their own classes.
They were impressed, as well with the reception they were given

. and the resourcis available .in 'the eommunity to support the
learning situations developed in the classroom. At the end ofrthe
experience; the educators were identifying business, industry, wid
community resourceS their students could visit as well as those
which could- be brought into the classroom. As one teacher noted,
"It may b th4 incorporating career education in my Classes is not
so difficult; at least I have a.positive idea of Where I daitbegin."

i , One of the more iniportant gleanings-of this experience was the
. recognition ot additional purpose to be given in stimulating stu-

dent writing.-The biisiness letter achieved new dimensions in some
minds, as,did the following-oral and written activities: '

st
.
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Stiniulating Writinlg through Job Awamness 95

1. Structudag interviews in the claisrocim;.' t
2. exploridg.the sOcial and economic ISay off of using standard

English;
3.-writing letters inquiring about job possibilities;
4 reponding to want ads in wrtting;
5. preparing resumes;
6. completing application forms;
7. reading about job requirements and expectittionS;
8; drafting job descriptions;
9..writinereports on skills negded different types of robs;

10. interviewing managers of businesses, from fast food restau-
rants to broom makers to poultry processors to funeral
directors to personnel officers in corporations;

11. reporting in oral and written 'forms on jobi students have
held or hope to hold;

.12. *ploring the impact of one's oral and writttn language and
computation skills on prospective employers;

13. writing stories about jobs which may not now"exist;

14. keeping journals about jobs, the people met, the pleasures
and frustrations; ,.

15. writing autobiographies emphasizing employment;

16. 'developing editorials about studenti and jobs for the school
Paper:

17. composing letters to the editor of a local paper 4oncerninr
jobs or employee characteiistics;

18. writing plays or radio or television script# Set in job
situations;

19. writing newspaper stories about people and jobs;
20. writing advert4ementiOindcommercials;
21-developing plans andmaterials for career awareriess days;
22. drafting telegrams;
23. wkiting reViews of books aboutlobs;
24., drawing cartoons abOut jobs; .

25; iesearching the econOmy or the job market or the need for
different typeq ofjobi;

26. writingabout successful and unsuccessful inteiviews;

I. Wallt
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27.Qing cOpy:. for publishing;
.28. setting up a mock business;
29. writing letters of introduction;
30. writg letters of riconim'endation;
31. writing responses to advertisements;
32. interviewing workers in various typs of jobs, ,includini

; family members and neighbors;

, .33. preparing liats of irtems to purchase. at 'the grocery store or
supplies for a business and setting up an imaginary checking
account;

34. assisting with inventories of schaol,supplies. .

' The list could, of course, proceed with Many other possibilities .

for writing, reading, listening and speaking. Many adolescents look
for jops; others anticipate jobs in the' future; others need to
become gore aware of b opportunities. A focus exists for stbn-
Ulating stlicient writin and other skills activitiee-and a context is
set for helping sudnts understand the necessity of being able to
use, as appropriate, standard English, including' conventions of
spelling and punctuation. Writing !_pout the job market, including -7

desirable skills and procedures, appears to be an importantand
legitimate -arneans, among others, of stimulating student writing.
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The Daily Nwspaper A Toxt f)r
the Language Arts and
Career'Education/-

Reta.Broadway
Newspaper in Education Progranl,
The Courier-Journal andThe Louisville Ti

Utilizing the daily newspaper, 4udents in the language arts class-
' room at any% level can develop self-awarefiese, career awareness,.." and appreciation for work itself and the variety of career options

available to them. By focusing on career education goals throngh
the nekvspaper whil learning and,practicing language arts skills,
students elm .discove ew'and important meanings for language
arts, the newspaper, andcareer education. (I, .

;

If ...career education seeks ta give stUdents an opportunity to
prepare for success in the real worldt, then whht better material
for teaching can there be than the journal of the'real worldthe \daily neWetPaper? For language arts teachers the newspaper offers

' an ideal oppartunity for intetratipg skills development in-reading,
writing, and oral expression iffith career education. . t

c One way of dividing career education into its various compo-
nent is to use the following terms: career awareness, self-aware-
ness, appreefations and attitudes, decialOn making, economic

+. e

awareness, skills awareness, . employability skills,, and education
awareness.. Th newspapir can be used is a teachfrig material in
each .bf these e'as, bdt its applicability ii more obvious in some
thin in others. Three of .the areas-Tcareer:aWaretiess,.selfeware-
ess, and aPpreciations.and attitudesconstitute the focus,of tint '

artide, sinee the possibilities far using the newspiper in each of
them nutty. be reis readily reogniztd by language arts teachers.

.The activities suggeted here cin be. adapted by language arts .

' tkachers at all grade levels. Iepeatin in activity will provide
. students with new-Mfarmation and thalght because of the cOn-
stintly changitag content of_the newspaper..

i .
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Career Awareness

As language arts teachers work with students in develdping literal,
comprehension Skills in reading newspaper articles, they can con6
sciou.sly select news items and feature stories that 6xplore*various
occupations, especially those that are available in the students'

oimmediate communitSr. Once discussion about job availability has *

surfaced in the classroom, an immediate follow-up is a scanning'
lesson in the classified ads. Studeits will gain practice in an impor-
tant reading skill while gathering informaion that will give their
career exploration a sense of immediate practicality.

The newspaper can also be used` to look at the job Market from,
a different perspective.. By collecting news itenis and feature
articles of both local and national origin, students can search out
the unusual occupations that play a part in society. These same
articles, ce serve as a basis for developing skills in comparison and .

contrast as students- compare the kinds of jobs and professions
existing in their community. C,vith those that exist in oth'er
communities. .. ie

Newspaper articles that are clipped 1or these activities can be-
come the basis of a career file, an ongoing collpetion of informa-
tion about work possibilities. liaving such a caw file in the
language arts classroom not only provides interesting, pertinent
reading material for students, but it also serves as a convenient
resource `for researching questions that will coine up during a

.

study of careers.
The newspaper is a reflection of the state of career sex-role

stereotyping that persists in society today. In addition to reading
news items, investigative articles, and editorials that direct15;
address this question, there are irect ways of ining jt as
well. One activity involves having studerits scan spe ific pages Of

thi. newspaper for roles that are igned to people and to not'e
, these roles. They can note w ether the roles are specifically

associated with a man or a wo an. Having accumulated a variety
of rbles, they are ready to is ate those that are related to life
work and analyze thiszeduee ligt in terms of Sex-role assignment.
An activity such as this gi es stUdents experience in critical think!
ing and analysis as well Sensitizing them .to the difficUlties that
may still exist for wor erol. who choose careers considered non.
traditional for their sex. Another value- in such a newspaper
research project is that it makes.students aware of any precon .
ceived sex rola they themselves niay'attribute to specific; careers.
For language arts teachers a discussion based on- the restilts of

4
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these activities is an excellent opportunity for a s;ivid -lesson in
differentiating between fact and opinion.

Self-Awareness

This point brings us squarely into the second of the three aspects
of career educationself-awareness. To make even tentative career
choices Students must be able to articulate their own deepest
values, interests, and:abilities and be able to relaf these to life
work options. The language arts teacher, as humanis in an ideal
lltuation. to promote .this self-awareness in students, and once
again the newspaper provides a number of. timely experiences for
Such growth. 2"

Por youpger sit!dents, making "look at Me" collageswords,
photos, and other items from the nev.ispaper that reflect the
individual personalities of 'studentscan be the beginning of both
self-awareness 'and self-assertion. The same type of activity c.an be
carried on at a More sophisticated- leiel with older students by
having them lipt their most important values andthen "find news
articles and other features that tupport or conie into conflict with
those values. In addition to providing Valuei clarification experi-
ences, language arts teachers can use these activities as opportuni-
ties or reinforcing aassification skills and enhancing discussion

ues.
ther valnes clarification .activity iS to have students select

pictures or names of items from the newspaper that they con-
sider necessary to, their lives and other items that they very much
want. They can write a short explanation of how, their personal,
.lists Qf needs and wants might affect their career decisions.

HavingstudentS identify articles, photos, and ads that arouse
certain' emotions also helps, to focus self-awareness. This identifi-
cation Can be done using a sentence-completion -technklue, where
students find information ithe4wspaper to 4C' omplete sentences

'such as..the following:

turprised that . . .

J am relieVed that . . .

.I am amused that . . .

I am. angry that.. .

Examining Cartoon' strips can' also be an exercise in self-aware-
:ness: 1hile using the comics to teach irfferential comprehension

4
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skills, context clue usage, and aspects of IMmor, 'language arts
teachers can alsz encourage students to pay special attention to
what seems einnT or poignant or repugnant to them. By watch-
ing their own responses to comics, students can become more"
conscious of stereotypes, patterns of human nature, and signifi-
cant cultural habits.

By encouraging students to follow a controversial issue through
an extended period of newspaper coverage, language arts teachers
can ntirture the critical ability to examine facts in relation to one's
oWn values and to make decisions that are Ip.t intelligent and
ethical. Students can clip all the information the'ç can find on a
subject and analyze the material for points on botk sides of a con
troversy. It is the teacher's responsibility to Make sure that all
forms of information .are included whether these are news stories,
editorials, cartoons, or advertisements. After analyzing the infor-
iination in light of their own liOues, the students arq in a position
to make decisions about the issue. Here again, language arts
teachers play a significant role in helping the students articulate
that stand.

When students have been together awhile, they can see how well
'they have communicated themselves to their classmates by making
"look at me" collages and leaving their names off. Then the &las
can iltroi 0 identify which collages belong, to which. individuals..
Follow-up discissions can examine tho'se aspects of the individ-

.
ualls. personality that are readily ,apparent,, those that are less
obvious, and to what degree students have communicated these
aspects of themslves.

Reacting to advice given by syndicated advice columnists alsc
gi tudents a change to form arid express their own opinions on
co porary problems. 'Similarly, syndicated opinion columns.
Iron e op-ed page and letter& to the editor, provide tOpics of
intZrest and importance to students in 'collecting, fpmulating,
supporting, and defending their values, and beliefs.

Ti.tere are other newspaper-oriented experiences that create
thought-provoAng situations for students.

Have students select a person in the news whom.they con-
sider to have heroic qualities. Involve the students in class
discussions about the qualities they consider heroic, the
contemporary people who possess those qualities, and the
opportunities in modern life for demonstrating heroism.
Encotirage students . to look "for examples pf heroism. asso-
ciated, with professional life. Try to discover if they perceive
certain careers as being particularly heroic.
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.."e students write newspaper 'ads, to/s 4hslves:. Vary
is idea by hi;virig them reate b th aied 'ad and

isPlif ads or :by having thetn put to ilWerent 4,2is to
apPear in different sections 41 /the plat* reflec the

4,
general content of those set'rtions., F a i 1

4( /
Assign sttidents. the Writing o aries.1-their oWh. To.
encourage an outlook toward -li e them Write. ohe
obituary that might appear °day ang,another
that they would like ta hiaitP `Ei y die.virheii...the ire
ninety years old. Dictisii witikie nts the pirtipla
by careers in ibe nd abitu ve them cc:inside rtci)

= 01

what extent`they se
by their careers, w
several careers during
in which the ira

e dc'zides of their lii/e41shiPed
iniagine themseN'es having

41 and if there are Other ways
Obituaries reflect possible cwieers:

Make a "winnerS ritnd..,10 s", bulletin board- JR rur ckasi-
rooin that stndentit- carV,:iiegapletp with ;items cliOped from
newspapers: They, cam iiiklude, examples from neWs stories,
features, ads, On* eqills-iland busirs and sports sections:
Use the bulletin oartj to initiate iliscussions on 'students'
ponceptions 'nne d losers"the causes, the bene-
fits, and the side' inning eir losing.
Haire students' drte strips about .themselves. Or let
them select exis oatti-strip characters .With whoin they
can identify and exP41nt1e reasons for their selections.

e 6. i 4
. . IP; . 1 . ..

Appreciations and Attitudi

As students become knpwledgeable -about the work that is.aVall-
able and more -atttined to ,their own "values and interests, they
begin to develop apPre'd ti4its and attitudes aboutdifferent kinds
af work. Here again-lan age arts teachers will find the newspaper
a pertinent, timely sO e1 fear enhancing this development. Start-
ing with the percetioof the Work world that students already
hold, lartRage arts tecbprsôan lead brainstorraing sessions. an the n
reasónswheoPlewlc Byond sheer financial survival, what do
P6Ople e'xpect from th ir jOhs? Whenbstudents have corapiled a list
of reasons for workingt: they can reexardine the rievispaper articles
they have collected ii1:1the caTeer fileffor indications of Whit jobs"
best meet varipus needS.

Another **interesting wiy of looking at the aced-fulfillment

C.
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',aspects of.careers is4to analyze the comic strips. Virst, have stu-

dents divide the comics inai those in Which the main chardcters
- have careers and those in Which acareer is not evideilt. Discuss the

degree t6 Nyhich the career-Oriented characters .are integrally in-
..e4volved in their jobs...What satisfacttons 'and frustration do they. . ..#

;Sm. ta derive trom their careers? WJiat aspeet s. of the) job:world
aie eicaggerated or unfea.liitioally portr4ed in comic, strips, 'and ".

. why arse these prbjeetions'put-krth as hum.orous?. What does ttie
Rresence Of career, identilicatiorin comic strips say.about the part '
careers play in peOplA lives?. What aitithdes are generally ex-.
presstcrtoivard 'jobs?' .

- .. .4-After the comic pages, students can ijrogress to.the real:world
. Of tlie rie"Ws and feature pages.of ;the`nekv,spaiDer a41 periorm the
same .kind of analysis.1Maily Uapre articles_sre written,.to desexibe
people in 'unuitt'al professions-, or heoples who have-itdded- new

. dimensions to fainiliar jails. Often these articles sOtalc specifically
tb the tenefits a person fieiCeives in.'s 'career; in other instancek
these, lienefiteare implied. Fox languige'ttrts*teacherS,Such stories
provide an opportupity for sharpening literal and infereptial
coniprehension skills while kensititing students t6 the satisfactions
that can be derived from different careers,

Feature articles frequently detail a person's involvement with

.. hobbies, and exaMining theSe gives rise to two additiapalbponsider-
ations for students. First, students iitri be encouraged to thlikk
abOut the range of their own interests,'whether they have hobbies
to #hich they, wili want 'to devote large blocks of time, *liether
their careers will have fo provide them with Money to , support
_costly hobbies, whether a hObby itself can become a moriey-,,,
making projectiale other csideration is whether a hobby is
rewarding and 'important enough to make int-6.a career, a focal'

point of the individnal's work World.
An alternative way of doing.this type pf analysis is to read news

and feature articles about What is important to people outside of
their careers, to identify the values and interests in these.non-
career activities, and then to match up the newsmakers with
careers that might fulfill some of the same:criteria. A variation of
this activity is to have students select fifteen jobs listfd in the
classified ads and list as.many benefits as they can for 'Zaach job.
96ing one step further, studenti can select the one job iri fifteen
thlit offers the, benefits most ifignificant to -them.

The WasVs in which careers are perceived by those other than the
individualswho hold them are evident in many newspaper itgms.
:-.Editorials, letters to the editor, columns, and feature stories all
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from tiine to time carry obiervaCionand opini9ns about different
'careers. Identifying these ,Attitudes, comparing *ern ..with one's:
owri,- aid checking but the accuracy of them will help to develop
sttidents'. critical and evalualive thinking jjl6 ai well as make
them aware of their own feelings alibut the attitudes of others.

- Here is the' place where 'students can examine the 'degree- to
which their. personal career choices are impinged upon by others' 7
opinions. I.?.6es .be'ing a doctor or lawy'er appeal, tà one student
only .because everyone else in the family. is in brie ,a thefie profes:
sions? Is another student ready to give up the dreAm of owning a
'greenhouse because illriOds see titat as a strange ambition? Lan-
'guage arts teachers can help students to be conscious of society's
influence so that they, can maim career decisioni based on -the
greatest possible self-awareness.

Another aspect of Appreciations and attitude&ieg hi helping
students see the value in careers other than those that are of
personal interest to them. The neivspaper can be the source.of ci
interesting activity along these lines. Qver a period of days stu-
dents can*colleet newspaper stories in which a particrilar kind of
work is central to. the importance of the stbry. Students can then
pick a few of these stories arid write their own,news items about
the imagined elimination of the career and the iniplications that
this eliinination would have for their societyt What, in fact, would

,....---happen to the world as we kriow it'if scuba divers, str4et cleaners,
pr sign painteks suddenly' were n'tti longer workers in our society?

Students can .alsb use their iriereaied familiarity with journal-
istic styleto interview people in their lives about work and write

- feature and neWS articles abotiethe personal aspects of different
kinds. of work. Besides giving students practice in interview tech-
niClues and fiatual writing, this actiirity provides them. with first-
hand. information about the satisfaCtions, frpstrations, and impor-
tan& of different.careerS. These news artieles can be collected in
a class newspaper on careers and.kept as a resource. along with the
career file. . .

Becoming famiiiin- with. the, newspaper is a valuable language
arts objective in itself. All the suggestions made in this article use

*the nexsPaper to teach reading, writing, ,and oral language skills
while deliberately emphasizing career awatreness, self-aWArenesi;
and attitude's toward and appreciations of various careers. Lan-

, guage arts teachers 'can create many other activities based on the
newspaper Id will provide their studentsat every grade level with
both practical and humanistic skills in all areas of careeF
education.
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The Y poses that contemporary young adult novels,like .

standard ture,.can serve as a basis for student inquiry into-
the role in human livei. Because:Of-their easy readability,
their emilliiisis on timely ttemes, and their potential for identifi-
Zatin and response, thei can 'also riinforce a variety of basic
career education. concepts.

Q

In the last few years a great -many language arts teachers at the
middle and high school level have,responded to the call of career
education advocates by `agreeing to teach work-relafed communi-
cation skills, such as. those require& in interviewing, Writing resu-
mes, coamleting application forms, and .so forth. At the high
school level, English teachers have long been willing to offer .and
teach courses hi business English or votational English and tg
participate annually in such occasions as Career pay. But few have -
been sanguine about diluting, or polluting, the literature-study..

portion of the English program with ewer education. for some
reason, even though English teachers invariably list "student self-
understanding" and ".underitanding of the human condition" as
pais Of tie teaching of literature; it seemi a``sacrilege to man3; to
integrate career education and literature study.

Yet, these two disciplines are a iiatural comhination for a great
deal of -literature treats the subject of work and treat& it with a
depth and breadth not, available.through other mein& The kind of
work a literary character does is not always a crucial factor in the
artist's representation a life, but.it often is. Throughout 016 his-
tory of literature; Work as a gonf.eiit has been featured prominent- .

ly as a concern of the literary artist, and the work of individual .
characters has regularlY been shown to shape a character as well as
to be shaped by that .character's human values, personal traits,

1
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and needs. From Chaucer's pilgiim.s to Hawthorne's -scientists al
nd clergymen, from Shakespeare's rulers, merchants, and warriors

to,. Me seamen, scriveners, and lawy?ers, from Wordsworth's
Michael .to Steinbeck's migrant workers and'Iaborers. of all types;

.. fioin preiser and Crane to ,Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams,
from \ Walt. Whitman to liarper. Lee, the-worki characters in litep-
tuie do is important, in varying degrees, to tip kinds of:people
they are. Likewise, charactrs have unique linpapts on the kinds
of work they do. .

interaction can be explored-by knowing workilig-
infimately,:bUt hoW many individualS can onp know well

enough 'to gain the depth and...breadth of kiderstanding desirable
in learning how work of any kind affects the humanness' of the
person aild how his or.heelniinanness affects the work? Probably
very few. ,Through reading and discussing literaturet a student can,
gain a de'eper understanding of this important but neglected aspect
,of career education. This kind of knowledge is not factual ,in the

, way that much .career education knowledge is, such as salary
projections or specific job skip requirements. It isi however, sig-
nificant to all students', Who mpg. consider themsehres as human
beings, whether .their career expectations incluile being a doctor,
an assembly-line worker,-or, an insuranee salesman.

Popular young adult fiction has .the same potential as more,
standard literature, suèh as I hale already mentioned. Beeause of
their -readability, theirt, immediate appeal, and their potential for
easy identification for middle and high school students, young

, adult novels ould serve us even better than standard literature
for the integration .-"of career education and literature studY. In

. , addition to the Many other good reasons for enjoying, these
novels, through them students can explore the meaning -of work,
the interactipn betWeen individuals and their work, and the .
effects of a perSon:s work on those around him or her.

For the purpose of this article, I do not refer to the so-called
career books Or biographies and autobiographies of individuals
faMous in their .fields' of endeaVor, though these books may-\be
both good literature and inspirational accounts and cotild be
extremely helpful -in providing students avith information, oppor-
tunities for vicarious experiences, and models. Rather, I will,focus
on the potential of young Adult novels.

To begin with, while work or careers is rarely a dominant theme
in contemporaty young adult novels, Many of the books in this
genre present, a variety of characters involVed in the world of

.
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woxk.,-,While° principal charact'ers are most often adciléScen?ts, not
themselves employed, thiy 'are-frequently surrounded by parents,.
friends, other adUlts, and acquaintances whdare pari,of the
force. We` find teachera, doctors, business` managers, nurses:
&met's, pblice officeis, pharmacists, i9cial Worlirs,,sWeiters;.and .

others, And often, the work theSe inditchialstio and the ,attitudes
they, have foWard 'their work have it dixed bearieg on the attitudes
and-behavior of the' principal diaticter. ,

We find,ifOr' ekample; a nrnber' of, psychiatrists, such as .Dr,
. Berger in Judith Gu.§st's Ordidary PeOple .(1976),. Dr. Donovaii,in:
Lisa, Bpight and Dark (1910) by John Neafeld.and Dr. Fried iFt .:

Hannah Green's '1 Thafver .Promised You a Rose Garden (197.0.-
Weineet businessmen sueli 'as Mr. Pete Degley In Mildred Lee's
The Skating Rink(1970),. George Diener in Thomas. Thompson's
Richie (1974), and 'Leo, david's father in Barbara Wersba's..gun
Softly, Go Fast (1972). Teachers bf many varieties appear in these
popular adoletcent novela-7Nigeria Green in Alice Childress's
-A. Hero Ain't Nothin' but a Sandwich (19741, Justin in Isabelle
Holland's The Man Without a Face. (1973), and the array of.
teacher-Priestein Robert Cormier's,The Chocolate War (1q76).

It is true that in,many cases the glimpses the reader gets of some
workers may.. be so brief that these characters appear flat and/or
sterebtypqd. Anyone.' cah iinagine how polide bfficers are often
portrayed in novels told from an adolescent rebel's point of view.
A good example of this particular stereotype is ihe impression of
the police a readee may get from one of Paul Zindeys latest
efforts, ConfesSioni of a Teenage Baboon (1977),,I.

"It is also true -that in Some novels 'parents. or other adUlts are
portrayed .as so involved in their careers that they cease to ftmc-
tion effeCtively in their other hunian roles especiiilly in the parent
role in relation to the struggling adolescent principal character.
This is certainly the, case in Glendon Swarthotit's Bless the Beasts
and Children. (1973), in Barbara Wersba's Run Sdftly, 0; Fast
(1972); in Kin. Platt's The Boy Who Could Make Himself DiSap-

giear. (1971), irk M. E. *err's The Son of Someone Famous (1975).
*id Dinky Hoker ShQ0* gmaek (1972), and in many.othere.

Some young aduli novels feature yOung adults already function-
ing Axil time in the world of wor10 Thtough such works as.
Margaret Craven's I Heted the Owl Call Ary Name (1973), Ronald .

Glasser's Ward 402 (1973), Or the jamea flerriot novels (All
Creatures Great and Sniail [1972], and itie others), readers get an
in-depth vie* of the. interaction between individuals -and their.

:
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work. They 40,;I:arn the nteaning of dedication to one's work,a)s
well as appr the hardships and difficult decisions ussociatetl
with certain kinds of work.

some.young' adult novelS both plat and tApme center on'the
principal chalacter's struggle -toWard a careerldecision.`Sometithes
the character is helped by adielts,, but sometimes he. or she is
hindered.: Several books that . illuträte this, theme pre Be'verly-

-
Butler'i Gift qf Gold ()73), parliara Wersba's Run Si)ftly, Go -
Past (1972),. and Ursula LeGuin's Very Far Aivay from Anywhre
glse-(1976). novel;careerdeqision making really is

. the' heart' of th,e ;tOry. Owen eiriffithi-.-and NaWip, Field: very
brightstniors in high` school, sdetrelop a loving cfrAdshiP baged on
their common goallo*do something challenging and creative with

. their future he in science, she as a''composer of music.
And there are novels in which parents and other adults ftmotion-

effectively and happily in their Ivork and manage to, maintain posi-
tive and supp9rtive ,relationships with..the young people with.
whom they, regularli interact. Think of NOrma Klein's Mom, The
Wolfmcin, .and Me, (1974), Robert Peck's A Day No Pigs Would&
Die .(1974), and'Virginia flamilton's M._ C. Higgins, ilte Great
(1974).

And finally, there are novels that directly question the need to
achieve fulfillment through one's workindeed, that even cbal-
l6nge the value cif work itself. Alice Childress's A Hero Ain't
Nothin" Ba t a Sandwich (1974) and Frankcina Glass's 4farvin and
Tige (1977) are just two excellent illustrations of tills viewpoint.

.Whether the impressions readers get of the world of work and
Individuals participating in it afe positive or negative is really not
very important. What istnportapt is that the idea of work is there

a great many young zdult novels, often impinges directly on
both character and theme, and asks to be .noticed and discussed.
The idea of work itself speaks to adolescent readers as they con-
template their. futures. Adolescents are much poncernd with how

,
they will earn a livinkand. are. reac1S, to. know What kinds of work
they would like to be. qualifid.d for, what work will bring them the
kinds of rewards they .seek, 'and how' wOrk rapy aitect them vs

A ititman beings. `' .
IA addition to providing fertile ground Sor exploring work and,

its meaning to the indiyidual" and society, conterripprary young
adult novels can.be a means 'crf reinforcing certain career education
concepts..Although the junior high or middle scIlool is.typically.
designated as the expiorltory phase in most career education prei-

' J
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grains, tare x.hould be. nothing to prevent exploratidn from c'on.7
tinning during the high school years. Career education concepts .
appropriate :to the exploratory phase and' appropriate to what'
might be . communicated through literature tather7than throukh
actuid work exp ri,ence are presented. beloW. Sevekal title's. of

____ pópular.young a t risoyels are listed beneath cach concept.-
.

. 0 I'

Contemporary Young Adult Noirels and Selected Career\
Edaation Concepts.Apprçpliqta to the txploiatory Phase

Concept IThere is digbity inswork. "
Craven, Margaret I Heard the Owl;Call My Name '
Hamilton, Virginia. 31.,q. Higgins, the treat

Herriot, James..itil Creatures Givia and Small
Klein, Norma. kon, the Wolfram, and Me
Lee, Mi.14(1. The Skating Rink
Upsyte, Robert: illiConiender
Peek, Robert. 4 Day No Pigs Would Die
&Kiel, Paul. Confessions of a Teeriagie Bairoon

Concept 2Persons need to be recognized bs having dignity and
worth. .

FoX, Pauli. The Slane Dancer
Jordani June. His Own Where
Kerr M. E. Dinky llocker Shoots Smack

. The Son of Someone Famous
Neufeld, John. Lisa, Bright and Dark
Platt, Kin. The Boy Who cotski MakeHiraself Disappear

t.

Hey, Dummy
Sleator, William. House of Stairs
Sviarthout, Glendon. Bless the Beasts and Children'

Concept 3Society is dependent upon the work of manY people.

BUtterivorth; W. E. Susalli a er Clascic convertible

A

e Cleaver, Vera, and Cleaver', Bill. W4.ere, the Liliesfiloom
Eyerly, Jeanette. Bonnie Jo, Go II ne
Glass, irankcina. Marvin and Pie
Jordan, june. His durn Where

Concept 4.Work means different things to different people.

Glarv Fralikcina. Marvin and Tige
Kerr, M. E. The Son of Someone .Pamous
Lee, Mildred. The Skating Rink

.

),
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Lipsyte, Itobert, The Coptender
Wojciechowslca, Mak. A Single Light
Zindel, Paul. I Never Loved Your Mind

, Concept 5-An understanding and acceptance of self a important.
throughout life.

.
- .

* . .. . .
Blume, Judy: Deenk .,00 1 .

-..-
Donovan, John..171 Get Ther, it,Better Be Worth.the Trip

.
Glass, Frankcimk. Marvin and Tige

. - Guest, Jedith. Ordinary People ,
Holland., Isabelle. love and Deaat and Other ourneyi

. . : , the Man,without a Face
Hinton, S. E. That Was Then, This is Now

. Le uin, Ursula-. Very Far Away from Anywhere.Else ..
1/4 I.ipse, Robert. The Contender t

Neufeld, John. For All the Wrong Reasons

Concept 6Indiekidals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes,
values. .

Childress, Mice. A Herci Ain't.Nothire But a Sandwich
Cormier, Robert. The Chocolate War
Craven, Margaret. I Heard the awl Call My Name
Glass, Frankcina. Marvin and Tige
LeGuin, Ursula. Very Far Away from Anywhere Else
Zindel, Pall. The Pigruan

Concept 7-Education and work are interrelated.
Butler, Beverly, Gift of Gold
Childress, Alice. A Hero Ain't Nothin' But a Sandwich
Glasser, Ronald J. Ward 402
Heniot, James. All Creatures Great and Small
Holland, Isabelle. The Man* without a Face

,Le4Guin, Ursula. Very FarAway from Anywhem Else
Neufeld, John. For All the Wrong Reasons ,

I.

Concept 8The occupation one chooses af ects ane's total
lifestyle.

Craven, Margaret. I Heand the awl gall My Name f
Hall, Lynn. Sticks and Stones
LeGuin, Ursula, Very Far Away' from Anywhere
Thompson, Thomas. Richie
Wersba, Barbara. Run Softly, Go Fast
Wojciechoivska, Mgia. A Single Light
41iindel, Paul. Confessions of a Teknage Baboon

4.
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Concept 9Sat WYu aginiino work may ibring fulfillment

(leaver, Niera, and Cteaver, Bill. Where the Lilies Bioont
Margget. I Ipard the Owl Call My Name

Herdot James. Ali Cmatures great anct Small
LipsYte Robert. The Contender .
Peck,obeayToPigsWou4tte
li,awy, Wilson. Where the Red Fern droufs

.
Concept, 10---SUch factors/as ages sex, race, or reli,gion no longer

. limit career possibilities.

.13103e, Judy. Fpmver 47

Butterworth W. E. Susan,tind Her Classic Convertible
Glass; Fraiikcina,Marypt and Tige
HamiltoN Virgipit.iy. C. Higgins; Me a*reat
Holland, Isabelle. Love and Death and Other Journeys
Lethiln; Ursula: Veiy Far Away from Any ere Else
013iien, Robert C. *for Zachariah

, As can hejseen by. a tluick glance at this list; some of the, con- .

ceptslatimbers*2, 4, and 6 in particularare so broad as. to be
=related to work bp.r se. Still, they are excellent concepts that
English teachers would agree, need- to be` reinfAced and can be
reinforced very,easily,- if indirectly, through a great many young
.adult noVels: I do not proiose that English teachers Present a
young adult novel primarily as.a vehicle for the inculcating of con-

-, cepts or the preaching of certain value syitems, though 'many do
just `that unahashsedly. on their. own. .

In the October 1978 Kuppan, Maia Mertz, in an article entitled
"'The gew ReAstn: Traditional pultural Valuei in Recent Young
Adult Fiction," contends that popular yönng adult novels typical- -
ly reinforce conventional values and, attitudes. Mertz states: "The
maaoritY cif current young adult bOoks that have been labeled as
controversial are not controttersial at all- if the reader looks be-
neath.,the unconventional pfotkAnd Sometimes atypical chathcters.
Evert though the hooks .inght emPloy characters, settings, and
lifestyles that were apt included in earlier novels for young adults,
die dominant themei not only uphold hut also reinfOree tradi7
tional values and beliefs." Aino4 these traditional beliefs are the
convictions that, work has dignity 'and that halid work can be both
rewarding and 'ennobling. .

would seern. fooliAh to avoid the iroilortanoe of Work in
relation to theme and characterization when it is there. Work i an

0
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important part of 'almost 4eryone's life, and adol6stents want,,o
'and..need to.explore the idea through ,their own lives and throligh
fiction. Where stereotypes exist, these need to be. exarnined;
where devotion to careers stifle individual ahd family happiness,
questions 'need to be raised; where work is fulfilling, notice must -
be taken; where the value of work itself is suspect,ochange of
ideas and clarification axe in order. - -

'through directed re.ading, .classr6om discussion, and other
acthritis stuctents On, explore and guestioh, think and dream,
compare their own feelings and uncertainties/ about their preknt
and futlire work in the world with their fictional counterpirts.
Through young aclult novel,. they can deofelop .self-insight and
understanding \that Is -not now available through current formal
career educatiein programs ana.probably never can be.
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Two Worlds But One Universe:
Teachers of English and
Corporate Communications

Glenn Leggett
. Deere artl-Company, Moline, Illinois, retired

As a person with extensive professainal experieAce in both the
academic and Corporate worlds, the authot presents a unique
perspective on English teachers' responsibility to be concerned
with the relevance of tlfeir instruction to students' future work
lives. The need for collaborative efforts between the academic
and business worlds is also convincingly underscored.

I want to say something heje bout the w d of corporate com-
mupications and about the w rld Of teacjlers of English-iend
thus, indirectly at least, something about the need for a more
sensible relationship hetWeen the two w.prlds, so that the teaching
of English as a part of career education can be more effective.

In one of Aglatha Christie's Mysteries, a leading.BritiSh banker
is explaining how he progressed from being a lowly bank clerk to
his present Position: .

"Well, if I read something that it *written down in English, I can
!understand what it meansI am .not talking of abstruse stuff,
formulae, or philosophyjust plain businesslike English7mos(
people can't! If I want to write something down, I can write
dotwhat I mean-1'4 discovered that quite a lot of people

that;eitherri

The stU t suggests at least two things about conununidation
skills. F. the corporate world tends to move on words. Second, ,
the words it moves on are not those written and spoken by
teachers of English language arts; they are the words of those who

To keep things in perspective, we need the rest.of the banker's explana-
Clan: "And, as I sayi I can do plain arithmetic. If Jones has eight bananas 'and
BioWn takes ten away from Min, how many will Jones have left?.That's the
k' d of Ann people like to'pretend has a simple answer. They won't admit,
f t,' that Brown can't db it--'and, second, that thaw won't be an answer in
plus bananas!".

,
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read and write business letter's and reportst and those. who give,and
'listen to explanations `an.ci directives. That is, tkey are the. words of
personnel edirectorst works managers, marketing.' researchers, ac-
countants, purchasing. agents; 0/n4:tilers, salar4 adri4nistra4ors,
production Ontrollers, larlor . negotiators, plant and proelust
engineers, anil marketing and manufacturing pei-spris of dpzensot

44, different delcriptions.*lf there are igy c9llege.speedi or writing
mijors in this/assortment; they.hide thdir identities _behind more
hymediately acceptable kinds...6f training and experience;

These facti of the matter bother English te- aches's, espec y
comppsition teachers. it aPpears to diminish their irnpørtanee in
the scheme of.things; their ptide suffers. More importantly, they

-dislike being. misunderstood. For, in Cruth, the, real-world activities'
that maice readiu and writing suCh crue4a1 skills' have always' been
unclektood by most tachers. They woAld like the world to kiiow
pat ey know. `Flqir use of the "theme" and the "orar report"
are only conv.eitient.pedagogical devices, and their assigithients kn
Morey analysis and current events are mostly relections of their ...
own taste. and training. Teachers are sure that their briglt and
purposeful students, whatever their present interests, will even-
tually awaken fully to the real-world importance of what has been
taught. Their frustration comes7part1y frOm their inability to cut
through teenage cOnfusions and So speed up the waking process
and partly, of course, from their continuing public image aS
amiable but rather unwOrldly types.-

.44;4For their part, c:orporate commUnicdors are also unesiv, Tltey
know tint!, in tkte thrporation yery . few hard questions about'
ing and 'Writing 'are ''asked of threshold applicaOts, ..ekcept.- Of;
secrVaries, advertising copywriters, and preSS,lor publicatiOn4...
specialists Other applicants axe mostly judged by credentials thafi,
speak directly to!.`the training and experience re4ted to the job5'4
title itselL2 A Corporation simply does net hire' those talented
.in communication skills if it thinks the jobs cal r p tion

.jn biasinVis adininistration, engineering, compu
accotinting. At this stage, the ability, to comm
taken for granted or is regarded as only o.ne a. number' of
personal. qualities and skills being sought. It is' only afte the

r

Corporations, it needs to he said, are always ,interested in how well ap-
pli9attts 'project" theinsclves, a projection that involves in part s capacity
to verbalize. But the judgment really rests on a whole spectrum of personal-
ity factorsappearance, manners, ieribusn-ess of purpose, selfcontrol, and so
forth.'

nt
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apPlicants have been hired and haive goneitto Work that theirability
to cOmmunicate well becomes a factor in their succeas, in what is
called their upWard mobility in the corporation. For aspiring
corporate tYpes, the moinent of. truth usually comea not at the
beginnini bid a bit later, when the Corporation takes a sPecial

: interegst th the performance of potential future managers.-
The eOrporation takes siich an interest becmise it knows that no

matter What their special resporlaibility, Managers will spend a
-great deal of time cordmunicating. given though their ability to do.
so with precision and speed will not determine their success, it
will certainly play a part. Corporations are not run by siMple yes-
,and-ne verbal decisions, any more than are academic or govern-
Menial groups. Corporate decisions are. reached by procedures of

idacumantatioi. and consultaisi5n, 'by prepared statereents and oral
PreSentations. Though politici and personal wishes May. . be in-
'volved, . these are usuallY worked into the documentations .and
presentations clearly.; enough to be visible, where they -can be

.
accounted for. Managers who -are not accustomed to careful cow-
municatiOn wilt feel insecure with their more literate peers, and
thoUgh they may not fall off the corporate ladder, they Will find
its runga a bit shaky.

So ieitppears that juatice finally finds its way to gnglish teachers..
But the justice is More poetic than real. A few managers who coin-.
rnunicate well may give credit to their early teachers. But they are
exceptiOns, very modest liheiiii-arts types., with long and amiable
memories: The others tend to. 'credit their triining in applied
sciences ("it taught me hOw to thinie)i or,their natural genius, or
Self-study and discipline. Several of my corPorate colleagUes saY
they Wish they had taken"more English -and speech" in c011ege or

a a plied themselves niore in high school, but I regard the
cOmint- mostly -Si an attempt on their pait to say *something
they "k \yapt to hear. Managers who communicate well haves
educational backgrounkt.that vary considerably. If they have any-

; thing in Cominon besides their experience in the corporation and
being bright types generally, it is the practice of reading a good

. deal; with a critieal eye. But this is a .personal, temperathental
chaxacteristic, neither encouraged nor discouraged by the
corporation.

For the truth is `that, until very recently, 'the corporatfon has
done very little, formally; beyond recognizing the importance of
coMmunicating well tO its operating efficiency. I mean "formally"
in the seitse of structurally organizinig itself so as to be more
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, certain than it is of selecting eranloyees'who can read and write
and speak well, or establishing prokrams to train them to do it.
Tbe corporation frequently hires consultants in writing and speak-

; ing tO help their managers. ,But the Concern is short-winded, the
.interest easily distracted. 'To help with specific programs
speeches, presentations, panelsthere is,almost always the corpor-
ation speech writer, or coach (who is usually sonieone in public or
press relations): Though a corporate manager may say he wants
only ideas or "rough drafts" froM speech writers (and though he

. Tay be quite able to draft his own presentations), he Teally ex-
pects the- cprporation speech writers to give him a finished prod-
'uct. He would like to write the speech, but he `'llasn't time," he
will say. What he means it that he can't or_ won't shut off the
phone or delay his appointment schedule While I takes the time
necessary for a long pieee of writing. An unfriendly critic would
say that he lacks the essential self-disciphne; a friendly one would
say that he manages his priorities_in a different way from- writers.
.Whichever, gi/en the demands, real or imagined, on his time; he
finds it less frustrating to order the writing done and then hope
the speech coaches will make it sound like himself.

The professional corporate communicators; who know the
inherent relationship between substance and style, between
persdhality and expression, get anxious about the propriety, of-

, such arrangement.§.. TheY are aware that academic English teachers
flunk those atUdefits who put forth another's writing as their
own; and they suspect that it is this difference that helps make
adversaries of the- teaching and corPorate worlds. But if they do!.
suspect it, they overstate the importance. In Om day-in day-out
operation of the corpOration, the corporate speech writerfcoaCh
is not perrvasiyelY important. This person's task is for special ,

occasions. The operating letters, reports, and other directives are
actfially composed by managers, from first-level supervisors to.

" senior officers.,These compositions, whieh may be given orally,
are suramaries or revieWs of actions; recommendations for new

. -

ways-of-going, responses. to 'proposals, and pOlicy statements
themselves. ThOugh, they' may be edited (diPl.omatically) by all
administrative .secretary or assistant or subordinate, they are
mostly written- by the persons who sign them. By and large, only
these persons haVe the understanding and knowledge of the
specific circumstances at hand to do the writing. Only they can
.assemble the facts so . as ,to order .up properly the sentences that
make Up the lettertr the report or the speech.

.4
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It is.at this point that communications teachers Will recognize
the real-life example of what they have been saying over and over'
again. In the classroom, where they and; tca corporate coMmunica-
tors at last stand. on . common gronnd: what makes the .World
Move really is reading and writing and speaking. .

The recognition by both corporations and teachers of such a
common' groUnd is not in itselfn'ew. it i rather the recent empha-
sis given to this recogniticin, first by' corporations seeking a more
structbred way to teach, or reteach, communication skills; and
second by communitations teachers facing the curricular demands
of the career edncation movement. Thechief problem' for corpor-
ations is to develop a program that will be quickly effective with
busy employees. The chief Problem for teachers is, as always,
student motivation: how to 'make students see thit skill in-com-
munication' will increase titeir chimes for succesS: not siniply: in
school or college, but in work-a-day life. What teachers .have on
their 'side- arelhe training and resources to do thejob well. What
.corporations have; 6n the other hand, is the eseential requirement
a doing the 'job succesefully that is, highly motivated students.
How to get the training and. the r.esburees together with the moti-
Vation *ill help determine both the definition and the success of
career edn.cation in.English.

!A*
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On KeepinOne's Opfions Open

Edmund J. Farrell
University a Texas at Austin

In a highly personal and flavorful style, the author stresses the
necessity and desirability of adaptability as goal for career
education. Career education is implicitly defined as a lifelong

-process, not as a ons-shot preparatory program: Many sugges-
tions' are. offered for language arts expariences that could help
students learn to anticipate and deal with change.

Persons born intp the twentieth century need neither a Bob Dylan
to tell them thT4.1 "the times tiley are an Alvin
,Toffler to inform them that the present

gnot
hold. Relent-

lessly swept into futures not of tbeir making at speeds that leave
them intellectually benumbed and emotionally elkhausted, they
are double kin to Lady Macbeth, feeling with her the future in the
instant and, like that unfortunate aspiying spouse, discovering only
too late that their "best-laid schemes . ... gang aft a-gley."

C4nsider: an adult in 1900 was dependent primarily on horse
and buggy for local transportation; had never heard a radio ur
viewed television; had never flown in an airplanè or seen1 a corn;
puter; had never Worn synthetic materials or been vaccinated
agitinst polio or measles; had not heard of quantuni" theory,
theories of relatively, or atomic and hydrogen bomb's; was unfam-
Hier with Sigmund Freud and psychoanalysis; had never been
subjected to a standardiz,d IQ test; had not attended,a sound
motion picture or peered through an electron: microseope; had
never been treated with penicillin or Aureomycin; had not seen a
vacuum tube or a transistor; had not fought in or borne witness
to two world wars and numerous not so minor ones; was unfam-
iliar with Intelsat, Corosat, and the United Nations; had never read
the Brown Decision or heard of -Martin Luther King; could not
have defined OPEC or intelligently argued for or against nuclear

122 .
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elle-ivy; had never held an.automatic rifle, been caught sPeed,Mg in
aradar trap, or aimed a laser beam at anyone Tor any reason.

.In- 1900-the average citizeh .aged twenty-one had approximatei
eight years of editcation. During those eight years, nO classtim
had been given to discussions Of the civil rights movement, the
women's liberation movement, the Anierican Indian movement,
la raza, or black nationaliim..Not yet matters of educationatind-
port were -such phenomena as agribusiness, bNA and ittTA, walks
on the moon:transmitted Pidthres of far distant planets, divorce
rateS, singfe-parent households, legalized abortion, artificial
insemination, in vitro fertilization,- international tourisM, bilth-
control pills, intrititerine devices,. vasectomies, brain timplants,
transplanted kidneys or hearts, soCialized medicine, legalized
pornography, .double-digit inflation, mind-altering drUgs, .elec-
troMc ;surveillance of citizens, neutron boinbs; military-industrial
complexes, multhiational business.- conglomerates, hand calcula-
tors, Credit-card industries, ecumenical Movements-. plomatic
recognition Of China, or SALT agreeinents.

As one born into times somewhat quieter: than the present, I
was privileged as a youth to .find no shortage Of work or of jobs.
My brother, my sister, and I were responsible fop a cluster of
chores, some required of e'aCh of us daily ("Pick up your room
and Make your bed"), some assigned on a rotating basis ("Clear
the table and do the-dishes,". "Scrub the kitchen:floor," "Dust the
front room!'), some . determined by .reater strength or Os. Least
lesser susceptibility' to hay fever ("Cut the lawn"). The .work
did around the' house was work for whichAI Was not paid, at least
not directly:A wis the contribution vital of us Children made tp
the maintenance of our household anci family.

The jobs I, held outside our home were numerous, and the in-
collie they provided went Io buying my 'clothes, supporting the
hotiiehold budget, and furnishihg me a modest alto:mance. By the
time lovas tWenty-three, I had had experience as a prune picker,
pin setter, 'bellhop, Stock boy, warehouseman, clothes seller,
brewery worker, disbursing storekeeper in the U.S. Navy, and
census taker. I have muscle mernory 'of kneeling on clods under a
bUrning sun and picking Prunes until I was too weary by nightfall
to tift.my forrfor dinner. I know what it is to unload boxbars and
shift freight by hand truck, and to Map in and out of the dusty
pita of bowling' alley's and hand-set pins With indigent winos on

:both Sides of me. I -hawk. had beer bottles explode in ray hand
after they had 'been weaAned by th heat of the pasteurizer, and

:
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as a 'censtas taker was both sexually propilVfned and threaten-
ed with my life.

The work I have done, the jobs I have held, have enriched:my
days and, I- would like to belieVe, my teaching. But alwaysas
youth I knew,that the work would come to an end in time, that
the fobs were responsibilities of the moment, mearls to some
further educational end, nq lifetime-coihmittnents.

F On the wholet my short4rm view has served me Well Orchards
in which I once picked prunes have long since been leveled fOr
houSing tracts; bowling alleys and brewery rooms are now auto-
mated; hydraulic equipment and Crated goods have dispfaced.
thousands of witrehouse workers; and census taking la at best an
infrequent occupation.

Through no 'fault of their own, my nine and eleven-year!ol4
sons are deprived, ftir they have the possessions of affluence with-
-out the sense Of satisfaction that comkfrom making significant
contributiOns to the running of a househOld and fromieLrning
-money regularly from jobs held outside the home.. Though my
wife and I have assigned them chores, electricity and gasoline
make- Mockery of rinkeh of their labor: like most Of mid:class
America, we have dishwasher dryer, vacuum cleaner' in place
of carpet sweeper;gasolihe-powered lawn mower, and electrically.
chargea Weed Eater. Both unions and age deny my children the
kinds of employment- once available to me. Unfortunately, one
learns little about thl dignity .of Work arid the pridp that acconi-
panies a job well done by being told to stack plates in the dish-
washer and carry out the garbage daily.

I endorse any movement that inculcates _in young people ap-
preciation :for the work: carried on by others and- e4teem for the
work they themselves undertake. If the movement can arrange for
them part-time lobs kir pay, so much the better. In fact, if I had
my way, every Studentmale or femalewould learn the skills
necessary for running a household -as well as those necessary for
becoming initially. employable. In recent years, I have cohcluded,,.
perhaps simplistically, that the War between the, Sekes is :one
Precipitated largely by fear: because they have never learned to
cook, run washing Machines, buy groceries, and get kids off. to
school, most hu%barids grow unhealthily dependent upon their
wives and harborTmapressed fears of, desertion _through death 9L
divorce; because 'they have not been on the labor market for yeaal
and regard themselves as unemployable, many wives come to view
their husbands as "sole breadwinner" and share similar fears of

.
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being left alOne t6 cbpe. Any human relationship in which iidivid-
uals dO not feel adequately self-sufficient to survive its tentaina-
tion with grace is a relationship in trbuble, one in which anger
not always suppressed=call be found at the core. As therapists
attest,two.strong I's Make a strong we;

While I favor students' having both book and hands-on know !
ledge about the world Of ,work, while I. want young people to .

master the social and academic skills necessary for their-becoming
employable, while I-Want members of both sexeS to feel corn-
.petent to take charge of their own lives, do not want schools to
foSter the notion that the individual, the society, or the World
has been.is, or ever will be in stasis.

The first job held is rarely the last held, Jobi come and g
accordirig to the vagaries of -the marketplaCe and advance: in
technology. Fifteen years ago, Gr,ant Venn reported that auto,
matit, elevators displaced 40,000 elevilor operators in New York:
City alone, that new,-pquipment in the Census Bureau enabled 50 .

statisticians to do the work in 1960 that reqtfired 4,000-in 1050;
that.the check-writing staff in the *Treasury Slepartment had been
reduced from 400 people to 4.1 Thirteen years ago Arnold Barach

I. pOintect out that in loss than fifteerk years, 3,000,000 workers
had been replaced by machines in. coal paines over 130,000 had
been Made .Surphis. in steel Mills, and that 10 min, using auto=
mated equipment, weie able to cip the work of a previous 400 in
producing auto motor blocks.2

Students need to learn to anticipate changes in both themselves
and the nature of work, which may occur Over the span of their
lilies; further, they need to learn what resources are available
should *they desire to altier the. pattern of either, their employment
or their leistire-time aativities. In English classes, students might
read and discuss traditional al-rd. contemporary selections, fictive
and nonfictive, in which work and its effects on characters'. liVes
are Prominent: concerns.- (Dickensi Lawrence, prAra Hardy; .

Flaubert,: Blaiac; Gather, Tolstoy, Twain; Howells,
Norris, as well ai Studs Terkel, Jules Later, Tillie Olsen, Ernest
Gaines, Sloan Wilson, Harriet Arnow, Oscar Lewis, Maya Angelou,
John' McPhee, Eve Curie,. Roger Angell.; Harvey Swados, and Agnes
Pe Mille faintly suggest how widely one could range.) Students
might also read .apd discuss speculative fiCtiondystopian and
utOpian. literature, sinCe fiction arid sciened fantaiy for the
imaginative insigfits intb possible futures of the society such literk
ture offers. To encourage. Ihem to create worthy goals for poten-

le
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tial societal futures, students might be divided into, groups, each of.,
which is responsible for planning its awn Ameridan utopia.

'To help them perceive themselves and the, society as being in
contimious process, students might be-asked to describe in detail
what they anticipate to be a typical day in their lives at ages

, thirty, fifty, and sevenV-five. Simi lady, they might be asked to '
assume that, at age seiinty-five, they Iv to respond to a grand- .

. request to describe the most important events in their
lives. To help them appreciate ,some of the responsibilities borne
bY persons in different wallw of life,,they might be invited to role
play via the f011pwindkinds Of assignments.

a. Assume that you have decided to campaign for lodal mayor.
.. Write a statement describing what you intend to do to im-

kprIve your city.
b. Assume that you are a medical dbetor and that three of your

. ,

' patients have a terminal kidney disease. You have a machine
avajlable for the dialysis of only one person. Discuss' the
criteria by Which you decide which patient shall live.

e. Asgume that you are a teagher and that you discover that one
of your favorite students has been cheating regularly on tests.

." Outline the procedures you would take to alter the student's
behavior.

.

U. Assume, that you are an electrician and that you have been
told to install in new homes wiring you believe to be defec-
tive. If you challenge yoUr employer, chances are that you
will be fired. If you install the wiring, chances are that.even-
tually a home will burl. You are not sure .you can get
another job, and you need mopey. Describe what you would -
do and why you would do it.

But enough. Within an English class, opportunities appear limit-
less for increasing'students' knowledge about the world .of work,
for expanding their imaginations by engaging them creatively in
their own possible futures, and for hakiing them empathetically
endure the responsibility of making the kinds of work-a-day,-
decisions that confront individuals in Various occupations:

What stuRilents should receive from counselors and other
teachers is iRormation about the opportunities available to
tinue to grow intellectually and emotionally regardleas of their-
initial occupations. Selkletermined programs of home reading;
extension courses; universities without walls; nonresidential col-
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leges; diverse late afternoon and evening programs, both academic
and cultural, on local campuses; videotape and sound cassettes for
hoine viewing and listening; programs on computer; courses span-
gored by businesses and industries-=myziad 'art the ways one can
dontiMie to learn.

Because I Sputtered my way into English tvaching after a num-
ber of false starts, I balk at encouriging any young person to make
a premature closure on a career, particularly sinae every vocation,
inCluding that of Engiish teaching, undergOs constant if dot
dramatic change. Now', post-fifty; 1, feel thap am still learning,
still becoming, still desirous of keeping nr options open, still
unsure. of what I may be tommTow, next week, next year. May it
ahitays be thusfor me, for you, and for those, we teath.

4

1. Qrant Verin, Man, Education, and Work (Washington: American Coun-
cil on Education). .

2. Arnold Bosch, "Changing Technolory anal Changing Culture," in
Automation, Education, and Human Values, ed. William Brickman and
Stanleylehrer (New York: School and Society Books, 1966).
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